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Exploring the Amazon River, with the extremely rare map
1 AC UÑA , Cristóbal Diatristán de. Relation de la Riviere des Amazones traduite par feu Mr de Gomberville de 

l’Académie Françoise. Avec un dissertation sur la riviere des Amazones pour servir de preface.
Paris, Claude Barbin, 1682. 4 parts in 2 volumes. 12°. With a folding engraved map of the Amazon River. Contemporary 
calf, gold-tooled spine. € 14 500 / £ 12 200

First edition in French of a travel account of the expedition by Pedro Texeira (d. 1641) and Cristóbal Diatristán de Acuña (1597 – ca. 
1676), exploring the Amazon River from Quito to the east. They were the first Europeans to penetrate Indian land as deep as they did. 
Originally published in Spanish in 1641.
This French edition is the most complete edition to be found, with the Journal 
du voyage qu’ont fait les Peres Jean Grillet & François Bechamel de la Compagnie 
de Jesus, dans la Goyane, l’an 1674, following the fourth part and including the 
very rare map of the Amazon River, drawn by Sanson d’Abbeville. Borba de 
Moraes thought the map could only be found in the simultaneous issue with 
the publisher’s address of the widow of Louis Billane.
With some water stains. Good copy of a travel account of the exploration of 
the Amazon River.
199, [1; 4], 218; 238, [2 blank]; 206 pp. Alden & Landis 682/2; Borba de Moraes, p. 12; Palau 
2484; Sabin 151. ☞ More on our website

A visit to the oilfields of the APOC, by the founder of Toc H
2 [A N G L O -P E R S I A N O I L C O M PA N Y – P H OTO G R A P H S]. [C H A P P E L L , Henry Pegg (photog-

rapher)]. A Christmas pilgrimage to the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. in Persia made by P.B.C.. S.C.. H.P.C.
[Greece, Palestine, Iran, Iraq, Egypt, 1931–1932]. Oblong photograph album (20.5 × 32 cm). With 72 sepia photographs 
(ca. 6 × 8.5 cm). € 8500 / £ 7150

Album of personal photographs, commemorating a journey in 
1931–1932 to the oilfields in modern Iran and Iraq, by a trio of trav-
ellers which included the Reverend Philip “Tubby” Clayton (1885–
1972), the founder of the Toc H movement. Several photographs 
show Galilee, Jerusalem, Rutbah Wells (Ar-Rutbah) and about 10 
show “fields”, mostly the main oilfield at Masjed Soleyman, and its 
gas separator.
In 1931 Clayton was invited by the director of the Anglo-Persian Oil 
Company, the predecessor of the British Petroleum Company, “to 
inspect the work among the Company units in Persia and the Middle 
East generally” (Harcourt). Accompanied by two friends he travelled 
by plane, train and boat to Lake Tiberias and further by plane to 
Rutbah Wells, a British airfield where the group spent Christmas Eve 

with British, Dutch and German travellers. On Christmas Day they reached Abadan and from there visited the oilfields near Tehran, 
Ahvaz, Haftkel, Mohammerah, Basra and Masjed Soleyman. After a journey to Cairo and Alexandria they boarded an oil tanker for the 
return journey to Britain. This journey inspired Clayton to plead passionately for improvements to the life of the crews of oil tankers. 
He described “carrying oil by sea” as “the most lonely job on the world’s waters” (Clayton). In 1940 he became chaplain of Anglo-Saxon 
Petroleum’s tanker fleet and would subsequently sail on multiple tankers.
The photographs must have been taken by Henry Pegg Chappell (1909–1997), since the other members appear he is the only member 
not present in the photographs and he does not, and only Clayton who completed the journey by oil tanker. A carbon copy of a typed 
list describing all photographs is inserted in the album. Since typed and handwritten additions to the carbon paper refer to Clayton in 
the third person, he probably typed the original list and gave Chappell this carbon copy to insert in his album.
With an inscription, probably by the three travellers, on the title page. Binding slightly worn at the extremities. Paperclip and staple on 
the typescript rusted. In very good condition.
[19], [5 blank] ll. Clayton, “In a tanker”, in: The Times (9 March 1932), p. 15; Harcourt, The impudent dreamer, pp. 216–219. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/14868.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46004.html
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First 4° edition, from the collection of Robert de Ligne (1564–1614)
3 A R I A S M O N TA N O (M O N TA N US), Benito (Benedictus). Humanae salutis monumenta.

Antwerp, Christoffel Plantin, “1571” [= 1582/83]. 4° (22 × 14.5 cm). With an engraved, illustrated title-page, a circular 
head of Jesus in profile and 70 full-page engravings (16.5 × 11.5 cm). 17th-century gold-tooled black goatskin, the front 
board with a centrepiece comprising coat-of-arms in an oval, gilt edges, later endpapers. € 19 500 / £ 16 400

First quarto edition (with larger illustrations than the first two editions, which were in octavo format) 
of a collection of 70 beautiful full-page engraved illustrations, each accompanied by a Latin poem 
by Benito Arias Montanus (1527–1598). The present edition has the same main text, approbation, 
privilege and forewords by Plantin as the first two editions, and the plate for the engraved title-page, 
still dated “1571”, was also used for the first edition. The illustrations, however, are much larger than in 
the octavo editions. Many of them also appeared in the folio Bible of 1583 and some in earlier liturgical 
works, and Plantin no doubt commissioned them for those publications. But he apparently recognized 
that this stock of beautiful copperplate engravings perfectly suited his friend Arias Montanus’s poems, 
leading him to use them to produce a new edition in the larger quarto format.
The present copy was first owned by a member of one of the leading families of the Southern Low 
Countries, Robert de Ligne (1564–1614), Baron (from 1613 Prince) of Barbançon and Arenberg, and 
Captain of the bodyguard of the Archduke and Archduchess Albert and Isabelle.
One text leaf with a cut (fortunately between the lines of type), a fold and a couple early marginal 
repairs, a small rust hole in another text leaf and an occasional minor marginal defect, but still in good 
condition. The arms on the binding are mutilated, and the binding further shows some wear and one 
headband is damaged, but it remains structurally sound
[172] pp. Morales 20; Netherlandish books 2479 & 2521?; Ruelens & De Backer, p. 108; USTC 401970 & 411594?; Voet 590. ☞ More on our website

Arabic manuscript based on Ibn Sina’s Qanun
4 [IB N SINA (AVI CENNA)]. Mahmud ibn Muhammad ibn Umar A L -G A M INI. Qanunceh [= Small canon].

Herat (now Afghanistan), 840 AH [= 1436 CE]. 8° (ca. 13.5 × 20.5 cm). Arabic manuscript on paper, text block ca. 
7.5 × 15 cm, carefully ruled; 9 lines per page. Black ink with relevant words and headings marked in red. Neatly written 
in a naskh Arabic script, albeit slightly influenced by the thuluth script. The colophon names the scribe, Abdallah 
al-Heravi. Near-contemporary calf. € 65 000 / £ 54 600

Complete Arabic manuscript containing the Arabic translation of Ibn Sina’s Qanunsah 
(“Small canon”), originally written in Persian: a brief medical compendium compiled 
by the Khwarazmian polymath al-Gamini based on Ibn Sina’s famous Qanun. This 
abridged manual of medicine is arranged in ten parts (“maqalat”, or “discourses”), each 
containing several chapters. The first maqalat serves as a general introduction, dealing 
with the basic concepts of 14th century medical science and illustrating the various 
physical qualities and body constitutions, then focusing on the four Galenic humours  
before discussing the parts of the body, the senses or faculties, and the preservation 
of one’s natural temper.
More frequently encountered in the original Persian than in Arabic translation, the 
Qanunceh was widely used at Eastern Persian schools as an introductory medical 
instruction manual for at least three centuries. Little is known about the scribe 
Abdallah al-Heravi, but when he copied this manuscript he must have been at an 
early stage of his career, as we have evidence of his activity until at least 1467 CE, fully 
30 years after this manuscript was realized.
Professionally restored, with the margins of several leaves extended or reinforced at 
an early date. Otherwise in fine condition. An interesting 15th-century manuscript 
compendium of Ibn Sina’s Canon.
79 ll. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/7CEFG7GY608W.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46259.html
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Four months on a windjammer to India: a tiresome voyage in 1835
5 B A L DWI N, John Timins. [Manuscript diary and drawing of his voyage to India].

[Onboard the ship from Portsmouth to Madras, India, 1835]. 4°. With a half-page pen drawing and a loosely inserted 
full-page drawing (16.5 × 22 cm) by Baldwin of a mausoleum. 20th-century grey paper over boards. € 6500 / £ 5450

An amusing, unpretentious and therefore all the more lively and interesting diary 
meant for his wife Barbara Baldwin (née Moore Campbell; † 1891) and his friends, by 
the Scottish Captain John Timins Baldwin (1805-Sholopore 1846), an officer in the 
Royal Artillery at Madras: last page: “To Mrs J.T. Baldwin written in 1835 (-1886?)”.
Baldwin wrote the text during a long and tiresome sea voyage from Portsmouth to 
Madras, India, from 27 August to the end of December 1835 on the windjammer “The 
Lady Flora”, captained by Robert Ford. One of the other passengers, Charles Edward 
Faber (1807–1868), later built a road up Singapore’s second highest hill, renamed 
Mount Faber in his honour in 1845. Faber contributes a poem to Baldwin’s diary, The 
Knights of St John (Oxford prize poem) by his brother, Frederick William Faber (1814–
1863), an Anglican vicar who converted to become a Roman Catholic priest. This is 
a good example of the way the passengers shortened the time. Apart from describing 
the little events occurring during the voyage – including crossing the equator, topsail 
breaks, an account of meeting a ship from New South Wales and lamentations such 
as “Monday 14th. Another week has passed finding us still in nearly the same place 
and the little wind we had yesterday has disappeared. About 11 October we descried a 
sail... bearing down towards us... she proved to be the Mary from New South Wales to 
Calcutta...”. Pastimes included playing music with the other passengers (Baldwin played 

the flute), and creating a newspaper The Lady Flora gazette: he records several contributions to it on pp. 176–189. The passengers also 
wrote poems themselves, including a poem about a prisoner at Newgate “after seven years of transportation”, illustrated with a half-page 
pen-and-ink sketch of the prisoner. Newgate Prison, the most notorious prison in London, remained in use from 1188 to 1902 and was 
renowned for its appalling conditions. The 1830s formed the peak in the transportation of convicted felons to Australia, and they were 
held in Newgate awaiting their seven-year term in the penal colony. Other poems were written “on revisiting home after a few years of 
absence” (pp. 164–175).
With some small tears and other minor damage in Baldwin’s drawing of a mausoleum, some soiling of the first leaves, otherwise in good 
condition.
[4] ll.; 189 pp. ☞ More on our website

The first hymn book in the Gilbertese language with a rare local Abaiang imprint
6 B I N G H A M, Hiram I I  & Clara B R EW ST E R . Anene aiabai kristian ni karaoiroa 

Iehova.
Abaian [= Abaiang], 1860. 12°. Contemporary yellow paper wrappers. € 2750 / £ 2310

Rare first hymn book printed in the Gilbertese language with a local imprint, printed in Abaiang, a 
corall atoll in the Micronesian archipelago of Kiribati (formerly called the Gilbert Islands) located in 
the west-central Pacific Ocean. It was translated into Gilbertese by Hiram Bingham II (1831–1908) and 
his wife Clara Brewster (1834–1903). Hiram Bingham II was the first Christian missionary to arrive in 
Abaiang, on 16 November 1857, after he and his wife spent some time in Hawaii and other Pacific island 
communities to spread Christianity. Bingham was part of the American Board, a Boston-based missionary 
group. He was the son of Henry Bingham I, one of the first and most influential missionaries to Hawaii. 
Bingham II has his own memorial in Koinawa and is known for the fact that he was the first to translate 
the Bible, but also hymn books and dictionaries into the Gilbertese language.
Front hinge a little loose and cracked at the foot, some spots throughout the booklet, but overall in good 
condition. The rare first Gilbertese hymn book printed in Abaiang.
12 pp. Stephen Trussel, Kiribati Bibliography 409; WorldCat (5 copies); not in Forbes; Hill; Du Rietz. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46083.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46316.html
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Bound for the daughter of a Leiden alderman
7 [M I N I AT UR E B O O K]. D U B O I S, J.P.J. La sainte Bible, mise en vers. (title-page 

of vol. 2: Le Nouveau Testament, mis en vers).
The Hague, Pieter Servaas, 1752. 2 volumes bound as 1. 72 mo (& 48°?) in 8s (4.5 × 2.9 cm). With 
4 engraved plates. Gold-tooled red morocco (1790s?), the front with the name of the owner for 
whom the book was bound, decorated endpapers with a floral design. Stored in a 19th-century(?) 
red cloth box, lined with decorated paper, perfectly fitting the book. € 1500 / £ 1260

First edition of the French translation of a famous miniature Bible by John Taylor, first published in 1614 
under the title Verbum sempiternum (for the Old Testament and serving as a general title) and Salvator mundi (for the New Testament) 
and comprising English verse summaries or epitomes (in spite of the Latin titles) of the Old and New Testament. These so-called thumb 
bibles flourished as devotional books during the 18th century, intended primarily for children, and remained popular into the 19th century. 
J.P.J. Du Bois translated Taylor’s English verse summaries into French verse, but the present first French edition omits Taylor’s name, 
giving the impression that Du Bois epitomised the text himself. It contains a verse abridgment of each book of the Bible.
Bound for Maria Louisa Hartingh (1780–1866) with her name in gold (“Marie Louise Harting”) on the front board. Maria Louisa 
Hartingh was the daughter of the Leiden alderman Nicolaas Hartingh (1752–1795) and his wife Louise Elisabeth Ernestina Meyners 
(1755–1798) who was of noble descent and whose father was the important military commander Willem Meyners (1717–1780). Stylistically 
the binding could be late 18th or early 19th-century, but since the book was intended primarily for children and Hartingh was born in 
1780, it was probably bound as a gift for her in the 1790s. Further with some bibliographical information in a later 19th-century hand 
on the second free endleaf. Occasional small spots, otherwise in very good condition.
192; 192 pp. plus 4 plates. Adomeit C24; Bondy, p. 37; STCN 229863167 (7 copies); Welsh 1229. ☞ More on our website

The coasts of the Baltic Sea in the context of the Crimean War
8 [B O S C H ET T I, Ambrogio]. Il Mar Baltico e le sue coste descritti e illustrati con alcune carte geografiche topogra-

fiche ed orografiche per la guerre d’Oriente.
Triest, Colombo Coen, 1854. Large 4° (32.5 × 23.5 cm). With 1 folding map of the Baltic Sea as the frontispiece, 1 mili-
tary plan of Kronstadt, 15 plates of Finnish, Swedish, Baltic and Russian cities, and 1 small illustration in the text on p. 
58. Contemporary half brown cloth, grey paper sides, with the publisher’s front wrapper (for the “seconda edizione”) 
printed letterpress on pink paper. € 3250 / £ 2750

Italian description of cities along the coasts of the Baltic Sea, mainly in Finland, 
Sweden, the Baltic states and Russia, published in 1854 in the context of the 
Crimean War (October 1853 to February 1856). The main reason for this conflict 
between Russia and an alliance of the Ottoman Empire, France, the United 
Kingdom and Sardinia, was to prevent Russian expansion to the south as the 
power of the Ottoman Empire was weakening. An immediate cause for the war 
was a series of disputes over the rights of Christian minorities in the Ottoman 
Empire (especially Palestine) between the Roman Catholics and the Eastern 
Orthodox Church.
The text is illustrated with 15 tinted lithographic views of cities such as Saint 
Petersburg in Russia, Cristianstadt (Kristianstad) in Sweden, and Ado in Finland, 
1 map of the Baltic Sea, and a military ground plan of Kronstadt (a small island 
near Saint Petersburg). All lithographs, except the map, are signed by V. Stranski and printed by Colombo Coen.
The present copy is the first edition of this description of cities in the Baltic region, even though the wrapper-title on the front board 
says “seconda edizione”. What is called the second edition is practically identical to the first and was published in the same year. They 
appear to have been printed from the same setting, except for the first two leaves of the first quire (the title-page, its verso and the preface, 
whose verso is blank).
WorldCat records only 5 copies of the first and 7 copies of the second.
Covers somewhat soiled, very slight foxing throughout, some browning and offsetting in the plates. A rare work with tinted lithographed 
views of Finnish, Swedish, Baltic and Russian cities.
131, [1] pp. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46383.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46208.html
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“The first woman known to have discovered whole new genera of plants”
9 B OWD I C H, Thomas Edward, Sarah B OWD I C H L E E (editor), George C U VI E R and Alexander VO N 

HUM B O L DT (annotators). Excursions dans les isles de Madère et de Porto-Santo, faites dans l’automne de 1827, 
pendant son troisième voyage en Afrique, ... 
Paris, F.G. Levrault, 1826. 2 volumes. 8° (text) and 4° (plates). With 22 lithographed plates (3 double-page and 4 hand-co-
loured). Modern half morocco; the text volume with the original publisher’s wrappers bound in. € 2500 / £ 2100

Rare first and only edition in French of an account of a journey to Madeira and Porto Santo, by the 
British traveller and naturalist Thomas Edward Bowdich (1791–1824), edited and with appendices 
by his wife Sarah (1791–1856), an outstanding naturalist and traveller in her own right. After a stay of 
several months in Madeira in 1822, where the pair gathered all sorts of botanical, geographical and geo-
logical material, they travelled to Gambia, where Bowdich caught a cold, developed a fever and died.
Penniless and with the botanical specimens collected during the voyage lost in a storm, Sarah Bowdich 
took it upon herself to edit and publish the gathered material. With the help of several friends, 
including George Cuvier and Alexander von Humboldt, she prepared Bowdich’s notes on Madeira, 
added illustrations drawn by herself (the 7 plates of fishes foreshadowing her famous book Fresh-water 
fishes of Great Britain) and prepared additional sections describing the African part of the journey 
and presenting translations of Arabic writing. “Most significantly, however, her original descriptions 
of new species and genera of fish, birds, and plants, evaluated by Cuvier, established her as the first 
woman known to have discovered whole new genera of plants” (Beaver). The French translation also 
contained additional notes by her friends Cuvier and Von Humboldt.
Binding worn at the extremities. Somewhat foxed throughout; in very good condition.
[1], [1 blank], [1], [1 blank], 447 pp. Bradley I, p. 497; Nissen, ZBI, 520. ☞ More on our website

First edition of Brodtmann’s zoological series, seldom found complete
10 B R O DTM A N N, Karl Joseph. Naturhistorische Bilder-Gallerie aus dem Thierreiche.

[Zurich or Schaffhausen?], Brodtmann, [1816 and later] (title-page of the “ersten Heft”: Lindau, 1816). Heft 1–33 in-
cluding the supplements, bound in 1 volume. Large 2° (46 × 38 cm). With a lithographed title-page and 144 lithographs 
drawn by Brodtmann himself. 19th-century brown marbled paper over boards. € 18 500 / £ 15 500

First edition of the complete series of Karl Joseph Brodtmann’s lithographed natural history plates, most showing animals, including 
the plates in the supplement, not mentioned by Winkler. Brodtmann (1787–1862) was a Swiss artist, lithographer and printmaker. He 
is especially known for his beautiful and vivid lithographs of animals, respecting scientific accuracy. The present work contains 6 series 
with a total of 144 lithographs by Brodtmann, each series separately numbered, opening with a series of 12 plates showing people from all 
over the world, with their costumes, including East Indians, Sandwich Islanders and Inuits. The second series, forming the largest part of 
the work with 60 plates, shows other mammals. Here as in the other series, many plates depict more than one species, so it covers a large 
number of mammals. They are followed by 32 plates of birds, including some exotic ones. But Brodtmann also adds more common birds, 
like geese and galliformes (gamefowl). The work continues with 12 plates of reptiles and amphibians. He ends his zoological plate collec-

tion with 16 plates mostly devoted to insects. Descriptive texts accompany all 
plates in the 33 Heften. The present copy also includes the 12 supplementary 
plates, including their texts, adding, for example, proboscis monkeys, lemurs, 
flying squirrels and several kinds of seals.
Heften 26–33 are bound between Heft 18 and Heft 19. Binding professionally 
restored and reinforced, covers are slightly rubbed and the extremities of the 
covers are slightly browned. Small brown stain on the top right corner of the 
outer edges. Edges of some plates a bit frayed and dust-soiled (especially plate 
4 in the supplement), small tears in a few plates (not or barely affecting the 
image) have been professionally restored. Overall in very good condition.
[8] (title and index) ll.; 36 (Heft 1–18); 16 (Heft 26–33); 6 (Heft 19–21); 10 (Heft 22–25); 4 
(Supplement) pp. Winkler 105 (not noting the supplement); not in Nissen, ZBI. ☞ More on 
our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L53ECAXKXMCT.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46162.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46162.html
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De Bruin’s remarks on his engravings of the ruins of Persepolis
11 B RU I N, Cornelis de. Aanmerkingen over de printverbeeldingen van de overblyfzelen van het oude Persepolis, 

onlangs uitgegeven door de heeren Chardin en Kempfer, waer in derzelver mistekeningen en gebreken klaer worden 
aengewezen, door Cornelis de Bruin..
Amsterdam, R. en G. Wetstein, J. Oosterwyk, H. van de Gaate, 1714. 8°. With 3 engraved folding plates, a small ornament 
on the title-page a tail piece on p. 77, and 1 woodcut decorated initial. Later grey-brown paper wrappers. € 1500 / £ 1260

Rare first (and only Dutch) edition of Cornelis de Bruin’s defence of his engrav-
ings of ruins in Persepolis and his claims to have corrected many errors of his 
predecessors. The accuracy and reliability of his engravings had been called into 
question based oncomparisons with the engravings by Jean Chardin (1643–1713) 
and by Engelbert Kaempfer (1651–1715), where people had observed some dif-
ferences. Chardin and Kaempfer had each visited and described the ruins of 
Persepolis just before De Bruin. Chardin was a renowned traveller and author 
whose travel accounts formed the leading early modern work on the Near East 
and especially Persia. Kaempfer was a naturalist, physician, explorer and writer 
whose status as a scientist led people to trust his account and depiction of the 
scene more than those of De Bruin, who had no background in science. While 
De Bruin was respected as an artist, his interpretation of the ruins was not taken 
as seriously as the other two until he published his remarks. The Aanmerkingen 
over de printverbeeldingen ... was also translated into French, Et quelques remarques contre Mrs. Chardin et Kempfer, and appeared alongside 
the 1718 French edition of De Bruin’s travels through Russia, Persia and Southeast Asia: Voyages de Corneille le Brun par la Moscovie, en 
Perse, et aux Indes Orientales.
Wrappers slightly damaged, mainly at the spine and foot, edges slightly frayed, inside hinges weak, very slight browning throughout, 
otherwise in good condition.
77, [3 blank] pp. PiCarta (3 copies); STCN (2 copies); Tiele, Bibl. 211; cf. Cornelis de Bruyn (ed. Kiki Hannema), Reizen over Moskovie. Een Hollandse schilder ontmoet 
Tsaar Peter de Grote (1996); Howgego B177. ☞ More on our website

Botanical and pomological watercolours, by a pioneering female alpinist
12 B RUN N E R , Elise. [Botanical and pomological drawings].

[Bern?], 1847–1848. Oblong 4°. Album with 25 botanical and pomological pencil drawings in various sizes, all coloured with 
gouache, apparently by the artist, and mostly signed by Elise Brunner. All these drawings are mounted on the album leaves 
of various colours. Also inserted is a black and white sketch in pencil signed by an unknown female artist “Marie Blau fec.”. 
19th-century half dark red morocco with lighter red morocco sides, gold-tooled spine. € 2950 / £ 2480

Album with botanical and pomological drawings, all coloured with gouache, 
apparently by the artist, Elise Brunner (1831–1890). Brunner was one of the 
earliest Swiss female alpinists. She was initiated to the joys of mountaineer-
ing by her brothers Wilhelm and Max Brunner, both capable mountaineers. 
Especially Wilhelm and Elise crossed many mountains together. In their 
time, her mountain travels were an unusual achievement for a woman. She 
is one of the female pioneers of mountain tourism for women, setting the 
stage for the Schweizer Frauen-Alpenclub (SFAC), which would be founded 
in 1918. The present drawings, made in her younger years (possibly in the 
surroundings of her native city Bern?) show several plants, including flowers 
and fruits, and demonstrate her exquisite skill and knowledge as a botanist 
who appreciated the both the Swiss natural environment and her moun-
tainous adventures.
Binding only very slightly worn around the edges, minor foxing on some blank leaves at the end, but overall a beautiful album with fine 
and bright coloured drawings in very good condition.
[61] album ll., 18 of the first 21 containing 25 colour drawings and 1 pencil sketch. For Elise Brunner: www.sac-cas.ch (website of the Schweizer Alpen-Club SAC). 
☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46461.html
www.sac-cas.ch
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46306.html
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The classic book of Biblical travels,  
in contemporary, richly blind-tooled Saxon pigskin

13 BÜN T I N G, Heinrich and Matthias H A S A E RT. Itinerarium Sacrae Scriptu-
rae, das ist Ein Reisebuch uber die gantze Heilige Schrifft ...
Magdeburg, Paul Donat for Ambrosius Kirchner, 1585. With 3 title-pages, 7 dou-
ble-page and 2 full-page woodcut maps
With: (2) BÜNTING, Heinrich. Braunschweigische und Luneburgische Chronica.
Magdeburg, Paul Donat for Ambrosius Kirchner, 1584–1585. With numerous woodcut 
illustrations. 2 works in 3 and 4 volumes, bound as 1. 2°. Contemporary, richly blind-tooled 
pigskin, possibly by Nikolaus Müller in Wittenberg. € 32 500 / £  27 300

Rare third(?) edition, in the original German, of a classic account of Biblical travels, written by the 
Hannover Lutheran pastor and theologian Heinrich Bünting (1545–1606), first published by Jakob Lucius the elder at Helmstedt in Lower 
Saxony in 1581, with the third volume, De monetis et mensuris sacrae scripturae, added in 1582. It is here bound with the first edition of Bünting’s 
complementary Chronica, a chronical of his native region made to accompany the present third edition of his Itinerarium. These editions therefore 
brought Bünting’s work largely to its definitive form. Both proved extremely popular, and most later editions were produced as matching sets 
of the Itinerarium and Chronica, which appeared in almost 80 editions (in seven languages) into the 18th century. “However much a work of 
the study, this book [the Itinerarium] could be easily taken and read as a travel book. Bünting, although he had never actually visited Palestine, 
produced an original work by recasting sacred scripture into a Reissbuch” (Noonan); “the most complete summary of the knowledge of that 
day concerning the geography of the biblical events” (Van der Heijden, p. 55).
The Chronica, matching in format and produced by the same printer and publisher at the same time, contains a wealth of historical, military, 
heraldic and genealogical information, beautifully illustrated with finely detailed woodcuts, with a special emphasis on the regions around 
Braunschweig and Lüneburg in Lower Saxony.
The contemporary binding of the present copy is spectacular and remarkable, almost certainly produced in Saxony and possibly by Nikolaus Müller 
in Wittenberg, where Bünting studied. It gives the date of the binding itself (the year after publication), the initials of the owner who commis-
sioned it, and shows a rare pair of dated panel stamps (portraits of Luther and Melanchthon, both 1556), and one of the three rolls is dated 1563.
With the unidentified initials AP of the first owner on the 1586 binding, a 1681 owner’s inscription. Also with an early drawing in the margin of the 
Chronica L1. The binding shows some minor abrasions, mostly on the back board, but the panel stamps and tooling are generally well-preserved.
Ad 1: [16], “141” [= 242], [18]; [6], 110, [9] [3 blank]; [6], “34” [= 33], [1 blank] pp.; ad 2: [14], “150” [= 151], [1 blank]; “46” [= 47]. [1 blank]; [1], 47–82, [1 blank]; 
[1], “82”-“113” [= 83–109] ll. Ad 1: BMC STC German, p. 164; H.A.M. van der Heijden, “Heinrich Bünting’s Itinerarium …”, in: Quaerendo, 28 (1998), pp. 49–71, 
no. 7 (3 copies); Index Aureliensis 5 (1964); USTC 668397 (3 copies, incl. 1 in Van der Heijden); VD 16; for the maps: Laor, Maps of the Holy Land 139–146, 968 (maps 
in various eds., 1582–1648); not in Karrow. Ad 2: BMC STC German, p. 164; USTC 616928 (8 copies, vol. 2 dated 1584) & 616927 (6 copies, with vols. 2 & 3 dated 
1584); VD16, B9152 (same 8 copies) & B9151 (same 6 copies); cf. Adams B3156 (1597 Magdeburg ed.). For the panel stamps: Einbanddatenbank p000339 & p000338; 
Weale, Bookbindings and rubbings … (1894), rubbings 760 & 761. ☞ More on our website

Rare complete first edition of Visentini’s print series with views of Venice after Canaletto, 
“crucial to forming the image of Venice in the mind of its visitors”

14 [C A NA L ET TO]. VI S E N T I N I, Antonio. Urbis Venetiarum prospectus celebriores, ex Antonii Canal tabulis 
XXXVIII.
Venice, Joannem Baptistam Pasquali, 1742. 3 parts in 1 vol-
ume. Oblong 2° (ca. 36.5 × 52.5 cm). With 3 letterpress ti-
tle-pages printed in red and black with engraved vignettes by 
Visentini, the original engraved title-page for the first series 
(Prospectus Magni Canali), a double portrait of Canaletto 
and Visentini by Visentini after Giovanni Battista Piazetta 
and and XIV, XII and XII numbered engraved prints with fa-
miliar views based upon 38 paintings by Canaletto, engraved 
by Visentini, showing the Grand Canal, public buildings, re-
nowned places in Venice and regatta scenes. Contemporary 
half morocco, brown paper sides, manuscript title (?) and two 
old shelfmarks on the spine. € 45 000 / £  37 800

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46348.html
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First complete edition of a series of engraved views of Venice by Visentini after Canaletto’s paintings, which were in the collection of 
the book collector, patron of the arts and British Consul of Venice Joseph Smith (ca. 1673/4–1770). Visentini’s plates are not only the 
best known among the many engravings made after Canaletto’s famous views of Venice, but also the best and most influential: “crucial 
to forming the image of Venice in the mind of its visitors” (Millard). The British Consul Smith commissioned the painter, engraver and 
architect Antonio Visentini (1688–1782), connected to the Academia and to the artistic and publishing circle around Smith, to engrave 
the plates after Canaletto’s paintings.
The present 1742 edition is the first to include all 38 prints of the complete three suites, but Visentini had completed and published the 
first suite of views already in 1735. The present complete series proved very succesfull, with further editions in 1751, 1754 and 1773. Even 
in the 19th century it ran through new editions: an 1833 edition with French and Italian captions was reprinted in 1838. The present first 
edition of the complete series is quite rare: we have traced only 6 copies worldwide in WorldCat and it rarely appears on the market.
Binding a little rubbed: spine a little damaged, paper sides frayed around the edges and chipped in the right lower corner of the front 
board, boards a little stained. Bookblock slightly loose in the binding. Some marginal tears professionally repaired. Prints only slightly 
browned along the edges of the margins, but otherwise in very good condition. The rare complete first edition of one of the most influ-
ential print series in shaping the image of Venice.
[8]; [1]; [1] ll. plus the part-title, double portrait and XIV, XII, XII prints. Kat. Ornamentstichsammlung Berlin 2695; Millard, Italian 153; WorldCat (6 copies in 5 
entries); for Canaletto: Thieme & Becker V, pp. 455–486; for Visentini: Thieme & Becker XXIX, p. 419. ☞ More on our website

First Spanish edition of an essential primary source for Portuguese India
15 C A STA N H E DA , Fernão Lopes de. Historia del descubrimiento y conquista dela India por los Portugueses, ... 

traduzida nuevamente en Romance Castallano.
Antwerp, Martinus Nutius I, 1554. 8° (16 × 11 cm). With Nutius’s storks device. Set in roman and italic types. Con-
temporary (Antwerp?) calf, blind-tooled boards, showing a frame made from a vine, leaf and flower roll edged with 
triple fillets. € 25 000 / £  21 000

First edition in Spanish of an essential source for any study of Portuguese India, first published in 
Portuguese at Coimbra in 1551, here including the author’s prologue and the publisher’s dedication 
to the Spanish historian Luis de Ávila y Zuniga (ca. 1490-ca. 1560) in Rome. It is the first of eight 
“books”, often published as separate volumes, on the history of Portuguese voyages of discovery and 
military conquests in India. The present first book covers the history to 1505. Its first edition, in 
Portuguese, is extremely rare, supposedly because it caused great offense to King João III and other 
prominent figures in Portugal. As a result, Castenheda (ca. 1500–1559) had to rewrite it and most 
sets of the eight books in Portuguese include his revised 1554 edition of book I. The present first 
Spanish edition follows the 1551 edition, so that it gives us the author’s uncensored views that were 
suppressed in most editions.
With the margins of the first 3 leaves somewhat browned by the turn-ins, a small tear in the gutter 
fold at the head of the title-page, a small marginal tear repaired in 1 leaf and occasional very minor 
foxing, but still in very good condition and including the final blank leaf. The binding has some 
worm damage at the head and foot of the spine, partly restored, a few smaller superficial defects on 
the boards, and slightly worn hinges, but most of the tooling remains clear.
“220” [= 225], [6], [1 blank] ll. Alden & Landis 554/39; Borba de Moraes, p. 166; Howgego C67; Palau 140958; Porbase 363542 (= 411694); Salva 3351; USTC 440158; 
for the author and text: Lach & Van Kley I, pp. 187–190 and passim. ☞ More on our website

Secret reports from the South China Command to the British War Office
16 [C H I NA – S E C R ET B R IT I S H M I L ITA RY R E P O RT ]. Reports on Kwangtung and Fukien Provinces.

Hong Kong, British War Office, 1926–1928. 2° (22.5 × 35 cm). Five secret military reconnaissance reports totalling 
138 numbered leaves in typescript (some in carbon copies or duplicated) with insertions and manuscript additions, 
with 47 original photographs (3.5 × 6 to 8 × 13 cm) mounted on the leaves (3 of the 47 are longer panoramas, 
each built up from 2 to 3 photos) and a folding blueprint plan (26 × 48.5 cm). Contemporary brown half cloth.
 € 36 000 / £  30 250

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46068.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L8FH7C9IH3ZL.html
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Five secret British military reconnaissance reports made by the South China Command in Hong Kong for the Under Secretary of State 
at the War Office in London, giving a very detailed account of sites of military importance in Guangdong and Fujian provinces on the 
southeast coast of mainland China at a critical moment in Chinese history. It includes a description of the famous Whampoa (Huangpu) 
Military Academy, established by Sun Yat-sen in 1924 with help from the Soviet Union and commanded by the young Chiang Kai-shek 
in his first major post, the Guangzhou radio transmitting station, the aerodrome near the academy, arsenals, railways, fortifications, 
other prospective military targets, the topography of the region and possible landing sites for an invasion. The folding plan shows “The 
Asiatic Petroleum Co’s wharf Amoy”, with extensive soundings, reproducing a drawing dated 14 September 1919. The British were secretly 
preparing for military intervention in China during a period of tension between China and the western powers. Although the text gives 
some background information and a few anecdotes about events in China (some Chinese feared the compiler might be a Russian spy), 
it mostly leaves political opinions to the politicians and concentrates on the factual information the military would need if England 
decided to invade China.
The Hong Kong cover letters indicate that these reports were distributed in only three 
to five copies, all but one going to Asian offices, and we have located no surviving 
copies besides the present ones. Some worm holes, especially in the first few and last 
few leaves (slightly affecting 2 photographs), and with occasional minor chips and 
tears, the folding plan has separated at the folds, a folding photographic panorama 
assembled from 3 photographs has one part torn through and another photo has a 
faded patch, but most text leaves and photographs are in good condition. A detailed 
secret report of British military reconnaissance in southern China as the civil war 
between Communists and Nationalist broke out.
[II], 11; [II], 12–35; [I], 36–60; [I], 61–101; [I], 103–138 ll. For the British military’s view of the 
circumstances: J. Parkinson, The Royal Navy, China Station (2018), pp. 359–372. ☞ More on our website

Clusius’s important descriptions of exotic plants and animals
17 C LUS IUS, Carolus (Charles de l’É C LUS E). Exoticorum libri decem: quibus animalium, plantarum, aromatum.

[Leiden], Franciscus Raphelengius II (Plantin printing office), 1605. 3 parts containing 6 works in 1 edition. With 
more than 200 botanical and zoological woodcut illustrations in the text (including 1 full-page).
With: (2) C LUS IUS, Carolus. Curae posteriores.
[Leiden], Franciscus Raphelengius II (Plantin printing office), 1611. 2 parts in 1 edition. With 34 mostly botanical woodcut 
illustrations in the text. 2 editions in 1 volume. 2°. Portuguese black morocco (ca. 1850?), gilt edges. € 15 000 / £  12 600

Ad 1: First edition of the sequel to Clusius’s Rariorum plantarum historia (1601), the first part of his collected works, containing further 
works not included in the former and mostly devoted to exotic plants and animals. The first six “libri” of the Exoticorum (libri I–VI) form 
a new unpublished botanical work written by Clusius: “an important work in exotic flora [that] includes everything [he] published on 
the subject” (DSB). In the first three books he describes exotic trees, fruits and seeds, the fourth covers various botanical topics, the fifth 
various animals (including the first scientific description of the dodo, giving it its first Latin name) and the sixth sea plants and fish. These 
six libri contain specimens from the New World, Southeast Asia, Africa, etc. Balis describes Clusius as the “founder of exotic zoology”.
Clusius’s work “remains of high value even to-day, on account of his genius for detecting the essential 
specific features of plants ... again and again, in attempting to ascertain the correct application of 
names given by Linnaeus, the inquirer is led back to [Clusius’s] work, which can be described as the 
starting point of our modern knowledge for many genera. … Moreover, his enthusiastic cultivation 
of foreign plants, particularly those from Turkey and the Levant, prepared the way for the splendid 
gardens of seventeenth century France, Germany, Austria, Flanders and Holland” (Blunt).
Ad 2: First edition of Clusius’s posthumous papers, together with the funeral oration by Everard 
Vorst (Vorstius), and laudatory verses and other contributions by various authors. It starts off with 
addenda and corrigenda to his Rariorum plantarum historia and Exoticorum, and to his translations 
of Monardes and Belon. It further includes an excerpt from a journal of Steven van der Hagen (the 
first admiral of the Dutch East India Company), found among Clusius’s papers.
A very good copy.
 [16], 378, [9], [1 blank], 52, [12], 242, [1], [1 blank]; [6], 71, [1 blank]; 24 pp. Ad 1: Balis, Van diverse pluimage, pp. 
28–29; Hunt 182; Johnston 151; Nissen BBI 369; J.C. Parish, The dodo and the solitaire: a natural history (2013), p. 107; ad 
2: Johnston 156; Nissen, BBI 368 ( folio ed. erroneously described as 4°); cf. Hunt 191 (4° ed.); for Clusius: Blunt, Botanical 
illustration, p. 64; DSB VIII, pp. 120–121. ☞ More on our website
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50 coloured maritime prints of exceptional quality, by a Dutch naval officer/artist
18 C O MT E , Pieter le I I . Afbeeldingen van schepen en vaartuigen, in verschillende bewegingen.

Amsterdam, F. Kaal (printed by J. J. Nesser Jr.), 1831. Oblong 4° (23.5 × 31 cm). With 50 nicely hand coloured litho-
graphic plates. Contemporary boards covered with the original letterpress printed paper wrapper. Signed by the author/
artist as authentication, and with his embossed stamp in the foot margin of each plate. € 7500 / £ 6300

First and only edition of a lovely and technically accurate series of lithographic prints 
showing a wide variety of ships and boats, mostly Dutch but including some foreign 
examples. Most are shown in full sail, sometimes with coasts in the background. 
The steam boat is especially interesting: the first Dutch steam boat operated only 
for a few weeks in 1817, and it was in the course of the 1820s that successful steam 
boat lines came into operation, so that the present is a very early example. The illus-
trations were drawn and lithographed by Le Comte (1802–1849) who also wrote 
the sixty-page explanatory text. He was an active naval officer as well as a painter, 
draftsman and lithographic artist, so that he understood the technical details of ships 
and rigging, giving the present prints a much greater value as historical documents 
than prints by a lay artist. This technical knowledge is also clearly reflected in the 
detailed plates giving very precise images of rigging and some equipment.
Very good copy, from the library of Johannes Enschedé “Jr.” (1785–1866), with 
his name on the flyleaf. With a few plates foxed. The wrappers, pasted on the boards, are browned.
[8], 60, [3] pp. Cat. NHSM, p. 756; Irene de Groot & Robert Vorstman, Zeilschepen, 219–227; for the author/artist: Scheen, p. 97. ☞ More on our website

Very rare first account of the death of Captain Cook
19 [C O O K , James (subject)]. Nachrichten von dem Leben und den Seereisen des berühmten Capitain Cook.

Reval [= Tallinn, Estonia] & Leipzig, Albrecht und Compagnie, 1780.
With: (2) Briefe aus England historisch-statistisch und artistischen Inhalts. 1s Heft.
Reval [= Tallinn, Estonia] & Leipzig, Albrecht und Compagnie, 1780.
2 works in 1 volume. 8°. With a woodcut ship on the title-page of ad 2 and woodcut headpieces in both works. Contem-
porary half calf, brown sprinkled paper sides, brown morocco spine label with title in gold. € 148 500 / £  124 750

Extremely rare German account of Captain Cook’s death, published in Tallinn in Estonia, “undoubtedly the first account of Cook’s death 
to be published in book form” (Beddie), together with a letter concerning the 1775 Spanish voyage to the west coast of North America by 
Bodega y Quadra (1744–1794), also in German, with many references to Cook. The first work opens with a short poem on the death of 
the English navigator and hydrographer James Cook (1728–1779), who died during a scuffle with the Hawaiian natives on 14 February 
1779, after his relations with them had deteriorated. It is followed by a foreword and “a short account of Cook’s life, his voyages and his 
death, with many inaccuracies on his early career” (Beddie), also in German. Much of the information in this small booklet comes from 
a letter, Auszug des Briefes von Kensington den 4ten Febr. 1780 die Nachrichten von Kapitain Cook betressend.

This letter “includes paraphrases of passages in Captain Charles Clerke’s letter to the Admirality, written 
at Kamchatka on June 8, 1779, announcing the death of Cook at Hawaii” (Forbes). Beyond the book’s 
importance as the first published account of Cook’s death, it also includes many passing references to 
the Hawaiian Islands. It ends with a laudatory poem on Cook’s death, “An elegy on the death of the 
late Captain Cook”, followed by a German translation.
In addition to the present edition in the original German, Albrecht published a French translation 
more or less simultaneously: Précis de la vie & des voyages du Capitaine Cook. Écrit de Kensington ce 4 
février 1780. The author of this account of Cook’s death is uncertain, though it has been attributed to 
Georg Forster (1754–1794) or Johann Reinhold Forster (1729–1798), German natural scientists who 
accompanied Cook on his second voyage.
The second work in this volume, by the same publisher in matching format in the same year, is a letter 
concerning the 1775 voyage to the west coast of North America by the Spanish voyager Juan Francisco 
de la Bodega y Quadra. It contains many references to the voyages of Cook and is even rarer than the 
Nachrichten.

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/C6B96BYNZ8OA.html
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Both works on Cook and the Pacific are rare, the Briefe (with only 1 copy in WorldCat) even rarer than the Nachrichten. We have found 
only one other copy of either in auction record (in fact the two works bound together).
Binding slightly rubbed, especially around the spine and along the extremities. Some leaves slightly browned, some occasional stains, 
slightly dust-soiled, a small wormhole in the outer margin of pp. 15–26, but overall an extremely rare work in good condition.
48; [14], [2 blank] pp. Ad 1: Beddie 241; Forbes 18; Howgego C176; VD18 11228342; WorldCat (12 copies in 4 entries); cf. Du Rietz 1060 (French & German eds.); not 
in Hill. Ad 2: WorldCat (1 copy); not in VD18. ☞ More on our website

A magnificent and extremely rare contemporary hand-coloured suite of 115 numbered plates
20 [C O ST UM E S – M I L ITA RY – EUR O P E]. E N G E L B R E C HT, Martin & C.P. M A J. [115 contemporary 

hand-coloured engraved plates picturing 18th-century European military life].
Augsburg, Martin Engelbrecht, ca. 1742. 2°. 115 engraved and magnificent hand-coloured plates, highlighted with gold 
and silver, drawn by C.P. Maj and executed and printed by the Augsburg engraver and art publisher Martin Engelbrecht 
(1684–1756). With separately printed engraved captions. Modern red morroco, marbled sides. € 65 000 / £  54 600

Extremely rare suite with 115 hand-coloured plates of the protagonists of the Austrian Succession 
wars. This collection of costume plates is very rare: neither Lipperheide nor Colas records it and 
we find only a few separate plates on the market and in libraries. We find only 7 sets recorded 
in the last 100 years with varing make-up and number of plates.
The work was apparently also published and sold with the title Theatre de la milice etrangere: 
Schau-Bühne verschiedener bisher in Teutschland unbekant gewester Soldaten von ausländischer 
Nationen, also published by Engelbrecht (ca. 1746?), but with other, bilingual French and 
German captions printed below the plates. The plates show us lively pictures of the protag-
onists, especially of the foreign mercenaries, in action – often fiercely and ruthlessly – on the 
battlefields of 18th-century Europe during the War of the Austrian Succession and the first and 
second Selesian wars (ca. 1740–1748), the last Great Power conflict with the Bourbon-Habsburg 
dynastic conflict at its heart, and marked by the rise of Prussia as a major power.
Thirty engravings are devoted to the Habsburg monarchy’s military border, including a portrait 
of their famous commander Colonel Baron Francis von der Trenck (1711–1749), while fifteen 
more show Scottish Highlanders (“Montagnards d’Ecosse”), eleven Hungarian foot soldiers 
(“Tolpatches”), six Prussian Hussars from the regiment of Baron Johann Daniël von Menzel, 
including a portrait of him, six Fantasins (infantry from Carlstadt (Karlovac, Croatia), Uhlanen 
(light Polish-Lithuanian cavalry), Hajduk (irregular infantry), Dalmatians (Morlachs), Serbs 
and Croats (Varasdin). There are plates of officers and commanders as well as common soldiers, 
many fighting on horseback; some soldiers waving the flag of their unit, or playing the flute, trumpet, drums or bagpipes. Some are 
depicted with their wives (or mistresses) and children, including a plate of a sutler (someone who sold provisions); many apear against 
an interesting background picturing camps, cities, fortresses and soldiers cooking or being punished.
Paper edges slightly soiled, otherwise in very good condition. A set of 115 very rare numbered plates of military costumes.
115 plates. Cf. Friedrich Schott, Der Augsburger Kupferstecher und Kunstverleger Martin Engelbrecht und seine Nachfolger: ein Beitrag z. Gesch. D. Augsburger Kunst 
– und Buchhandels von 1719 bis 1896 (1924), 2354–2474 (3 sets with 95, 20 & 6 ll.); WorldCat (2 copies of the Theatre de la milice etrangere); not in Catalogue de 
costume militaires. Autriche-Hongrie (Paris 1928); Colas; Hiler; Lipperheide. ☞ More on our website

A critical account of Formosa and its loss by the VOC in 1662
21 [C OY ET T, Frederic]. ’t Verwaerloosde Formosa, of waerachtig verhael, hoedanigh door verwaerloosinge der Ned-

erlanders in Oost-Indien, het eylant Formosa, van den Chinesen mandorijn, ende zeerover Coxinja, overrompelt, 
vermeestert, ende ontweldight is geworden.
Amsterdam, Jan Claesz. ten Hoorn, Michiel Pieters, 1675. 3 parts in 1 volume. 4°. With an etched frontispiece 
including a map of Formosa and view of the Dutch fortress there, and 8 etched views on 7 plates. Modern vellum.
 € 22 500 / £  18 900
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First and only edition in the original Dutch of an essential primary source on the history of Formosa 
(Taiwan) during its occupation by the Dutch East India Company (VOC) in the years 1624–1662, 
and especially on its fall into Chinese hands in the latter year. Generally ascribed to the governor 
who “lost” Formosa, it defends his actions and harshly criticises the role of the VOC. The plates, 
well etched by Johannes van den Aveele and J. van Baden, show a temple interior, the Dutch fleet 
entering the bay, battle scenes on sea and land, the taking of fort Zeelandia, and two views on one 
plate showing Chinese atrocities against the Dutch. The last part, comprising 38 pages, provides 
the texts of 16 primary documents, 1646–1674.
Frederic Coyett (1615-post 1675) set off for Formosa in 1645 and was appointed governor of the 
island in 1656. Although a large VOC fleet had come to Formosa in 1660, it departed in 1661 leaving 
only a small garrison behind. In 1661 the Chinese pirate Coxinga took advantage of the weakened 
position to attack the settlement there, which capitulated on 1 February 1662 after a three-month 
siege. Coyett negotiated good terms for himself and the other survivors, but the Dutch accused him 
of high treason and banned him for life. The Stadtholder pardoned him in 1674 and he returned 
to the Netherlands, where he wrote the present book.
Several leaves slightly browned, some occasional spots, but otherwise in very good condition.
[8], 45, [1 blank]; [2], 72; 38, [2 blank] pp. Cordier, Sinica, col. 285; JFB V94; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 232; STCN 850652669; cf. Walravens, China Illustrata 
108. ☞ More on our website

Rare journal of a voyage from Sumatra to Bengal published by Dalrymple
22 [DA L RY M P L E , Alexander]. TAY L O R , Robert. [Drop-title:] Capt. Taylor’s remarks, in ship Ceres.

[London, George Bigg, 1787]. Small 2° (31.5 × 24.5 cm). Contemporary half vellum, marbled sides. € 8500 / £ 7150

Rare second edition, second issue, of a journal of a voyage from Sumatra to Bengal, kept by Captain Robert Taylor on the ship Ceres, 
followed by additional comments from “a manuscript, which may be depended upon”. Locations sighted include: Hog Island, the Cocos 
islands, Aceh, the Straits of Malacca, Barren Island and the Andaman Islands.

The journal was prepared for publication by the eccentric Scottish geographer Alexander Dalrymple 
(1737–1808), Captain Cook’s leading rival. For years Dalrymple, as hydrographer for the East India 
Company, produced a series of memoirs and detailed ships’ logs that he obtained in that function. He 
compared historical sources gathered from extensive archival research with newly obtained data straight 
from the ships and his own careful observations. With these publications Dalrymple became the origina-
tor of official British hydrography and as such they give a unique impression of the scientific background 
that laid behind the trade of the British Empire in the East and its development over the years.
A very good copy.
12 pp. A.S. Cook, Alexander Dalrymple (1737–1808), (PhD diss., 1992), A120; ESTC T75520 (6 copies); for Dalrymple: A.S. 
Cook, “Dalrymple, Alexander (1737–1808)”, in: ODNB online (2008); Howgego, to 1800, D4. ☞ More on our website

Introduction to Dalrymple’s nautical publications on the East Indies
23 DA L RY M P L E , Alexander. General collection of nautical publications.

London, George Bigg, 1783. Small 2° (31.5 × 24.5 cm). Contemporary, vellum backed, stiff 
marbled wrappers. € 8500 / £ 7150

First edition of one the introductions to the newly planned work of the eccentric Scottish geographer 
Alexander Dalrymple (1737–1808), hydrographer for the East India Company and Captain Cook’s leading 
rival. In 1783 he started to re-arrange his earlier plans, charts and views into a new format, without naviga-
tional information, for general sale as a geographical work. The present introduction concerns his nautical 
publications (mostly annotated ship’s logs and journals) and despite it being presented as a general geo-
graphical work this introduction mostly consists of technical remarks, primarily concerning his advocacy 
of Arnold’s chronometers.

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/KCB9JCIU5LCE.html
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Dalrymple had by then already published dozens of plans of ports and small-scale charts of parts of the East Indies and his reputation 
was based on these publications, whose spare style contrasted with the ornateness of commercial chart atlases.
With a slip mounted on page 9, correcting a footnote. A small tear in the margins of one leaf and two leaves slightly thumbed, but 
otherwise in very good condition.
[4], 16 pp. Adams & Waters 603; A.S. Cook, Alexander Dalrymple (1737–1808), (PhD diss., 1992), A82; ESTC T135033 (7 copies); JCB MH 1317; JFB D17; for 
Dalrymple: A.S. Cook, “Dalrymple, Alexander (1737–1808)”, in: ODNB online (2008); Howgego, to 1800, D4. ☞ More on our website

With Napoleon in Egypt: 150 splendid plates
24 D E N O N, Dominique-Vivant. Viaggio nel basso ed alto d’Egitto.

Florence, Giuseppe Tofani, 1808. 2 volumes. 2°. With 70 sepia aquatints and 80 further 
plates & charts. Contemporary half mottled calf. € 9500 / £ 8000

First Italian edition of a splendid display of Egyptian antiquities studied and drawn during 
Napoleon’s 1798 Egyptian campaign, first published in French in 1802. Napoleon invited the French 
Baron Dominique-Vivant Denon (1747–1823), diplomat and artist, to serve as “déssinateur” in the 
scientific crew attached to the Napoleonic forces during the 1798 Egyptian campaign. His resulting 
work was a tremendous success, showing for the first time details of the extraordinary monumental 
richness in the land of the Pharaohs. This is the only edition to have some of the plates in aquatint. 
In many respects the illustrations done in this way, which tend to be the topographic views, are 
more successful than the equivalent line engravings in the original and subsequent French editions.
In good condition.
XI, [1], 214 pp. Ibrahim-Hilmy I, p. 174. ☞ More on our website

First European biography of Timur derived from an Arabic source
25 D U B E C -C R E S P I N, Jean. The historie of the great emperour Tamerlan wherein are expressed, encounters, skir-

mishes, battels, sieges, assaults, skalings, taking of cities and strong places, defended, and assaulted, with diverse strat-
agems of warre, the which this great and renowned warriour hath conducted and accomplished, during his raigne of 
fortie or fiftie yeares: ...
London, R. Field for Willam Ponsonby, 1597. 4°. With a woodcut device on the title-page, woodcut initials, head – and 
tail-pieces.17th-century calf, 19th century gold-tooled spine. € 35 000 / £  29 400

Very rare first edition of the first English translation of Histoire du grand empereur Tamerlanes (Rouen 1585), the first European account 
of the life of Timur (Tamerlane) based on an Arabic source. The successful and barbaric 14th-century conqueror Timur created an empire 

stretching from Syria to India, rivaled the Ottoman Empire and ventured to China. In 16th 
century England Timur was made famous through Christopher Marlowe’s play Tamburlaine 
(1590). Marlowe had access to Du Bec-Crespin’s French manuscript (Martin), so even though 
the present English account appeared seven years after Marlowe’s famous play, it translates the 
French text that served as his main source. The story of Timur was already known in Europe 
through several authors, but Du Bec-Crespin stands out as the first European author who 
based his work on an Arabic source, which he calls “Alhacen”. Arabic authors were responsible 
for the survival of the supposed autobiography of Tamburlaine, the Mulfazat Timury. The 
English translation is sometimes credited to Humphrey Mildmay.
Small owner’s mark of James Sotheby (1682–1742) in pencil on title-page “J.S. Sept 23rd, 1731”; 
bookplate on front paste-down of C.W.H. Sotheby; bookplate of Dr. & Mrs. H.R. Knohl 
“Fox Pointe Collection”. Lacking the final blank leaf. Light stain in the margin of the first and 
last few pages. Leaves trimmed a little close at the head, occasional marginal marking or fin-
ger-soiling. The binding is slightly worn, corners bumped. Otherwise in very good condition.
[4], 265, [1] pp. ESTC S109956; M.R. Martin (ed.), Tamburlaine the great, pp. 16–18. McJannet, L., The Sultan 
speaks, p. 97. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L7UBU9JJAMHL.html
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64 lovely coloured views  
of Vienna and vicinity in Beethoven’s time

26 E I S N E R , Josef, [and others?]. Collection de vues des prinéipaux [recté 
principaux] palais, eglises, bâtimens publies, campagnes & jardins tant de 
Vienne que de ses environs. | Ansichten Sam[m]lung der berühmtesten 
Palläste, Gebäude, und der schönsten Gegenden von und um Wien.
Vienna, Maria Geissler, [1812]. Large oblong 16m? (11 × 13.5 cm). With an 
engraved title-page and 64 (of a possible 100) engraved plates numbered 
1–56, 58–61, and odd numbers 63–73 (including 2 folding plates with 
2 numbers each, 21/22 and 23/24). Hand-coloured in watercolour by a 
contemporary hand. Contemporary half sheepskin, gold-tooled spine. € 6500 / £ 5450

A series of charming views of Vienna and its environs in the middle of Beethoven’s thirty-five years there, around the time Wagner was 
born there, and about eight years after it became the capital of the new Austrian Empire, including views of Baden, Klosterneuburg, 
Bratislava and other neighbouring sites, all attractively and artistically coloured by a contemporary hand. It shows palaces, castles and 
ruins, churches, chapels and the Vienna cathedral, gardens and pavilions, city streets and squares, the spa at Baden, Christoph de Bach’s 
Circus Gymnasticus, the lavish Apollo Saal, views along the Danube and more. The famous streets, squares, buildings and interiors appear 
bustling with fashionable ladies and gentlemen, pedestrians and horse-drawn carriages, and the river full of boats. Four views are signed 
by the artist, Josef Eisner (1788–1861), and about a third by the engraver, mostly Johann Jaresch (but two by Johann Boehm (ca. 1770-post 
1821), probably as engraver). All plates are captioned in French and German, and numbered in the centre.
With early owner’s name. Although this book can have 100 plates, there is no evidence that any have been removed and none is numbered 
higher than 73. The present copy may therefore have been issued before the series was complete. The fact that most plates are still in their 
first states supports that suggestion. With a small stain affecting a couple letters on the title-page, an occasional lighter spot in some of 
the plates, and part of 1 letter shaved in one caption, but still in good condition. The binding is slightly worn, but is also still good. Lovely 
coloured views of Vienna when it was the musical and in many ways the cultural capital of Europe.
[1], “73” [= 64] engraved ll. Bobins 1037; KVK & WorldCat (8 copies, incl. at least 2 with less than 100 pl.); Nebehay & Wagner 193; not in Abbey, Travel. ☞ More 
on our website

With hand-coloured views of Hawaii and Buenos Aires
27 E K B O H R N, Carl Mangus. Loggboks-anteckningar under en jordomsegling med fregatten Eugenie åren 1851–53.

Stockholm, P.A. Huldberg, (colophon: printed by Föreningens Boktryckeri, 1856). 8°. With 8 hand-coloured lith-
ographed plates (including frontispiece), a folding map showing the tracks of the voyage, and several woodcut text 
illustrations. 19th-century black half sheepskin. € 800 / £ 675

An account of the circumnavigation of world by the Swedish frigate Eugenie, “the first Swedish man-
of-war to enter Hawaiian waters” (Forbes). The ship sailed around South America, then proceeded to 
the Galapagos, Hawaii, San Francisco, Tahiti, the Cook and Washington (Marquesas) Island, Sydney, 
Canton, Indonesia, and around South Africa back to Sweden. The Eugenie arrived at Honolulu on 
21 June, 1852, and stayed there until July 2, which is detailed in chapter 9. The plates include 2 views 
of Buenos Aires, a view of Hawaii, a double portrait of King Kamehameha III and Queen Kalama, 
and a Hawaiian man in red vest with carrying pole.
According to Kroepelien, the account was compiled from the notes of Carl Edward af Trolle, and 
interspersed with numerous quotations from the published narratives by N.J. Anderson and C. 
Skogman. The illustrations were taken from the Skogman’s and Bille’s accounts of the voyages of the 
Eugenie and the Galathea respectively.
Rebacked, some browning, binding chafed. A good copy.
[4], 256 pp. Forbes 2146; Kroepelien 395; O’Reilly & Reitmann 1182; cf. Forbes 2051 (Skogman’s account). ☞ More on 
our website
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Presentation copy to the colorist of the plates, seldomly found complete
28 F IT Z G E R A L D, Robert Desmond. Australian orchids.

Sydney, Thomas Richards (vol. 1, part 1–2, 4–7; vol. 2, part 1–2), Charles Potter (vol. 1, part 3; vol. 2, part 4 & 5) 
& George Stephan Chapman (vol. 2, part 4), [1875--1894]. 12 parts in 2 volumes (vol. 1: part 1–7; vol. 2: part 1–5). 
Large 2° (ca. 50 × 34 cm). With 118 lithographed plates (10 double-page) all but 1 coloured by a contemporary hand 
in watercolour. The plates were all drawn by Fitzgerald and lithographed by himself and Arthur J. Stopps. All plates 
are interleaved with accompanying letterpress descriptions. Contemporary half cloth in a uniform style (various 
colours) with the original publisher’s wrappers (also in various colours: yellow, green, blue, turquoise) mounted 
on the cloth. The 12 volumes are preserved in 20th-century green cloth boxes with a uniform black morocco spine 
labe. € 18 000 / £  15 150

First edition of one of the earliest studies on Australian orchids, by Robert 
Desmond Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald (1830–1892) was an Australian deputy survey-
or-general and botanical artist of Irish birth, who lived in Sydney from 1856. 
He is best known for his present Australian orchids, containing descriptions 
of Australian orchid species, some described here for the first time. Although 
some sources give his middle name as David or Douglas, Desmond seems to be 
correct. The work was issued in 12 parts from 1875 to 1894, the last completed 
posthumously from Fitzgerald’s notes by Henry Deane.
The present copy is Fitzgerald’s presentation copy for Miss Macpherson, the 
colourist of a large number of the plates, with an inscription by Fitzgerald 
addressed to her on the first leaf of the first part of volume 1: “Miss Macpherson, 
from Robert Fitzgerald with thanks for assistance”. Also included are two letters, 
written by one of Miss Macpherson’s heirs to a prospective buyer.
Most quires have come loose from the sewing supports some dark spots in the 
gutter margin caused by the cords. Some plates in parts 4 and 5 of vol. 2 are 
trimmed a little shorter than the others, some foxing and staining (especially 
vol. 1, part 1), but overall a set in good condition. The book remarkable not 
only because it is a presentation copy for Miss Macpherson, the colourist, but 
also because it is complete: “complete copies of the book are now very rare” 
(Stafleu & Cowan).
118 plates plus letterpress descriptions. BM NH II, p. 580, col. 1; Ferguson V, 9623 (vol. 1 only); Great flower books, p. 94; Nissen BBI 633; Stafleu & Cowan 1799.. 
☞ More on our website

Magnificent atlas with 80 mostly coloured manuscript maps and fortification plans
29 [F O RT I F I C AT I O N AT L A S]. [Collection of 80 manuscript maps and plans of fortifications, fortified towns 

and fortified estates].
[The Netherlands, ca. 1624–1628]. Large 2° (42.5 × 29.5 cm). With 80 manuscript maps and plans, 75 double-page 
(2 with a flap folded in), 4 larger folding (including 3 assembled from 1 1/2 sheets), and 1 also double-page in size 
but assembled from 2 smaller sheets. Most include a scale and 71 are coloured, mostly in opaque gouaches. They 
show plans of fortifications and towns in the Netherlands (51), Germany (16), Italy (3), France (4), Poland (2), 
Belgium (2), Malta (1) and Brazil (1). Early 18th-century(?) sprinkled tanned sheepskin, rebacked and restored.
 € 165 000 / £  138 600

Magnificent atlas containing 80 mostly coloured manuscript maps and plans showing fortifications, fortified cities, fortresses and castles, 
often representing the situations during sieges in the first decade of the Thirty Years’ War (the later part of the Dutch Eighty Years’ War). 
Most of the maps were drawn soon after the end of the Twelve Years’ Truce (1609–1621), when the Eighty Years’ War with Spain was 
resumed.
About 50 of the 80 maps show closely related paper stocks. The fact that so many plans show closely related watermarks suggests that 
most of the drawings were made together, rather than at the sites during the sieges, but they were probably based on sketches and mea-
surements made at the sites.

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46176.html
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Four name the draftsmen, whether of the final plan or of 
the preliminary one on which it was based. That of Bahia 
in Brazil is by Goos Coeck, master military engineer; that 
of Bergen op Zoom by the engineer Tretaran; the 1612 
map of Mülheim by Jordan von der Waghe; and that of 
the 14th-century fortified estate “Huis ter Eem” for the 
Bishopric of Utrecht by a certain J... ... whose name was 
deliberately obscured by an early owner who scribbled 
over it in ink.
From the Blenheim Library, assembled by Charles Spencer 
(1675–1722), third Earl of Sunderland. With most maps 
in very good condition, a few with small tears on the 
edges or along the folds. The binding has been re-backed 
and shows other restorations. A unique and important 
primary source for the study of the Dutch fight for inde-
pendence from Spain, the cities of the period (especially in 
the Netherlands) and their fortifications at a time when the newly proclaimed Dutch Republic was revolutionizing military engineering.
 Puttick & Simpson, London, 19 July 1882 (Earl of Sunderland/Blenheim Library auction), lot 6252. ☞ More on our website

Extraordinary presentation copy of the rare first edition of Galle´s print series
30 [G A LLE, Cornelis I and OPHOVIUS, Michael]. D[ivae]. Catharinae Senensis virginis s[ancti]s[si]mae. ord[inis]. 

praedicatorum vita ac miracula selectiora formis aeneis expressa.
Including (each with a drop-title):
Het leven en[de] de uyt-ghelesenste miraculen van St. Catharina van Siena, der predik-heeren oorden.
La vie de S. Catherine de Sienne, vierge et religieuse du sanct ordre de S. Dominique, & miracles triez d’icelle.
Antwerp, Philips Galle (plates) & Jan I Moretus for Philips Galle (text), 1603. Collection of plates on the life of Cath-
erine of Siena followed by the French and Dutch translations of the Latin captions of the plates. Small 4° (19.5 × 14.5 
cm). With an engraved title-page with 8 medallion portraits, a portrait of Saint Catherine of Siena and 32 numbered 
plates showing the life of Saint Catherine. Contemporary gold-tooled vellum. € 5000 / £ 4200

The rare first edition of Cornelis I Galle’s print series of Saint Catherine of Siena, this copy 
unusually including not only the letterpress Latin preliminaries, but also both the French 
and the Dutch translation of the engraved Latin captions below the engravings, each printed 
in a separate letterpress quire so that they could be included or omitted as desired. The let-
terpress leaves were printed by Jan I Moretus, who continued the printing office of his late 
father-in-law, Christoffel Plantin, often still calling it the Officina Plantiniana. The print 
series, comprising 32 engravings by the Flemish engraver Cornelis I Galle (1576–1650), shows 
scenes from the life of Saint Catherine of Siena (1347–1380), an Italian mystic canonized in 
1461 who became one of the most important female mystics of the 14th century.
Exceptional complete copies like ours, with the preliminaries, Dutch translations and French 
translations, are certainly very rare. The copy in the Ghent University Library appears to 
include all elements, as the present one certainly does. Copies rarely come on the market.
Ours is also a presentation copy, probably for the English priest George Chamberlain 
(1576–1634), with an extensive manuscript dedication on the first free endleaf. Chamberlain 
became the sixth bishop of Ypres (Belgium) and one of the most important bishops of the 
17th-century Catholic church in Belgium.
Binding a little dust-soiled and very slightly stained, spine slightly damaged at one of the flower stamps and at the foot, leaves a little 
browned and slightly stained (especially around the edges), some leaves (particularly the first and last) slightly frayed. Otherwise in good 
condition. A rare print series, especially when complete with the French and Dutch translations of the Latin captions, in an attractive 
contemporary binding.
[4], [4], [4] ll. plus XXXII plates. BCNI 4957; Cicognara I, 2140; Imhof, Jan Moretus and continuation of the Plantin Press, O55 (with the French translation) & O56 
(with the Dutch translation); New Hollstein, Galle IV, p. 248, R12; Praz, pp. 326 & 439; Simoni O19 (with the Dutch translation?); STCV 12922821 (1 copy, with the 
Dutch translation) & 6619615 (4 copies, with neither translation, incl. 2 lacking some plates). ☞ More on our website
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One of the 200 special copies issued for the Antwerp magistrates, after designs by Rubens
31 G EVA E RTS, Jean Gaspard (Caspar G EVA RTIUS) and Pieter Paul RUB E NS. Pompa introitus honori sereni-

ssimi principis Ferdinandi Austriaci Hispaniarum Infantis S.R.E. Card. Belgarum et Burgundionum Gubernatoris etc. 
a S.P.Q. Antwerp. Decreta et adornata. ...
Antwerp, Theodoor van Tulden (colophon: printed by Jan van Meurs, 1641), [published January 1643]. Royal 1° 
(full-sheet leaves) (57 × 42 cm). With a letterpress half-title and 39 single-page, double-page and larger folding plates 
depicting the rich allegorical and ornamental triumphal arches and festive decorations, paintings, statues, etc., all 
designed by Pieter Paul Rubens, all but one for the triumphal entry of the Spanish cardinal-infante Ferdinand into 
Antwerp in 1635. Further with 46 smaller engravings in the text, depicting coins and medals, and numerous woodcut 
decorated initials (4 series). Contemporary overlapping vellum, manuscript title on spine. € 29 500 / £  24 750

One of the 200 deluxe copies reserved for the Antwerp magistrates, printed on 
heavy Venetian paper and including the equestrian portrait of Ferdinand, of a 
splendid monument of Baroque book illustration by Pieter Paul Rubens (1577–
1640): one of the most sumptuously illustrated books of the 17th century. It illus-
trates and describes the spectacular triumphal entry of Cardinal-Infante Ferdinand 
of Austria (1609–1641), Infante of Spain, into the city of Antwerp on 16 May 1635, 
after his victory at the Battle of Nördingen in 1634. The city was richly decorated 
for his triumphal procession with wooden arches, stages and paintings by Rubens. 
The present work, commissioned by the Antwerp city magistrates to commemorate 
the procession and festivities, records Ferdinand’s entry into Antwerp in great detail, 
in both words and images.
The book, one of the most monumental publications of the 17th century, has a 
complicated publishing history occupying more than seven years, with publication 
delayed by the deaths of Rubens in 1640 and Ferdinand in 1641. The colophon 
of the present copy is dated 1641, but it includes plate 43, which the Antwerp 
magistrates commissioned from Van Thulden on 9 December 1641, so that it was 
certainly printed in 1642: Ferdinand’s magnificent triumphal chariot with numerous 
allegorical figures and an inset view of his victory at the Battle of Kallo (20 June 1638) after a design by Rubens.
Its large size and numerous copperplate illustrations made it one of the most expensive books produced in the 17th century, but the 
large plates also allowed Van Thulden to enhance the quality of the illustrations, depicting the arches and stages designed by Rubens for 
the Baroque festivities in great detail. The present copy is one of the 200 deluxe copies reserved for the Antwerp city magistrates. These 
copies were printed on heavier Venetian paper, watermarked: anchor in a circle, topped by a star.
Binding with only a few spots and some scratches. With a few minor spots in the text and on the plates, some foxing on the back of plate 
33, some leaves a bit crinkled (for example the half-title), with a few minor tears in some plates (mostly on the folds of the folding plates), 
not affecting the images, otherwise in very good condition.
[10], 189, [13] pp. plus 38 plates. Atlas Van Stolk II, 1764; Prosper Arents, “Pompa introitus Ferdinandi: bijdrage tot de Rubensbibliografie”, in: De Gulden Passer, 27 
(1949), pp. 81–340; Carmen Arnold-Biucchi, “Coins and classical imagery in the time of Rubens: the stage of welcome in Caspar Gevartius’s Pompa introitus Fernandi”, 
in: Knaap & Putnam, Art, music, and spectacle in the age of Rubens: the Pompa introitus Fernandi (2013), pp. 189–215; Landwehr, Splendid ceremonies 99; Muller, 
Historieplaten 1727; STCV 12858454; Millard architectural collection, northern European books 38; Von Roeder-Raumbach & Evers 28. ☞ More on our website

Famous military manual in magnificent contemporary colouring. From the library of  
the last Margrave of Bergen op Zoom, grandson of Leopold Philippe, Duke of Arenberg

32 G H EY N, Jacob I I  de. Waffenhandlung von den Rören. Musquetten. undt Spiessen. Gestalt nach der ordnung dess 
Hochgebornen Fursten und Herrn herrn Moritzen Printzen zu Oranien, Graffen zu Nassaw.
The Hague, [Hillebrant Jacobsz. van Wouw, 1607–1608]. 3 parts in 1 volume. Small 1° (37.5 × 28 cm). With 
engraved title-page and 117 full-page engraved plates (ca. 26 × 19 cm). All plates and the engraved title-page 
magnificently coloured and lavishly highlighted with silver and gold by a contemporary hand. 18th-century 
mottled calf, gold-tooled with the arms of the Count Palatine of Sulzbach and his wife on each board and richly 
gold-tooled spine. € 250 000 / £  210 000

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46072.html
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Magnificent copy of one of the rare 1608 editions, with the German title, English 
dedication and note to the reader and text in English, French, German and Dutch. 
Known in English as The exercise of arms, it was written and illustrated by Jacques 
de Gheyn and quickly became a famous pictorial army manual for use of officers 
to teach the young recruits how to handle their weapons: the arquebus (part 1), 
musket (part 2) and pike (part 3).
It gives an excellent picture of the successful army of the Dutch Republic after 
its reform by Prince Maurits, who (re)introduced exercises and discipline. It also 
immortalizes Prince Maurits as a military thinker and commander of the most 
disciplined army of his age.
The book met immediate success and makes a considerable contribution to 
our knowledge of military history. Fully coloured copies like the present were 
produced largely for princes and other important persons and were probably 
coloured by De Gheyn himself who was certainly responsible for the high 
standard of the colouring.
In the 18th century our copy was owned by and bound for Charles Philippe 
Theodore Count Palatine de Sulzbach (1724–1799), Duke of Bavaria, Jülich, 
Kleve and Berg, Prince of Mörs, Count of Veldentz, Lord of Ravenstein and last 
Margrave of Bergen op Zoom (1733–1794), with his and his wife’s coat of arms 
on each board.
The slips on the title-page have browned slightly and there is occasional minor 
soiling, mostly in the lower right margin, but the book is in very good condition. 
A magnificently coloured copy of a work of major importance in military history.
[10], [8], [11] ll. Meij, Jacques de Gheyn II als tekenaar, p. 12, nos. 15–20 (pp. 45–47); New Hollstein, 
The De Geyn Family II, 340–457. ☞ More on our website

Rare collection of travel accounts in the form of letters,  
including a Swedish translation of a biography of Captain Cook

33 G J Ö RW E L L , Carl Christoffer (ed.). Almänna rese-beskrifwaren eller sammandrag af de nyaste och bästa 
rese-beskrifningar, hälst de som nyligast utkommit; til uplysning af andra länders geographie, natural-historia, stats-för-
fatning, hushålning, lärdom, bruk och seder: uti bref författat.
Stockholm, printed by Johan Arvid Carlbohm [and A.J. Nordstrom], 1780 [-1782]. 2 volumes. 8°. With an engraved 
portrait of “Jacob” ( James) Cook as a frontispiece in vol. 1, with some head and tail pieces throughout the 2 vols. 
Contemporary half goatskin. € 2250 / £ 1900

A collection of summaries and translations of the latest and best travel accounts, in the 
form of 41 letters by A. Norberg, C.C.L. Hirschfeld and others. Most importantly, vol. 2 
(pp. 135–169) includes the Swedish translation of the biography of Captain Cook by Georg 
Christoph Lichtenberg. This biography was first published in the Göttingisches Magazin der 
Wissenschaften und Litteratur (Göttingen, 1780), a journal edited by Lichtenberg and J.G.A. 
Forster.
Other accounts in the two volumes cover the geography, natural history, people, customs 
and traditions of countries such as Italy, Spain, Portugal and Switzerland. The 41 letters that 
form the 2 volumes are divided into 6 parts, 3 in each volume. The present work was compiled 
and edited by Carl Christoffer Gjörwell (1731–1811), a Swedish journalist, prolific editor and 
publisher, bookseller, and librarian of the national library of Sweden.
Binding of both volumes shows signs of wear, front hinge of vol. 1 weak, annotations in 
pencil on the title-page of vol. 1, brown stains on p. 67 of vol. 1 slight foxing and/or browning 
throughout the two vols., first 5 leaves of vol. 2 have a water stain in the lower margin, not 
affecting the text.
[4], 360; [2], 134, [2], 135–194, [2], 195-“168” [= 268] pp. Forbes vol. 1, 12; Du Rietz, Kroepelien 489; cf. Svenskt 
biografiskt lexikon, 2nd ed., vol 1, p. 393. ☞ More on our website
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The only 18th-century Portuguese publication exclusively dedicated to the basso continuo
34 G O M E S DA S I LVA , Alberto José. Regras de acompanhar para cravo, ou orgaõ, e ainde tambem para qualquer 

outro instrumento de vozes, reduzidas a breve methodo, e fácil percepçaõ.
Lisbon, Francisco Luís Ameno, 1758. 4° (21 × 15 cm). With 12 pages of engraved music printed from 12 copper plates on 
both sides of 6 inserted leaves. Further with a full-page engraved dial showing the 12 intervals in all major and minor 
keys. Contemporary, richly gold-tooled red goatskin morocco. € 5000 / £ 4200

First and only edition of an educational work with rules and a method for accompaniment for 
harpsichord, organ or other vocal instruments. It was written and composed to be short and easy 
to understand, for the use of beginners. The illustrations of musical notation were added to clarify 
the text and to put the theory into practice. The present work stands out in relation to other 18th 
century works on music theory, as the only known Portuguese publication exclusively devoted to 
the basso continuo and also as the first work printed in Portugal, to present all major and minor 
scales of the complete chromatic octave.
Very slight signs of wear, without affecting the integrity of the binding. Lacking the rotating inner 
dial for the engraved dial with the musical keys, with a small ink stain on the title-page, a small hole 
in pp. 5–6, slight browning of the full-page plates, otherwise in very good condition. The binding 
shows slight signs of wear but is also generally very good. The first 18th-century Portuguese music 
book on the basso continuo, in a lovely contemporary binding.
[8], “39” [= 47] [pp. 45–47 numbered as 37–39], [1 blank], [2], [2 blank] pp. Dicionáro Biográfico Caravelas, “SILVA, 
Alberto José Gomes da”; Inocêncio, I, p. 24 and VIII, p. 23; Joaquim de Vasconcelos (Músicos), II, p. 167. ☞ More on our 
website

The first European book printed with Chinese type
35 G O N Z A L E S D E M E N D O Ç A , Juan. Historia de las cosas mas notables, ritos y costumbres del Gran Reyno 

de la China, ...
Antwerp, Pierre Bellère I, 1596. 2 parts in 1 volume. 8°. With a few (woodcut?) Chinese characters in the text. Con-
temporary mottled calf. € 9000 / £ 7500

First Antwerp edition, in the original Spanish (in fact, the first Spanish edition published 
outside Italy and Spain), of the first major work on China, originally published at Rome in 1585, 
the first book printed in Europe to include Chinese characters. It soon became the standard 
European reference work on China, translated into many languages and printed in more than 30 
editions before 1600. “One of the outstanding ‘best-sellers’ of the sixteenth century … read by the 
majority of well-educated Europeans ... Its influence was naturally enormous” (Boxer). Among 
the book’s sources were the accounts of Martin de Rada (1533–1578), one of the first missionaries 
to visit Ming China and bring back some important materials. The Historia therefore contains a 
four-page sketch of the Ming dynasty, from Emperor Yao to the Wan-li Emperor. This book gave 
many Europeans their first view of China and served as the basis for many later accounts. Three 
(woodcut?) Chinese characters appear, two on F6r and one on F6v (pp. 91–92), each character 
spanning two lines of the main text type.
With a bookplate on the front paste-down and an inscription on the title-page. Binding slightly 
worn around the edges, head and foot of spine a little chipped, some leaves a little browned, a 
few edges a little frayed, and a few ink stains on the fore-edge. Otherwise a in good condition.
[24], 380, [1], [1 blank] pp. Adams G865; Palau 105501; Peeters-Fontainas 510; Sabin 2777; USTC 440121; Wilkinson, 
Iberian Books 9716; cf. Boxer, South China, p. xvii (1585 ed.); Cordier, Sinica I, cols. 8–16 (other eds.); not in STCV. 
☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H8IAK07LZUFR.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H8IAK07LZUFR.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46317.html
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Goos’s West-Indische paskaert in its very rare first state on vellum in Mercator projection, 
used by the Dutch West Indian Company (WIC)

36 G O O S, Pieter. West-Indische Paskaert waer in de graden der breedde over wederzijden van de middellijn wassende 
so vergrooten dat die geproportioneert sijn tegen hunne nevenstaende graden de lengde. ...
Amsterdam, Pieter Goos, [ca. 1660]. Printed on vellum (ca. 80 × 98 cm) from one large copperplate engraving, partly 
coloured by a contemporary hand. € 185 000 / £  15 500

The West-Indische Paskaert engraved by Pieter Goos, in its rare first state, 
a nautical chart prepared for the Dutch West India Company (WIC) 
as an aid to crossing the Atlantic Ocean to the trading regions of the 
Americas and visiting trading posts in Africa. It shows parts of the east 
coast of North America, both coasts of South America, Mediterranean 
Europe and the west coast of Africa. Many West-Indische Paskaerten, 
as these navigational charts were called, were reprinted over and over 
from new states of the copperplates. For more than a century Dutch 
and foreign sea farers profited from their use on transatlantic journeys. 
The great cartographer Willem Jansz. Blaeu (1571–1638) published the 
first West-Indische Paskaert around 1630 using manuscript charts and 
other documents of the Atlantic and its coasts, including information 
provided by the Dutch WIC navigators who sailed these routes. Being one of the first practical uses of the Mercator projection, Blaeu’s 
small-scale nautical chart was the first useful chart for crossing the Atlantic Ocean, making it easier to plot a straight line course for long 
distances on one map. Around 1660 Pieter Goos engraved four large navigation charts on new copperplates, including the plate for his 
present West-Indische Paskaert. The present copy shows the plate in its first state, the only copperplate that Goos actually engraved himself.
Pieter Goos (ca. 1616–1675) was a Dutch cartographer, engraver and printer and publisher of maps and atlases, whose father Abraham 
Goos (ca. 1590–1643) published many globes and maps together with Jodocus Hondius and Johannes Janssonius. He was especially known 
for his sea charts and his Zee-atlas ofte water-wereld (first edition 1666), one of the best maritime atlases of its time. Goos’s West-Indische 
Paskaert in its present first state is of the utmost rarity: 8 other copies are known and only 4 on vellum.
The West-Indische Paskaert remained one of the maps for the Dutch West India Company’s most important nautical charts for decades, 
with several important map printers and publishers producing editions from various plates that went through numerous states. The present 
nautical chart therefore not only bears beautiful witness to the golden age of Dutch maritime history, exploration and cartography; it is 
also a very rare vellum copy showing the first state of the copperplate engraved by Goos himself.
The map has been professionally restored, with the tears along the edges repaired and the brittle parts reinforced with Japanese paper, 

and the map mounted on muse-
um-quality preservation corrugated 
board which in turn is mounted on 
museum-quality honeycomb board. 
Somewhat faded, with a water 
stain in the left part, some smaller 
stains, the foot a little frayed (hardly 
affecting the map) and a little dust-
soiled, but overall in good condition. 
a very rare state, the first state of the 
Goos’s copperplate nautical chart of 
the Atlantic in its rare first state and 
printed on vellum.
 Burden II, 442 (misdated ca. 1674); 
Schilder & Kok, Goos 4.1 (8 copies, incl. 
2 on paper, 1 missing, 1 incomplete); cf 
Schilder, Monumenta, 63 (other states), 
63.4 (the 1675 Blaeu-Goos state); for the 
use of nautical charts: Koeman, “17e eeuwse 
Hollandse bijdragen in de kartering van de 
Amerikaanse kusten”, in: Caert thresoor 1 
(1982), pp. 50–51; Schilder & Van Egmond, 
“Maritime cartography in the Low Countries 
during the Renaissance”, in: The history of 
cartography, volume 3: cartography in the 
European Renaissance (2007), pp. 1425–
1426. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46196.html
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The first book printed with roman type in Turkey
37 [H O L D E R M A N N, Jean-Baptiste Daniel]. Grammaire Turque ou méthode courte et facile pour apprendre la 

langue Turque ...
Istanbul, [Ibrahim Müteferrika & Zaïd Aga Effendi], 1730. 4°. With a double-page engraved table of Arabic letters in 
7 different styles. Set in roman type with frequent Turkish words and phrases in naskh Arabic type. Contemporary 
blind-tooled calf. € 25 000 / £  21 000

First edition of the first book printed with Roman letters in Turkey. Holdermann’s Grammaire Turque is the first French-Turkish grammar, 
printed on behalf of the French embassy to the Porte, at the first printing press established in 1726 by Zaid Aga Effendi, son of the Turkish 
ambassador to France, and Ibrahim Müteferrika. The type apparently was sent out from France especially for this work. Words and phrases 
are given both in Arabic type and in roman transliteration. The engraved alphabetic table displays the phonetic values and names (in the 
Latin alphabet) for the letters of the Arabic alphabet, with the shapes of the unconnected 
letterforms for seven different styles of Turkish writing for different uses: nesghi (naskh) for 
the qur’an, divani (divani) for business, tealik (taliq) for law and poetry, kyrma (qirma) for 
public registers; sulus (thuluth), like capitals, is used for book titles and imperial patents, 
jakuti and rejani. One letterpress table in the text shows the letters of the Arabic alphabet 
with various vowel points and another shows the Arabic number system.
With a contemporary ownership of a Romanian (Wallachian) nobleman in French service 
on the lower flyleaf (“Mr Pierre Rhetorides Grand Vornike de Valachie et Michmandare 
de Sa Hautesse le Grand Marechale de Frence”). Binding a little rubbed; corners bumped. 
Insignificant traces of worming to lower gutter near the beginning; water stain in the margin 
of first quire and diffuse water stains on pp. 131–138. The first leaf of the index is bound after 
the title-page, the remaining two at the end. Complete with the final errata leaf.
[16], 194, [6] pp. Atabey 586; Blackmer 824; Brunet II, 1693 (“volume peu commun et assez recherché”); De 
Backer/Sommervogel IV, 431, 1; Toderini, Letteratura turchesca (1787) III, 89–97; Watson, “Ibrahim Müteferrika 
and Turkish incunabula”, Journal of the American Oriental Society, 88 (1968), pp. 435–441, at p. 437, no. 8; 
Zenker 304. ☞ More on our website

Popular handbook of recreational science, with 65 handcoloured plates
38 H O O P E R , William. Rational recreations, ...

London, L. Davis, J. Robson, B. Law, G. Robinson, 1782–1783. 4 volumes. 8°. With numerous illustrations on 65 folding 
plates, all coloured by a contemporary hand, and woodcut diagrams and other illustrations in text. Contemporary half 
calf, marbled sides, re-backed in modern calf. € 2500 / £ 2100

Second edition of a popular recreational science handbook written by William Hooper (1770–1810). The first edition appeared in 1774. 
It is chiefly a compilation of works from writers on recreational science. While the book is intended to be scientific and educational, it 
is also clearly designed as a manual for a magician or someone who wishes to put on public science demonstrations, noting what one 

should hide from the audience and what one should let them see. It explains and illustrates the 
principles of mathematics and science through a series of mathematical, mechanical, optical, 
electrical, magnetic, pneumatic, hydrological and pyrotechnic experiments, including some 
performed with cards. The information in the section devoted to pyrotechnics stems mainly 
from Guyot and includes a description of his method of imitating artificial fireworks. The plates 
in this section show artificial lightning, among other things. Other plates show a carriage that 
goes without any external force, an air chronometer, a portable camera obscura, a magical dial 
and theatre, an organ, the refraction of light, optical appearances, an air gun and a thermometer.
With the sewing of volume 3 broken and one quire nearly detached; each volume with engraved 
bookplate of the 1790 Worcester Library on the paste-down and later embossed stamps on the 
plates and some text pages; offsetting of colours to adjacent plates; some foxing; a few plates 
with tears restored.
 Hall, Bibliogr. of books on conjuring 180–4; Hall, Old conjuring books, p.118, 155; Mottelay, p. 241; Philip H110.2–5; 
Wheeler Gift 508. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46159.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/23546.html
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Important guide to navigating the seas to the far reaches of Asia
39 HUD DA RT, Joseph. The oriental navigator; or, new directions for sailing to and from the East Indies, China, New 

Holland, &c. &c. &c. Also for the use of the country ships, trading in the Indian and China seas, Pacific Ocean, &c. 
&c. &c...
London, Robert Laurie and James Whittle, 1801. 4°. With an engraved frontispiece portrait and small woodcut coastal 
views in the text. Contemporary tree calf. € 7500 / £ 6300

Second edition of Laurie and Whittle’s Oriental navigator, first published in 1794 with an 
appendix added in 1797, in the manner of the pilot books of their predecessor Robert Sayer. 
Enlarged with more detailed information on directions for sailing to China and New Holland 
(Australia), including an addendum to the second issue of the first edition. The present second 
edition was produced to accompany the new edition of The complete East-India pilot that 
appeared at London in 1800.
With the library stamp of the Marinens Bibliotek Copenhagen on the half-title and title-page, 
and underlining in red on the title-page. Stain in the lower corner of the first third of the pages. 
Hinges broken, binding worn and repaired. New endpapers. Otherwise in good condition.
[2], XII, 656 pp. Adams & Waters 2162; Ferguson 660. ☞ More on our website

Geology and theology reconciled: a rare first edition printed in Calcutta
40 HU T TO N, Thomas. The chronology of creation; or, geology and scripture reconciled.

Calcutta, W. Thacker and Co. (back of title-page and colophon: printed by J.C. Sherriff, Bengal Military Orphan 
Press), 1850. Large 8°. With a coloured lithographic frontispiece of a camel, and 3 coloured lithographic plates illus-
trating Hutton’s theories about the creation of the earth (2 orthographic azimuthal projections and 1 cross-section). 
Contemporary green cloth. € 2950 / £ 2480

Rare first edition of a very rare geological and natural theological work, written 
by Thomas Hutton, Captain in the Bengal Army, discussing the chronology of the 
creation and history of the earth from a geological, but also a theological perspec-
tive, by refusing the more liberal ideas of William Buckland (1754–1856) on earth’s 
history and species development. Buckland in his Geology and mineralogy considered 
with reference to natural theology (1837), proposed a progressive development from an 
initially hot earth, showing a continuous transmutation and evolution, but also the 
progress of organic life. Hutton, a strict Biblical literalist, rejects Buckland’s theory of 
successive creations. In the present work, he challenges Buckland by proposing that 

God created the earth only from materials intended for that purpose, and not from any materials of worlds preceding the earth, as if our 
earth arose out of the “ruins” of former worlds. The two orthographic views of the earth show it first entirely covered by an ocean, then 
with the first land appearing, while the cross-section shows his idea of the earth’s interior structure and a theory of volcanos.
With an owner’s inscription on the half-title. Binding slightly worn and soiled, some stains on the first leaves, but overall a good copy.
[2], XVI, [2], 503, [1 blank] pp. WorldCat (8 copies). ☞ More on our website

Gheraert Leeu’s first illustrated book: no copy in the Netherlands
41 [I N C UNA B L E – G O UDA]. Historia septem sapientiu[m] Rom[a]e.

[Gouda, Gheraert Leeu, before 3 June 1480]. 4° (20.5 × 14 cm). With 4 full-page woodcuts plus 14 repeats. The first initial 
is supplied in manuscript, in a rich ornamental uncial style in red and blue with brown penwork. All other initials are 
supplied by hand in simple red uncials. The text is rubricated throughout. Most of the plates are lightly highlighted in 
yellow and red, by a contemporary hand. Contemporary limp sheepskin parchment without a spine, so that the sewing 
is completely visible. Kept in a modern brown half morocco clamshell box. € 250 000 / £  210 000

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45867.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46300.html
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Rare third or fourth Latin edition (the first or second in the Low Countries, and the first illustrated 
edition in any language) of one of the oldest and most popular texts of early European literature. 
It is also the first illustrated book printed by Gheraert Leeu, just before his better-known Dialogus 
creaturarum. No copy of any edition before 1483 in any language is recorded in a Dutch library. 
Known in English as The seven sages of Rome, it is a series of educational short stories within a 
“frame story”, in the tradition of the Indian Panchatantra, the Arabian Nights, etc., and some of the 
stories are variations on stories told there. These stories were first published in Latin at Cologne in 
1472. Leeu probably published the first edition in the Low Countries, in Dutch with only a single 
woodcut, dated 25 July 1479. That edition is known only from two incomplete copies. His present 
Latin edition must date between that and 3 June 1480, so it is not clear whether it preceded the 
unillustrated Deventer edition of 1479 or later.
Our copy is preserved in its original limp parchment and only very slightly trimmed, giving wide 
margins (1.5, 4 and 5 cm). With 8 early owners’ inscriptions, one dated 1579 and others clearly 
older, four small and mostly marginal worm holes running through the first leaves and the usual 
traces of age and handling. The parchment is stained and slightly wrinkled. Nearly untrimmed 
and in good condition.
[79], [1 blank] ll. Goff S-448; Goudriaan, Een Drukker zoekt publiek. Gheraert Leeu te Gouda, 1477–1484, list of publications no. 46; Hain 3000; ISTC (7 copies). 
☞ More on our website

The most spectacular marine atlas ever published: a magnificent copy with noble provenance
42 JA ILLOT, Hunter and Pierre MORTIER . Neptunus, de Fransche, of nieuwe atlas van de zeekarten, opgenommen 

en gegraveerd door uitsrukkelyke order des Konings, tot het gebruik van zyne zeemachten … Overgezien … door de 
Heeren Pene, Cassini, en anderen. = Zee atlas tot het gebruik van de vlooten des Konings van Groot Britanje … – 
Vervolg van de Neptunus, of zee atlas van de nieuwe zee-karten; opgenomen door uitdrukkelyke order der Koningen 
van Portugaal … En in’t light gebraght door de sorge van wylen d’Heer d’Ablancourt …
Amsterdam, Pieter Mortier, 1693–1700. 3 parts in 2 volumes. Double Elephant 2° (65 × 52.5 cm). With richly engraved 
allegorical frontispiece by Jan van Vianen, large engraving of a sailing ship on title-page, engraved plates include scales 
of various units, an admiral’s ship and a series of 18 numbered ships, 12 plates of flags, double-page nautical chart of 
the world, and 29 double-page nautical charts of the coasts of Europe; beautiful engraved frontispiece by Romeyn de 

Hooghe, large engraving of a sailing ship on title-page and 
9 full-page and double-page nautical charts of the coasts 
of the English Channel, including a splendid large folding 
chart of the coasts of the Mediterranean with a large num-
ber of views and plans of the Mediterranean towns in the 
borders by Romeyn de Hooghe in the second part; and 
the engraved coat-of-arms of Amsterdam on title-page, the 
winds, and 34 mostly double-page nautical charts of the 
coasts outside Europe (including Africa, Asia and Ameri-
ca) in the third part, all engravings, including the vignettes 
on title-pages, the scales and the winds, all magnificently 
coloured and highlighted in gold throughout by a strictly 
contemporary hand. Contemporary richly gold-tooled 
mottled calf. € 450 000 / £  378 000

First edition of undoubtedly the most beautiful and most spectac-
ular nautical atlas of the 17th century, a complete and unusually 
well-preserved copy with a noble provenance: the engravings 
coloured for the publisher and highlighted in gold, bound in the 
publisher’s decorative gold-tooled mottled calf. “The ‘Neptune 
François’ and its second part ‘Cartes marines à l’usage du Roy de la 
Grande Bretagne’ was the most expensive sea-atlas ever published 
in Amsterdam in the 17th century. Its charts are larger and more 
lavishly decorated than those of any preceding book of this kind. 

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/5273.html
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For the engraving and etching Mortier had recruited 
the most qualified artists … In 1700, Mortier brought 
out a third volume with charts of the outer-European 
waters, of French origin edited by N. P. d’Ablancourt: 
‘Suite de Neptune François’. Apart from the first volume 
which had a second edition in 1703, none of the atlases 
was republished. This magnificent work was intended 
more as a show-piece than something to be used by the 
pilots at sea” (Koeman). The second part was engraved 
by Romeyn de Hooghe, the prolific late Dutch Baroque 
painter: “This volume is usually bound together with 
the first part, the ‘Neptune François’. It only contains 
nine large charts, but this small number represents the 
most spectacular type of maritime cartography ever 
produced in 17th century Amsterdam” (Koeman).
In addition to the charts called for by the table of 
contents, part one has a fine world map (Shirley 559). The 3 plates of ships listed at the beginning of the table will be found in part 3, 
which therefore has 19 plates of ships instead of the 18 called for by the table and the 12(!) mentioned by Koeman. Hardly any browning 
or foxing; a few light creases in the gutter margin. As usual the copper green colouring in volume one has turned into a brownish hue 
and caused acidic damage to a few small patches in six maps.
Extremely rare: the last comparable copy on the market was the Wardington copy, sold at Sotheby’s in 2006 (lot 318), where it commanded 
£209,600 (also boasting a noble German provenance, with the colouring and binding like ours).
From a southern German castle library with small 18th-century bookplate pasted to verso of both engraved titles; old shelfmark pencilled 
on the inside of the boards. Bindings only slightly worn.
 Koeman, M. Mor 3, 6 & 8; cf. Pastoureau, Neptune Ba. ☞ More on our website

Lovely rare Japanese sale catalogue of lilies with 40 chromolithographs
43 [F LOWER PL ATE S – JAPANE SE NUR SERY C ATALO GUE] The Yokohama Nursery Co. (Yokohama 

Ueki Kabushiki Kaisha). Lilies of Japan.
Yokohama, Japan, The Yokohama Nursery Company, November 1907. 4° (26 × 18.5 cm). With XXXX numbered mag-
nificent chromolithographed plates of lilies. Chromolithographed wrappers with an arrangement of lilies and the title 
“Lilies of Japan” on the front, side-stitched in Japanese manner with black yarn through 2 pair of holes. € 3750 / £ 
3150

A rare, attractive and lovely Japanese nursery catalogue produced for the export market, illus-
trated by 40 magnificent chromolithographed plates showing 40 different Japanese lilies in 
every colour imaginable, available from the Yokohama Nursery Company (Yokohama Ueki 
Kabushiki Kaisha), a consortium founded in 1890 by Uhei Suzuki and three other nurserymen 
in Yokohama as a pioneer in modern horticulture in Japan. The plates generally give the genus 
and species names with a reference (Lindly, Thunberg, Hooker, Regel, Ker/Gawler, etc.) and 
the name of the variant shown (often depending on the colour).
The first edition under the present title, in 1899, also with 36 plates, uses the present wrapper 
illustration and many of the present plates. The present second edition under this title (1907) 
expanded it to 40 plates and the third (1922) apparently to 44 plates. Four of the printed 
numbered names in the present copy have been covered by correction slips, perhaps updating 
the information in the 1899 plates.
The forty numbered plates were separately printed and all but the first and last pasted back to 
back to make leaves with a chromolithographed lily on each side. Back wrapper detached, some 
damage and small tears at the edges of front wrapper, tear in p. [3] (not affecting plate 1 pasted 
to its verso) which is a bit soiled. Overall in good condition.
[3], XXXX [=40], [1] pp. Kew Gardens on-line cat. (1899 & 1907 eds. but only 36 plates); WorldCat 850929769 (no location, 42 plates, “[1907]”) & 937059208 (1 
undated copy with 40 plates, possibly the present ed. lacking title-page). cf. archive.org/details/CAT31127584/page/n5/mode/2up (1899 ed.); www.biodiversitylibrary.
org (same copy of 1899 ed.). ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46160.html
archive.org/details/CAT31127584/page/n5/mode
www.biodiversitylibrary.org
www.biodiversitylibrary.org
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46386.html
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Spectacular collection of 133 magnificent original Woodbury & Page photographs
44 [ JAVA – SUM AT R A]. Souvenir des Indies ( Java and West Sumatra).

Batavia, Woodbury & Page, 1865–1885. 3 albums (34 × 46 x 5.5 cm; photographs ca. 19.5 × 24.5 cm). 33 original photographs 
(numbered in pencil), all albumen prints (ca. 190–200 × 230–250 mm), mounted on thin paperboard leaves (42.5 × 31 cm) 
with gilt edges. Stored in 3 contemporary book-shaped boxes. A few annotations in pencil on the back of some photographs.
 € 22 500 / £  18 900

The 3 boxes, containing 133 photographs, form one of the rare choice col-
lections that were sold to individual buyers who could select photographs 
at the famous studio of Woodbury & Page – established at Rijswijkstraat, 
Batavia (now Jakarta) – to be stored in boxes or albums with titles like 
“Vues de Java”, “Vues des Indes”, “Gezigten van Batavia” (sold as standard 
collections of 16 photographs in an album), etc.
The collection contains 27 photographs of Batavia and surroundings, 
including Woodbury & Page’s best-known view, showing the place where 
travellers disembarked after their long journey, further the Amsterdam 
Poort, Molenvliet, China town, Hotel der Nederlanden, Prapatan area, 
Waterlooplein, Weltevreden, Meester Cornelis and the road to Buitenzorg 
(Bogor), also including portraits of the famous painter Raden Saleh and 
his wife, and his mansion. Also present are 19 photographs of the “Grote 
Postweg” from Bogor, via the Puntjak pass, Sindanglaya, and Tjiandjur, 
to Bandung, including views of Sindanglaya, Tjiandjur (Ciandjur) and the country house of the Governor-General at Tjipanas. Next 
to these photographs, the collection holds 8 photographs of the Preanger: Sukabumi and south coast, 11 photographs of Bandung and 
surroundings, including the houses of the Regent and the Resident, the “Sociëteit” (Clubhouse) and the Mosque, 24 photographs of the 
road from Bandung, via Sindanglaya and Garut to Sumedang, including the tea plantation Waspada (owner: K.F. Holle), near Garut; 
and 12 photographs of Sumedang, Pakalongan and Semarang.
Some light marginal foxing (not affecting the photographs), 2 hinges weak and the inner lining of the boxes soiled in places, but still in 
very good condition.
 Scott Merrillees, Batavia in nineteenth century photographs (2000); John Bloom, “Woodbury and Page: photographers of the old order”, in: Toward independence: a 
century of Indonesia photographed (1991). ☞ More on our website

The most extensive, precise and complete descriptions of Java ca. 1850, beautifully illustrated
45 J UN G HUH N, Franz Wilhelm. Java, zijne gedaante, zijn plantentooi en inwendige bouw. … Tweede verbeterde 

uitgave.
Including: J UN G HUH N, Franz Wilhelm. Atlas van platen, bevattende elf pittoreske gezigten. − Behoorende tot 
het werk Java, zijne gedaante, zijn plantentooi en inwendige bouw.
Den Haag, C.W. Mieling, 1853–1854. 4 text volumes and 1 plates volume. Large 8° (26 × 17.5 cm: text volumes 1–4) 
and large 2° (44 × 31.5 cm: plates volume). Each text volume with a lithographic title-page, vol. 1 with the text blue on 
white and vols. 2–4 with the text white on buff. Further with 12 double-page chromolithographed or double-tinted 
lithographed views, and 51 black and white lithographic plates (45 folding) with topographic maps, views, cross-sec-
tions, etc. Contemporary half red sheepskin(?), (text vols.) and goatskin morocco (atlas vol.), gold-tooled spines. 
Bound by Hendrik Willem Ywema (1828–1905) in Utrecht. € 32 500 / £  27 300

Best edition (the second, revised and expanded from the first edition of 1850–1853) of an essential standard work on Indonesia, with 
an extraordinary wealth of information, beautifully illustrated, with much of the text and illustrations by the great German naturalist 
(Friedrich) Franz Wilhelm Junghuhn (1809–1864), who served the Dutch army in the East Indies as surgeon and scientist from 1835 
to 1864.
The list of plates (vol. 4, pp. 487–491) is rather difficult to follow: it seems to suggest that some of the plates should be cut up and their 
figures inserted facing various pages, moreover it calls for Garoet figs. 1–4, while the present copy and all others we know have only Garoet 
fig. no. 1 (together with other figures in a folding plate). Widaï fig. 1 and Diëng fig. 3 are also never present, as far as we know. Otherwise, 
the present set includes all plates called for in the list. Bastin & Brommer note two different states for five of the colour plates, but the 
present copy adds a sixth: Kawa Patoeha in the present copy is unnumbered, while Bastin & Brommer record it only with the number XIV.

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45595.html
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With a large tear into the image of 1 black and white folding 
plate, a small drop of glue(?) near the foot of the image in one 
colour plate, and a few small marginal tears or stains. Many of 
the plates are discoloured on the back of the image area, not 
affecting the images themselves. The double-page title-page for 
the plates volume (rarely present) has had its margins cut away 
to leave the text on a large oval, which has been mounted on 
plain paper. The front hinge of the atlas volume shows some 
cracks and the bindings generally show minor wear or small 
scuffs around the extremities but are otherwise in very good 
condition, with the tooling clear. An essential work for any col-
lection on Indonesia and the Dutch East Indies, here in a lovely 
contemporary binding.
16, VIII, 17–671; XII, 538; 539–1432; VIII, 498 pp. plus title-pages & plates. 
Bastin & Brommer, pp. 28–29 & notes 451–467; Landwehr, Coloured plates 
325; Muller, Gedenkboek Junghuhn (1910); Tiele, Volkenkunde 571; not in Abbey, Travel. ☞ More on our website

Japanese plants depicted for the first time in the West
46 KA E MPF ER , Engelbert (Sir Joseph BA NK S, ed.). Icones selectæ plantarum, quas in Japonia collegit et delineavit.

London, [Library of the British Museum], 1791. 2° (42 × 26.5 cm.). With 59 etched plates, (8 are double-page), by 
Daniel Mackenzie. Slightly later half calf, marbled sides, gold-tooled monogram AL on spine. € 38 000 / £  31 950

First and only edition of one of the rarest books on Japanese flora. The author Engelbert Kaempfer (1651 
– 1716) was a professor from Lemgo, Germany, who joined the Dutch East India Company (VOC) as a 
medical doctor in 1685. After periods in what are now India and Indonesia he travelled in 1690 to Japan 
to work as a doctor on Dejima (Deshima), the Dutch trading post or factory in Nagasaki. Sir Hans Sloan 
acquired his manuscripts, alsong with his drawings and herbarium, and arranged for their translation and 
publication, the first to appear in translation was The history of Japan in 1727. This English translation 
established Kaempfer’s reputation as the 18th-century authority on Japan and deeply influenced Japan’s 
image in Europe. The renowned botanist and companion of the 1768 Cook expedition Sir Joseph Banks 
(1743–1820) was responsible for the editing and publication of the present work and dedicated it to the 
curators of the Library. In most cases no plates had previously been made from these drawings, so they 
remained unpublished. In the last years of his life Kaempfer himself had published only a small number 
of his drawings in his Amoenitatum exoticarum, printed in Lemgo in 1712. Thus the present publication 
introduces many Japanese plants for the first time to a large audience in the West. Kaempfer’s herbrarium 
is now in the Natural History Museum, South Kensington.
Royal Library duplicate stamp in the foot of title page. With some minor foxing, the last few plates 
stained only in the lower margin, not affecting the illustrations. Otherwise in very good condition.
[4], 3, [1 blank] pp. Great flower books, p. 62; Henrey 886; Nissen BBI, 1019; Stafleu & Cowan 3484. ☞ More on our website

A rare coloured and heightened in gold, complete edition
47 K R AUS S, Johann Ulrich. Heilige Augen – und Gemüths-Lust. Vorstellend alle Sonn – Fest – und feyertägliche 

nicht nur Evangelien, sondern auch Epistelen und Lectionen, jene historisch, diese auch emblemmatisch, und mit 
curieusen Einfassungen, ...
Augsburg, Johann Ulrich Kraus, (preface:) 1706. 2 parts in one vol. 2°. Part one with a vignette on the title-page, the 
preface with a headpiece and initial, a full-page allegorical engraving of the church and 70 numbered plates; part 2 with 
a vignette on the title-page, a full-page engraving and 50 numbered plates. The vignettes, the initial and all engravings 
are beautifully coloured and heightened with gold. Contemporary speckled calf, gilt edges. € 38 000 / £  31 950

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/LBPGKCUGHTPI.html
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A rare, complete, coloured and heightened in gold, first edition of Johann Ulrich Krauss’ Heilige 
Augen – und Gemüths-Lust, or “holy delight of the eye and soul”. Krauss (1655–1719) was a 
famous artist, engraver and publisher in Augsburg, South Germany during the second half of 
the 17th century. He was one of the most influential artists of the baroque period in the south 
of Germany. This work contains 120 numbered plates, with two illustrations each – one biblical 
scene, in a golden border, on the upper half of the plate and the lower half of the plate contains 
a circular emblem within a eleborately decorated frame. These distinct frames and the use of 
certain colours are characteristic of the German baroque style. Each plate is dedicated to a 
different holy day, indicated by a title at the head of the plate and inbetween the two illustrations 
the relevant bible text for that day is engraved. Unlike other copies of Kraus’ work, the present 
copy is richly and beautifully coloured and even heightened with gold throughout, which adds 
a striking level of detail and nuance, otherwise missing from the uncoloured engravings. The 
colour and touches of gold in both the biblical scenes and the emblems add a whole different 
dimension and it brings the scenes in the illlustrations to life. It is clear that much thought and 
attention went into the making of this copy, the plates are printed on thicker, heavier paper as 
to prevent the colour from bleeding through and making it almost twice as thick as uncoloured 
copies on thinner paper. Although the copy does not contain any ownership mark, it was almost 
certainly produced for an important public figure or an influential and/or wealthy patron.
Even though other copies of Krauss’ Heilige Augen – und Gemüths-Lust are known, almost all are uncoloured and even lack some pages 
and/or plates. This is one of the only known complete and coloured, and thus very rare, copies of this work.
Binding shows some signs of wear, small note in black ink at the foot of the first full title-page, small marginal repairs to the half-title-
page and 2 text leaves in part 1, some very slight browning or marginal soiling throughout, light stain on plate no. 32. This rare, coloured 
first edition of Krauss’ “Picture Bible” is in good condition.
[5] ll. and 71 plates with 65 blank protective leaves; [2] ll. and 51 plates with 49 protective leaves. Faber du Faur, 1849; Landwehr, German 390; Praz, p. 389; Thieme-
Becker, 21:440. cf. C. Schwingenstein, “Kraus, Johann Ulrich” in: Neue Deutsche Biographie 12 (1980), pp. 689–690; Otto Reichl, Die Illustrationen in vier geistlichen 
Büchern des Augsburger Kupferstechers, Johann Ulrich Krauss. Studien zur deutschen Kunstgeschichte 294 (Strassburg, 1933). ☞ More on our website

With newly engraved maps, including the first two to show California as an island
48 L E M A I R E , Jacob. Spieghel der Australische navigatie, ...

Amsterdam, Michiel Colijn, 1622. With an engraved world map on the title-page, engraved portrait of the author on 
the back of the title-page, 3 double-page engraved maps, 5 nearly full-page numbered engraved views on integral leaves.
With:
(2) H E R R E R A Y TO R D E S I L L A S, Antonio de. Nieuwe werelt, anders ghenaempt West-Indien. [engraved 
title-page:] Descriptio Indiae Occidentlis.
Amsterdam, Michiel Colijn, 1622. With engraved Latin title-page and 14 numbered double-page engraved maps.
(3) O R D O N E Z D E C E B A L L O S, Pedro. Eyghentlijcke beschryvinghe van West-Indien: …
Amsterdam, Michiel Colijn, 1621. With a woodcut view on the title-page. 3 volumes bound as 1. Small 2° (28.5 × 20 
cm). 19th-century vellum. € 28 000 / £  23 500

First edition, in the original Dutch, of Jacob Maire’s journal of his famous 1615–1617 voyage to 
circumnavigate the globe, together with the first Dutch edition of Herrera’s description of the New 
World, and the first Dutch edition of Ordóñez de Caballos’s description of the what was then called 
the West Indies (in fact including material on South and Central America). Le Maire’s discover-
ies showed for the first time that Tierra del Fuego was an island and advanced our topographic 
knowledge on many other matters. The three works together include 19 maps and give the most 
detailed and up-to-date information then available about the topography of the Americas and parts 
of New Guinea, the East Indies and the Pacific islands. It also contains the first two maps to show 
the Baja peninsula and southern California as an island, an error that was copied for more than a 
century. These two new maps also show the non-existent northwest passage. Maps A–C (Tierra del 
Fuego, the South Pacific and the coast of New Guinea) include the route of Le Maire’s voyage. The 
map of the Americas (with parts of the coasts of China and West Africa) includes the meridians 
that divided the world between Spain and Portugal according to the 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas.

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46395.html
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With the bookplate of the great Dutch book collector Isaac Meulman (1807–1868) and several owners’ inscriptions. With a few leaves 
trimmed close to the folio number but with no loss beyond one full point, and an occasional minor spot, smudge or small stain, but 
otherwise in very good condition. The boards are slightly bowed and show a few spots and smudges, with one corner bumped, but the 
binding is otherwise very good. A milestone in the history of exploration, especially for the America’s, with 19 maps including the first 
two to show California as an island.
[16], 72 pp., 73–85 ll.; 8, 111, [1 blank]; 29, [1 blank] pp. Alden & Landis 622/77, 622/69, 621/93; Howgego L84; Palau 114296; Robert, Bibl. of Australia 433 & p. 109 
between 529 & 530; Sabin 14348, 14352, 14353, 31542, 44059; Tiele, Bibl. 479. ☞ More on our website

Rare flower art book which describes some exotics for the first and only time
49 L’H É R I T I E R D E  B RU T E L L E , Charles-Louis. Sertum Anglicum, seu plantae rariores quae in hortis juxta 

Londinum, imprimis in horto regio Kewensi excoluntur, ab anno 1786 ad annum 1787 observatae.
Paris, Pierre-François Didot, 1788 [= after 1800]. 1° (full-sheet leaves, ca. 34 × 53,5 cm). With 35 engraved botanical 
plates (8 folding), including 20 drawn by Pierre-Joseph Redouté and 10 by James Sowerby. Contemporary half red 
roan (sheepskin). Preserved in a professionaly handmade box, made for this book. € 18 000 / £  15 150

Second edition, what is usually called the second issue, of a flower art book by the French botanist 
Charles Louis L’Héritier de Brutelle (1746–1800). In this book, L’Héritier describes 35 genera and 
124 species of rare plants in Kew Gardens and the herbarium of his fellow botanist Joseph Banks, 
which he studied in 1786 together with Pierre Joseph Redouté. The text mostly describes horticultural 
plants, including many exotic plants from South Africa. Most of the plates were provided by the two 
most gifted botanical artists of the time: Pierre Joseph Redouté and James Sowerby.
The Sertum Anglicum was published as a token of the author’s gratitude for the hospitality shown by 
Joseph Banks and other fellow botanists on his visit to England. Remarkable for the Sertum Anglicum 
is that 13 genera and 65 species of exotic plants are described here for the first time. Furthermore no 
less than 31 of the plates are the first published illustration of the species, and most remarkably 7 
still remain the only illustration of the species ever published. For that reason the book remains an 
unmissable botanical reference work today, in addition to its value as botanical art of the highest 
quality, containing beautiful flower illustrations by two of the greatest masters of all time.
With a hand-written inscription on the first endleaf. Binding, especially the edges, slightly rubbed, 
the paper sides are slightly discoloured. With only a few stains and the edges of the paper slightly 
frayed. Spine professionally reinforced. A large paper copy of a rare work in good condition.
[4], 20 pp. Dunthorne 248; Great flower books 65; Hunt 692; Nissen, BBI, 1189; Pritzel 5270; Stafleu & Cowan 4492. ☞ More on our website

Rare Dutch translation of the descriptions of the trading posts of the EIC
50 L O C KY E R , Carel. Beschryvinge van den koophandel in Oostindien, inhoudende middelen tot een goed bestier 

in den handel, pryscouranten, en tafels, de beschryvingen van ’t Fort St. George, Archin, Malacca, Condore, Canton, 
Anjengo, Muskat, Gamron, Suratta, Goa, Carwar, Tellichery, Panola, Calicuut, Caap de Goede Hoop, en St. Helena 
… Nieuwlyks vertaald door Arnout Schuyt.
Amsterdam, Adrianus Douci, 1753. 4°. With a woodcut vignette on the title-page. 
Contemporary gold-tooled calf, marbled edges. € 12 500 / £  10 500

Rare first and only edition of a translation of the greater part of an English book on the trade in 
India: An account of the trade in India containing rules for good government in trade, price courants, 
and tables, with descriptions of fort St. George … To which is added (not translated by Schuyt) an 
account of the management of the Dutch in their affairs in India (London, for the author, sold by 
Samuel Crouch, 1711) written by Charles Lockyer (d. 1752) of Ilchester, a British Whig politician 
who sat in the House of Commons from 1727 to 1747. Lockyer was a chief accountant in the South 
Sea Company, and gave evidence to the secret House of Commons committee set up to inquire 
into the South Sea bubble.

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I4MGBHSNNRHU.html
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The account has been translated by Arnout Schuyt (post 1690-post 1753), who was the son of Arnold (Arnout) Schuyt van Castricum 
(1663–1735) (a Director of the Dutch India Company (VOC)) and Catharine Soolmans. Hardly anything else could be find about him. 
His book contains accurate translations of the descriptions of the trading posts (factories) of the English East India Company: at St. 
Helena and Cape of Good Hope in the West; the factories for trade with Persia: Muscat and Gamron (Gombroon) on the Persian 
Gulf; in India: on the Malabar coast, Suratte, Goa, Carwar, Tellicheri (Thalassery), Panola, Calicut, and Anjengo (Anchutengo); on the 
Coromandel coast, Fort St. George; Archin (Atjeh) on northern Sumatra; Malacca; and Condore and Canton in China in the East. The 
factories of Panola and St. Helena are described less extensively than the others.
Binding slightly worn, some small stains and slightly foxed, but otherwise in good condition.
[8], 139 pp. STCN (2 copies); cf. Biogr. Dict. of British economists, IV; not in Landwehr, VOC. ☞ More on our website

First dated edition, with 800 hand-coloured woodcuts, in contemporary blind-tooled pigskin
51 [LONI CE R , Adam?]. Herbarum, arborum, fruticum, frumen-

torum ac leguminum. Animalium praeterea terrestrium, volatili-
u[m] & aquatilium, ... Kreutter, Bäume, Gesteude, unnd Frücht, ...
Frankfurt am Main, Christian Egenolff, 1546. 4°. With a large 
woodcut on the title-page showing a gardener at work with his 
tools, and about 800 woodcut illustrations in the text. About 700 
show trees, fruit, edible and medicinal plants, while the rest show 
insects, a tick, coral, shells, various sea and land animals and a view 
of a pond with plants and birds. With all woodcuts coloured by a 
contemporary hand. Contemporary pigskin over wooden boards, 
richly blind-tooled in a panel design with two rolls; brass clasps 
and catch-plates with engraved decoration. € 28 000 / £  23 500

Rare first dated edition of an extensively illustrated early herbal, coloured by a contemporary hand, with the title and most of the plant 
and animal names in Latin and German. The Folger Library notes that F.W.E. Roth attributes this herbal to Adam Lonicer (1528–1586) of 
Marburg and Frankfurt, who married Egenolff ’s daughter and became a partner in the firm after Egenolff died in 1555. Egenolff published 
all three editions of the present herbal. VD 16 lists the undated one as ca. 1545 (citing only the Wellcome Library copy), making the present 
1546 edition the second. Another appeared in 1552.
With early owner’s inscriptions by Georg Volland (1560–1631), an apothecary from Nuremberg, in Latin at the foot of the title-page and 
in Greek on the facing endleaf. The binding is likely to come from that region as well. With some browning and stains, especially in the 
first and last leaves. The binding is worn. A 1546 herbal with ca. 800 woodcuts, in contemporary richly blind-tooled pigskin.
[8], 265, [3 blank] pp. Adams H294 (1 copy); Nissen, BBI 2345; USTC 662102 (12 copies); VD 16, H2193 (4 copies); cf. Klebs, Early herbals 71 (undated Egenolff ed.); 
Wellcome I, 1983 (same undated Egenolff ed.); not in Stiftung Botanik. ☞ More on our website

A landmark in the introduction of Western mathematics  
into the Far East, translator’s presentation copy

52 LO OM IS, Elias (Alexander WYL IE & LI Shanlan, translators). Dai weiji 
shiji [= Series of differential and integral calculus].
Shanghai, Mohai Shuguan [= the printing office of the London Missionary Society], 
early summer in Xianfeng Yiwei [= 1859]. Preliminaries plus 18 numbered parts bound 
in 5 volumes (29.5 × 18 cm) as intended. A book in traditional Chinese form, with a brief 
letterpress introduction in English, including an English-Chinese lexicon of technical 
terms, a woodcut title-leaf (printed on both sides) and the Chinese text printed letter-
press (from movable type). With occasional woodcut diagrams in the text. Bound in 
traditional Chinese style in contemporary yellow silk. The whole in a richly embroidered 
wrap-around case in yellow. € 12 500 / £  10 500

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46046.html
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Rare first Chinese edition of Elements of analytical geometry and of the differential and integral calculus by the American mathemati-
cian Elias Loomis (1811–1889). The translation, nominally by the British Protestant missionary Alexander Wylie (1815–1887) but with 
much help from Li Shanlan (1811–1882), who was to become “the greatest Chinese mathematician of the 19th century” (O’Connor & 
Robertson), is a landmark in the introduction of Western mathematics into the Far East in general and China in particular, setting the 
stage for advances in Chinese technology. Wylie gives the English title in a heading as Algebraic geometry ... but in the text more correctly 
as Analytical geometry .... After the English-language preliminaries (1 page of text, a 5-page English-Chinese lexicon of technical terms 
and a 1-page table of Chinese names for Latin and Greek letters and mathematical symbols, all with the Chinese in both Chinese char-
acters and transcribed in the Latin alphabet) and Chinese preliminaries, the book is divided into 18 numbered parts bound in 5 volumes. 
Volumes 1 and 2 cover analytical geometry, volume 3 and 4 differential calculus and volume 5 integral calculus.
The presentation inscription on the free endleaf at the beginning of vol. 1 has been covered on the front and back with paper, but can still be 
made out: “W. Lockhart Esqe with A. Wylie’s kind regards”, so Wylie gave this copy to his fellow member of the London Missionary Society, 
William Lockhart (1811–1896), who worked as a surgeon in Shanghai. In very good condition, with only an occasional small and mostly 
marginal hole or tear. The bindings of the individual volumes are also very good, but the wrap-around case, originally comprising 2 side 
boards and 2 end boards hinged to each other, has come apart, and one of the end boards is lost. The first comprehensive Chinese textbook 
on analytical geometry and calculus, making it a seminal work in the scientific development of East Asia.
7, [1 blank] pp., [1], 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 8, 16, 7, 12; 21, 23, 8, 8; 30, 11, 16; 18, 19, 12, 13; 38, 23 ll. J. J. O’Connor & E. F. Robertson, “Li Shanlan” in: MacTutor History of 
Mathematics archive; M. Lackner et al., eds., New terms for new ideas: Western knowledge ... in Late Imperial China (2001), pp. 306–307 & 322–326; WorldCat (9 
copies). ☞ More on our website

One of the earliest separately published Jesuit letters entirely devoted to the Philippines
53 L O P E Z , Gregorio. Lettera annua della Provincia delle Filippine dell’ anno M.DC.VIII.

Rome, Bartolomeo Zanetti, 1611. Small 8° (16 × 11.5 cm). 18th-century limp sheepskin parchment. € 12 500 / £  10 500

Rare first Italian edition of the annual report and letter on the events that had taken place in the 
Philippines during the year 1608, especially regarding the Jesuit mission there. It is one of the earliest 
works published in the West solely devoted to the Philippines. The letter (pp. 3–124) reflects on the 
dramatic strides made by the Jesuits in the first decade of the 17th century and the corresponding 
increase in European interest in the region. The letter treats the difficulties with the Muslims in the 
“Pintados” (the Bisayan islands) and in Mindanao, the Dutch invasion of the region, the crocodile 
plague in Taitai, Indians in Santiago, the island Bohol, the mission in Ottona and other matters.
Lach lists the present work among the earliest separately published Jesuit letters entirely devoted to 
the Philippines, characterizing them all as “exceedingly rare”. Gregorio Lopez the elder (1561–1614) 
arrived in Manila in 1601 and made Philippine history by serving as the region’s first Provincial, the 
highest-ranking administrative post, holding this office from 1605 until 1612. He was instrumental 
in suppressing the Chinese rebellion of 1603 and in dramatically increasing the educational activities 
of the Colleges of Manila and Cebù.
With the title-page detached and re-attached and occasional minor foxing but book and binding 
otherwise in very good condition.
124, [2 blank] pp. De Backer & Sommervogel IV, col. 1948; ICCU, UM1E 004899 (8 copies); Lach & Van Kley, pp. 372–373; Palau 140000. ☞ More on our website

’The finest general atlas produced in the U.S.’ in the early 19th-century
54 LU C A S, Fielding, junior. A general atlas containing distinct maps of all the known countries in the world.

Baltimore, Fielding Lucas junior, 1823. Small 1° (39.5 × 31 cm). With an engraved title-page with an allegorical vignette, 
a letterpress table of contents, a hand-coloured frontispiece view, the same view in outline and uncoloured, a letterpress 
table giving heights of the mountains and other features in the facing view, an engraved and partly hand-coloured 
schematic image of rivers of the world, and 98 hand-coloured maps including 13 double-page. Contemporary gold – 
and blind-tooled red sheepskin. € 18 000 / £  15 150

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J1CG6C9RSNM6.html
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An extremely detailed, accurate and beautiful American 
world atlas, with all the maps exquisitely coloured for 
the publisher. It includes maps of the world (Mercator 
projection), the western and eastern hemispheres, the 
five continents and the West Indies, and is especially 
important for the American maps (59 of the total 98), 
which include a separate map of each of the 24 states 
in the United States at the time of publication, further 
maps of the U.S. territories, 20 maps of the West Indies, 
including a separate map of every major island, and 5 
maps of South American countries. Most of the maps 
(including nearly all of the American ones) were drawn 
by Lucas himself and include much material taken from 
new government surveys.
David Rumsey calling this atlas, “the finest general atlas 
produced in the U.S. at that time”, “The quality of the 
engraving ... is superb, the detail is very fine, and the 
coloring is delicate and elegant”. Although especially valuable for its American maps, it has been largely overlooked in Americana reference 
works because of its status as a world atlas. It also includes seven maps of the ancient world (Rome, Greece, Palestine, Egypt).
With 2 maps showing significant foxing, but otherwise in very good condition, most maps fine, with the colours still fresh and bright and 
only faint offsetting in some of the double-page maps. A magnificent American atlas with 98 beautiful, detailed and accurate hand-co-
loured maps, more than half covering the Americas.
[102] engraved & [2] letterpress ll., numbered 1–104 in the contents. North American review XVIII, pp. 382, 388–390 (April 1824); Phillips & Le Gear 742; Sabin 
42610 note; David Rumsey 4584. ☞ More on our website

A great compendium of canon law, finely printed in Antwerp for the English market
55 LY N DWO O D, William. Provinciale seu constitutiones Anglie: cum summarijs, atque justis annotationibus, poli-

tissimis caracteribus, summaque accuratione rursum reuise, atque impresse.
Including: B A D IUS, Jodocus ( Josse B A D E). Tabula indices.
London, Franciscus Bryckman (colophon: Antwerp, printed by Christoffel van Ruremund, 20 December 1525). 
2 parts in 1 volume. 2°. With two title-pages, each in a woodcut border. The first shows above heaven with the 
holy trinity surrounded by the heavenly population, and below the world with the pope and the king kneeling 
before the church, surrounded by the clergy; on the second title-page the coat of arms of England, a Tudor rose 
with the “IHS” and Saint George and the dragon. Printed in black and red throughout. Contemporary calf in 
modern slipcase. € 7000 / £ 5880

A finely printed edition of this great compendium of canon law. The author, citizen, 
canon and bishop of St Davies died in 1446. His reputation rests on his present 
Provinciale, a digest in five books “of the most important ecclesiastical legislation 
enacted within the province of Canterbury between the Council of Oxford in 1222 
and Chichele’s archiepiscopate. To these statutes, or constitutions as they were more 
properly called, Lyndwood added two royal responses to clerical demands made in the 
constitutions: the writ Circumspecte agatis (1286) and part of the Articuli cleri (1316)” 
(DNB). The work was edited and completed with an elaborate index by the eminent 
Paris printer and grammarian Jodocus Badius (or Josse Bade).
Some marginal annotations in ink. First leaves a bit soiled or stained; last leaf reinforced; 
endpapers renewed. On the original flyleaf some contemporary annotations, including 
quotations from the bible and a recipe, both in English. Binding restored. A very good 
copy of an attractively printed work.
CCLV [= CCLVJ], [28] ll. Adams L2117; BMC STC Dutch, p. 68; ESTC S109035; Netherlandish books 
11171; Nijhoff & Kronenberg 1442 (erroneously calling for 276 leaves in total); Renouard, Badius III, pp. 
52–53 (incorrect collation); USTC 403751. ☞ More on our website
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Educational work on materials and products,  
with 34 hand-coloured lithographed plates

56 M A A S K A M P, Evert. Museum voor de jeugd, met gekleurde afbeeldingen.
Amsterdam, Evert Maaskamp, 1806. 2 volumes. With a lithographed frontis-
piece in the first volume and 33 lithographed plates (numbered I–XXXIII), 
all coloured by a contemporary hand. Contemporary reddish-brown boards.
 € 1250 / £ 1050

First edition of a richly illustrated children’s book, with all the plates hand-coloured, published by Evert Maaskamp (1769–1834). It opens 
with a brief preface, followed by plates and text describing the elements, raw materials and various kinds of produce and manufactured 
products. The first chapter deals with water, with 2 plates showing a fountain, a rainbow and snow, followed by sections on corn, cattle, 
sheep, geese, chickens, trees and wood, hemp, bees, different types of rock and stones, iron, silk, and even the angora rabbit. The section on 
trees deals with different types of trees and the uses of their wood, seeds and resin. The last plate and pages deal with the sea, mentioning 
the world’s oceans, whaling and fishery, trade routes and ships, warships, the compass and more.
A few of the first leaves and a plate in the second volume detached from book block, a few plates very closely trimmed, but without loss 
of the images, and a minor water stain in the gutter of the title-page. Bindings slightly rubbed along the extremities. Overall in good 
condition.
VIII, 141, [3 blank]; [1], [1 blank], 114 pp. Buijnsters, Lust en leering, p. 68; Saakes IV (1806), p. 264. ☞ More on our website

Very rare regulations of the brothers of mercy in the Holy House of Mercy in Macau
57 [S A N TA C A S A DA M I S E R I C Ó R D I A]. Compromisso da Mizericordia de Macao, ordenado, e acceitado em 

Janeiro de MDCXXVII ...
Macau, João Jozé da Silvà e Souza, 1843. 4°. 20th-century tan mottled goatskin, marbled endpapers. € 6500 / £ 5450

Very rare (first?) edition of the commitment, appointment, regulations and instruction of the brotherhood of 
mercy, residing in the Santa Casa da Misericórdia (Holy House of Mercy) in Macau. This edition contains the 
original “commitment” created in 1627, some amendments, a confirmation of Portuguese royal protection of 
the Santa Casa from 1643 onwards, and a supplementary “commitment” created for the new activities of the 
brotherhood and the Holy House in 1726, when it was housing orphans and providing shelter for widows.
The main mission of the brothers of mercy who keep the Holy House functioning is to help those in need.  
With the bookplate of the Portuguese private collector Antonio Capucho dated MCMLVIII [= 1958] on 
the front paste-down. Very slight foxing throughout including the edges, light water stains in the foot of 
the gutter margin throughout, in the last few leaves also the head of the gutter margin. Otherwise in good 
condition. An extremely rare work giving insights into the charitable activities of the brothers of mercy 
in Macau.
[2 blank], [1], [3 blank], III, [1 blank], 130, [2 blank] pp. KVK (1 copy); Porbase (same copy); not in WorldCat; not in Gomes, 
Bibliografia macaense. ☞ More on our website

An extensive information source for British colonialists in Madras (India)
58 [B R IT I S H-I N D I A]. The Madras almanac for the year of our lord 1829, calculated for the meridian of Port St. 

George. To which are added: lists of the civil, judicial and medical establishments, and of the Europeans not in the 
King’s or Company’s service. With other matters of useful information.
Madras, Asylum Press, [1828?]. 8°. With 1 engraved hand-coloured folding plate showing different kinds of ships’ flags. 
Lacking 2 leaves.Contemporary red sheepskin, sprinkled edges. Rebacked in calf, red sheepskin spine label, blue paper 
pasted over the sides. € 1750 / £ 1470

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/JCIC3BOOKNWN.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46263.html
leaves.Contemporary
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A rare issue of the Madras almanac, a landmark in the history of British-Indian colonial 
printing before the Mutiny in 1857. Styled on European almanacs, it is a great source 
of information on India and especially Madras in the years 1827–1829. The tradition 
of preparing and printing almanacs in India was quite new. The Madras almanac, first 
printed in 1799 and initially called the Madras register (and later, until its demise in 1935, 
the Asylum Press almanac), gives not only useful community information, such as birth 
and death rates for 1827–1828 and domestic events, but also offers glimpses into the 
British colonial and native Indian politics in India and the officers involved at that time.
It therefore provided much important information for the British Indian colonists. 
Of special practical importance are the information and conversion tables for money, weights and measures and also the tables of roads 
from Madras to principal towns and military stations in the region. The Madras Almanac a practical guide for the British-Indian colonist 
in 1829, now provides us with a window into Madras society in the period 1827 to 1829.
The original sheepskin rubbed and the later paper covering it chipped, corners bumped. Otherwise in good condition.
[1 blank], [2], [1 blank], VI, 1–146, [2], 147–361, [1] blank, XXX, VIII pp. (lacking pp. 19–22). Orchiston, Sule & Vahia, The Development of Astronomy and Astrophysics 
in India and the Asia-Pacific Region (2018), p. 271; this issue not in Worldcat. ☞ More on our website

A truly outstanding Cedid in its original binding
59 M A H M O UD Ra’if. Cedid Atlas Tercümesi [= New Atlas, Translated].

Üsküdar (district in Istanbul), Tab’hane-yi Hümayunda / Mühenduishâne Press, 1218 AH (1803/1804 CE). 2° (54 × 36.5 
cm). With an engraved title-page (the title in Arabic script in an elaborate decorated frame with a roundel bearing an 
inscription in Arabic script in the head and clusters of military attributes in the other 3 sides) and 25 engraved maps (22 
double-page and 3 larger folding) after William Faden, coloured by a contemporary hand.Contemporary black morocco 
(executed in Istanbul?), richly silver – and blind-tooled. Bright yellow paste-downs. € 250 000 / £  210 000

Very rare and attractive first European-style atlas printed in the Islamic world, with the letterpress and engraved texts rendered in the Arabic 
script (the letterpress text in Turkish, set in a single size of naskh Arabic type): a complete example in its first binding, coloured by a contem-
porary hand, with 25 double-page or larger folding maps, including a celestial chart. “The first world atlas printed by Muslims ..., of which 
only fifty copies were printed” (Library of Congress, p. 55). Nine copies were reserved for the Ottoman Sultan Selim III, other high ranking 
Turkish officials and the engineering library in Istanbul that published the atlas; many of the 41 copies intended for sale were destroyed in 
a warehouse fire during the Janissary Revolt of 1808. Wikipedia attempts to list known complete and incomplete copies and estimates that 
“a maximum of 20 … might survive” but only 10 are “confirmed to exist”. It is the second great printed atlas from Islamic world, after Katip 
Celebi, Kitab-i cihannüma (Istanbul, 1732), the first atlas printed in the Islamic world, which remains closer to the traditional Islamic style. 
The present atlas, a prestigious project for the Ottoman palace, bearing the seal of approval of the Sultan Selim III, was one of the avant garde 
enterprises promoted by Mahmoud Ra’if Efendi to introduce Western technical and scientific knowledge into the Ottoman state. Ra’if served 
as secretary to the Ottoman ambassador in London from 1793 to 1797, and in that period he probably acquired a copy of a world atlas by 
the royal geographer William Faden, bringing it back to Istanbul in the latter year. Faden published a world atlas already in 1774 but added 
maps over the years, so that it evolved into his 1815 General atlas. Some edition of Faden’s atlas clearly served as the principal model for the 
Celib atlas tercümesi. On each map the foreign place-names are transliterated in Arabic script. The atlas includes Raif ’s 79-page geographical 
treatise “Ucalet ül-cografiye”, which he wrote in French and had 
translated into Turkish. The folding celestial map is printed on 
blue paper and is lacking in some copies. A severely defective 
copy of the present atlas commanded an auction price of USD 
118,750 (Swann Galleries NY, 26 May 2016, lot 199).
Maps very clean with only a few minor stains and several tears 
along folds, a crease in the map of Africa and a tear in the map 
image of the pre-Revolutionary map of France, otherwise in 
very good condition. Binding bumped at extremities with a 
few scuffmarks and insignificant traces of worming; front 
hinge cracked. One of the few surviving complete copies of 
the first printed European-style atlas produced in the Islamic 
world, in its beautiful original oriental morocco binding.
Engr. title-page plus [1], 79 pp. plus 25 engr. maps. KVK & WorldCat (9 
copies, incl. at least 4 incompl.); Library of Congress, Near East collections: 
an illustrated guide (2001), p. 55; www.loc.gov/item/2004626120; not in 
Atabey; Blackmer; Philipps & Le Gear. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45237.html
hand.Contemporary
www.loc.gov/item
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45220.html
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Dutch Beauty and the beast, extra-illustrated with Dutch and French plates,  
beautifully coloured and highlighted in gold, signed by the author

60 M A R M O N T E L , Jean François and Pieter P I J P E R S. Zemire en Azor, zangspel. Met konstwerken en balletten. 
Gevolgd naar het Fransche.
Amsterdam, Jan Helders, Abraham Mars, 1783. 8°. With an engraved title-page and two engraved vignettes. Extra added 
in this copy are an additional letterpress title-page, also dated “1783”, but with a portrait of Pieter Pijpers engraved by 
Theodorus Koning dated 1789, accompanied by the letterpress explanatory leaf with a poem, dated 1789, signed by 
Pijpers in brown ink. Further with 3 extra added engraved plates, plus 1 repeated in an earlier state with no lettering, 
depicting scenes from the play by various Dutch artists, 1 dated 1784. And finally with 6 engraved plates by various 
French artists, made for the original French edition. The engraved title is richly coloured and highlighted with gold 
by a contemporary hand. The six French plates are splendidly coloured and highlighted with gold and gum arabic by 
a contemporary hand. Contemporary half calf, gold-tooled spine. € 12 500 / £  10 500

Splendid copy, luxuriously extra-illustrated 5 years after the original publication, of the first edition of Pijpers’s Dutch adaptation of 
Marmontel’s 1771 Zémire et Azor, a version of the fairytale, Beauty and the beast. It is signed in brown ink by the author, and on the last 
page by G. de Visscher as a warrant of authenticity.
STCN notes that some copies, like ours, have 2 additional folia: an illustrated typographical 
title-page (with Pijpers’s roundel portrait on a monument) and a poem by Pieter Pijpers, entitled 
“Op Myne afbeelding”, dated 1789. Apart from these extra leaves, our copy is embellished with 6 
plates with scenes of the play from the original French edition of Marmontel’s play, published in 
Paris, 1771, here all beautifully coloured, and with 3 extra plates by Dutch artists, probably made 
to illustrate a third edition; a second edition appeared in 1786.
Zémire and Azor was a comical opera in 4 acts composed by the Belgian composer André Grétry, 
with a French text by Jean François Marmontel (1723–1799), based on Jean Marie Prince de 
Beaumont’s 1756 La belle et la bête and P.C. Nivelle de la Chaussé’s 1742 Amour pour Amour. 
The opera was first performed on 9 November 1771, stayed in the French repertory until at least 
1821 and enjoyed worldwide success.
With a bookplate and a blind stamp on the endpapers. With generous margins and many deckles 
intact. In very good condition, with only occasional very minor spotting and a water stain in one 
of the blank guard leaves protecting the coloured plates. Corners bumped and back board rubbed. 
[16], 76, [2] pp. Van Aken, Cat. Ned. Toneel II, p. 351 (mentioning only a title-vignette); Moderne Encyclopedie van 
de Wereldliteratuur, vol. 7, p. 239; STCN (8 copies, only 3 with engr. title). ☞ More on our website

Important work on China, witnessing the violent overthrow of the ancient Ming dynasty
61 M A RT I N I, Martino. Tartaros en China, historia.

Madrid, Joseph Fernadez de Buendia for Lorenço de Ibarra, 1665. Small 8° (14.5 × 10 cm). Late 18th-century gold-tooled 
mottled goatskin. € 9500 / £ 8000

First edition of the Spanish translation of an “important and extremely popular work on the history of 
China. Many editions followed [after the original Latin edition of 1654], … testifying of the enormous 
interest for China all over Europe and the impact the book had on the European image and concep-
tions of the Empire” (Hanotiau). The Italian Jesuit Martino Martini (1614–1661), travelled to China 
in 1643 at a time of great internal unrest, witnessing the violent overthrow of the ancient Ming dynasty 
in the years 1643–1644. Besides the present work, Martini is also well-known for the atlas of China 
that he published together with Joan Blaeu.
With owner’s inscription on title-page. The title-page is somewhat worn, a small corner of D2 torn off, 
a minor ink stain in the outer margins of 3 leaves and the head margin trimmed close to the running 
heads. Still a good copy. Some very minor damage to the spine of the binding, otherwise very good.
[40], 188 pp. Cordier, Sinica, col. 626; Lust 45; cf Hanotiau 15; Löwendahl 107. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/B63912PQHN58.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/G7VBJ0FKWOQZ.html
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First edition of 315 13th-century questions and answers concerning Jewish law and customs
62 M E I R ben B A RU C H of Rothenburg. Sefer she’elot u-teshuvot.

Cremona, Vincenzo Conti, [5]317 [= 1557]. 4° (21 × 15.5 cm). Set in semi-cursive (rabbinical) Hebrew type with Sep-
hardic meruba (square) Hebrew for the title, headings, etc. Contemporary limp vellum. € 9500 / £ 8000

First edition of a Mediaeval classic of both Jewish law and rites and rituals and other matters 
in daily life, presented in the form of 315 questions with answers by Rabbi Meir ben Baruch 
of Rothenburg (Worms ca. 1215-Ensisheim, Alsace 1293). The title means “Book of questions 
and answers”, but it is sometimes given the Latin title “Responsa”. Meir was one of the greatest 
Ashkenazic poseks, legal scholars who clarified difficult or ambiguous points in the halakha, the 
body of Jewish religious law deriving from the Torah, the Talmud, other rabbinical sources and 
ancient custom. Courts, judges, rabbis, congregations and other religious organizations and 
even private individuals throughout the Jewish diaspora submitted questions to Meir for his 
opinions and he sent them written answers. Quite unusually for the time, he also kept a record 
of the questions and his answers, creating an archive of legal precedent. The present edition 
also includes glosses on Meir’s answers by Perez ben Elijah of Corbeil (d. ca. 1295). Meir’s book 
remains an essential reference for any study of Mediaeval Jewish culture.
With an early Hebrew inscription on the front cover, mentioning Shelomo Levy, and another 
on the first free endleaf. With a few small worm holes in the title-page and water stains in about 
25 leaves, mostly minor and mostly marginal, but otherwise in very good condition and with 
generous margins. The vellum of the binding is stained and somewhat wrinkled, with a tear in the spine, minor damage along some board 
edges, only remains of the ties, and one sewing support has come loose from the front board. First edition of one of the most important 
sources for Mediaeval Jewish law and customs.
108, [15], [1 blank] pp. Adams M1045; Amram, Makers of Hebrew books in Italy, p. 319; Cowley, p. 420; Fürst, Bibl. Judaica, p. 176; Heller, Sixteenth century Hebrew 
book, vol. 1, p. 457; Roest, p. 774; Steinschneider 6323.2; Vinograd, Cremona 15; Zedner 578. ☞ More on our website

Unpublished letter from Philipp Melanchthon
63 [AU TO G R A P H ]. M E L A N C H T H O N, Philipp. [Autograph letter, 
signed, from Philipp Melanchthon to Sebastian Boetius].
[Wittenberg], Easter [14 April 1555]. 2° (19.5 × 32 cm). In Latin. € 45 000 / £  37 800

Autograph letter in Latin, signed by Melanchthon to the Protestant theologian Sebastian Boetius in 
Halle, to recommend the young priest Christian Hertwig junior. Boetius (1515–1573), who had studied 
under Luther and Melanchthon at Wittenberg, succeeded Justus Jonas as superintendent of Halle and 
founded the famous Marienbibliothek, still in existence. In his letter, Melanchthon reminds his former 
student that their minds often run in the same channel, as their letters show, and describes the role of 
the ideal pastor. He recommends Hertwig for such a position, both on the strength of his doctrines and 
on that of his moral fibre.
Slightly browned; traces of folds. In fine condition.
[2] pp. Koehler, Epistolae quaedam Phil. Melanthonis (1802), 37 note x; Melanchthons Briefwechsel (ed. H. Scheible), vol. VII, 
p. 295, no. 7449; De Wette/Seidemann, Dr. Martin Luthers Briefe VI (1856), 646. ☞ More on our website

Missionary printing in Macao: one of the earliest books printed on the first missionary press
64 M O R R I S O N, Robert. A view of China for philological purposes, containing a sketch of Chinese chronology, 

geography, government, religion and customs. Designed for the use of persons who study the Chinese language.
Macao, printed at the East India Company’s press, by P. P. Thoms, published and sold by Black, Parbury & Allen, 
booksellers to the Company, London, 1817. 4° (27 × 20 cm). Printed in roman and Chinese type. 20th-century dark 
blue paper over boards. € 4950 / £ 4150

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/K5UJ05X7BFEA.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/D6MB6WD2JIJ8.html
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First edition of an important survey of Chinese culture, written by the first Protestant missionary 
in China, the Scotsman and Presbyterian Robert Morrison (1782–1834), who was also important 
for the evolution of the mission press in China. The work was intended for students of the 
Chinese language, being an extensive description of Chinese culture and history.
The present work has a highly interesting and remarkable printing history. It was printed on a 
press that was shipped out of London in 1814 by the East India Company to print another work 
by Morrison: A dictionary of the Chinese language (1815–1823), being the first large scale mission 
press in Macao, though short-lived. Although the present A view of China for philological purposes 
was initially written to be published as an appendix to the A dictionary of the Chinese language, it 
was separately published, printed by P.P. Thoms on the Company’s Macao printing press, which 
was shipped there in 1814.
With the library stamp of the Public Library of Cincinnati, Ohio, on the back of the title-page 
and on the blank last page. Only some leaves very slightly browned and with a few very small 
marginal tears (not affecting the text), but overall in very good condition. A rare and important 
work on Chinese history and culture, here in its first edition, a highly interesting artefact of 
missionary printing in Macao.

VI, 141, [1 blank] pp. Cordier 65; Lowendahl 793; Lust 126; cf. S.W. Barnett, “Silent evangelism: Presbyterians and the mission press in China, 1807–1860”, in: Journal 
of Presbyterian history 49 (1971), 4, pp. 287–302. ☞ More on our website

Printed in Mexico City and preserved in a contemporary Mexican binding
65 [MUN I B E , José María]. Breve resumen de la vida y martyrio del inclyto Mexicano, y proto-martyr del Japon, el 

Beato Felipe de Jesus ...
Mexico City, “Oficina Madrileña”, 1802. 4° (19.5 × 14 cm). With engraved title-page dated 1801, an engraved portrait of 
Felipe de Jésus and extra-illustrated with 15 (of 30) engraved plates. With the engraved title and all 16 plates coloured by a 
contemporary hand and many words, letters and punctuation marks on the two title-pages coloured red. Contemporary 
Mexican tanned sheepskin mottled in an irregular tree pattern, gold-tooled spine. € 10 000 / £ 8400

Rare account of the life and Japanese martyrdom of the patron saint of Mexico (and first 
Mexican saint of any kind), Felipe de Jésus (1575 or ca. 1572–1597), with 15 additional plates 
from the extremely rare and closely related print series of De Jésus’s life, issued one year earlier. 
The engraved title-page, portrait, and the 15 additional plates from the 1801 print series were 
all produced by José María Montes de Oca (1668–1748), one of the most important book 
illustrators and engravers of the late 18th and early 19th centuries, and all are here coloured 
by a contemporary hand. De Jésus was a Franciscan missionary who grew up in Mexico and 
worked at Manilla in the Philippines from 1590 to 1596. On his way back to Mexico a storm 
forced his ship to land on the Japanese coast, where it was confiscated and he and the other 
passengers and crew imprisoned. The fact that there were soldiers and cannons on board lead 
the Japanese authorities to interpret the landing as an attack, so De Jésus and the others were 
arrested, imprisoned at Kyoto, their ears were cut off, and at Nagasaki on 5 February 1597 
they were crucified and executed (pierced by two spears). The print series that supplied the 
extra illustrations, with the engraved title Vida de San Felipe de Jesus protomartir de Japon 
y patron de su patria Mexico, is Montes de Oca’s finest work, one of the earliest print series 
published in Mexico, and the 15 plates added to the present book include De Jésus’s arrival 
in the Philippines, his ship in the storm, his imprisonment in Kyoto and his execution at 
Nagasaki. The. The delicate engravings add visual power to Munibe’s account of De Jésus’s life. If Munibe gives the correct date of birth, 
De Jésus was only 21 when martyred in Japan.
With a faint pencilled inscription on the back of the engraved title-page. With a worm hole through the front board and nearly half 
the leaves, occasional small marginal worm holes, and an occasional faint smudge or spot, but otherwise in very good condition and 
with generous margins. The colouring sometimes bleeds through the paper, but since the plates are blank on the back this presents no 
problems. The binding shows several chips and scuffs, but the lowest 3 gold-tooled flowers on spine are well preserved and the whole 
remains structurally sound. Very rare extra-illustrated copy of an early Mexican work on Japan, in a contemporary Mexican binding.
71, [1 blank] pp. plus plates. Medina, Imprenta en Mexico 9461; Palau 35446 & 184665 & 363045; Sabin 76029; WorldCat (10? copies of Resumen, including some 
incomplete, and 3 copies of Vida). ☞ More on our website
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Travel by carriage and its mishaps  
in the early Victorian English countryside

66 N EWH O US E , Charles B. The roadsters album.
London, George Thomas Fores & Arthur Blücher Fores, 1845. 
Large 2° (38 × 28.5 cm). With an extensively illustrated aqua-
tint title-page and 16 aquatint plates. Title-page and plates 
coloured in great detail by a contemporary hand in opaque 
gouaches and watercolours, and highlighted with shellac. 
Gold-tooled, red morocco for Henry Arthur Johnstone (ca. 
1900). € 18 000 / £  15 150

First and only edition of a subtly humorous album on travel by horse-drawn carriage through the English countryside at the time of 
publication, beautifully illustrated with finely coloured aquatints after drawings by Charles B. Newhouse (ca. 1805–1877). Each of the 
16 plates has a caption in English and most depict, often quite vividly, the mishaps that can occur underway, giving the book a touch 
of the ironic humour that Norman Thelwell was to capture in his horse cartoons more than a hundred years later. The plates have been 
coloured with great artistry and skill, with skies and clouds often executed wholly in watercolour, so that each plate almost becomes a 
painting in its own right.
With a 19th-century armorial bookplate transferred from a previous binding, with the foot torn off, and the blind-stamped ex-libris of 
Henry Arthur Johnstone. With the illustrated title-page and all plates in very good or fine condition. With the extremities of the binding 
slightly worn, but still very good. A beautifully-coloured copy of a rare, beautiful and amusing book of views of travel by horse-drawn 
carriage.
 Abbey, Life 407; Tooley, Coloured plates 346; WorldCat (7 copies). ☞ More on our website

Turkish costumes after the famous series by Nicolas Nicolay
67 [N I C O L AY, Nicolas]. Plusieurs descriptions des accoustremens, tant des magistrats et officiers de la Porte de l’ Em-

pereur des Turcs, que des peuples assujectis à son Empire. Avec les figurs des representant le tout au naturel, tirees des 
medailles antiques & descriptions de ceux qui ont frequenté parmy ces nations, ou des bons autheurs qui en ont escrit.
Including: T H O M A S, Artus. Tableaux prophetiques des empereur severe et leon, avec leurs epigrammes predisans 
la ruine de la monarchie des Turcs.
[Paris, widow of Abel L’Angelier, 1620]. 2 parts in 1 volume. 2°. With 79 engraved plates, including 62 costume plates (ca. 
27.5 × 17.5 cm) after Nicolas Nicolay. With an additional loosely inserted engraving of a “Marchant Juif ”. All the plates 
have explanatory texts on the versos of the preceding plates. 19th-century green half morocco. € 13 500 / £  11 350

Nicolay’s series of engravings of Turkish magistrates and officers (including descriptions) followed 
by Thomas’ collection of emblems, prophesying the fall of the Ottoman empire, as published in the 
1620 edition of Laonikos Chalcocondyle’s L’Histoire de la décadence de l’Empire Grec. It doesn’t 
have any date or publisher’s information itself, but has the same pagination errors described in the 
copy of Chalcocondyle in the Staatsbibliothek Berlin (“Bl. 32 als 23 gez. und Bl. 64 doppelt gez.”). 
This history concentrates on the later period of the Byzantine empire and was first published in 
Latin in 1556. The enlarged French translation with additions by Artus Thomas first appeared 1612 
and was possibly reissued in 1616 and 1620.
The original costume plates by Nicolas Nicolay were first published in Nicolay’s work Les nav-
igations peregrinations et voyages, faicts en la Turquie (Lyon, 1567). It was translated into various 
languages and left a deep mark on later publications on the same topic. Its success was largely due to 
the 60 (later expanded to 62) illustrations of the different costumes worn in the area Nicolay visited. 
Subsequent works on the Turcs also included Nicolay’s illustrations, in woodcuts or engraved after 
the originals as in the Chalcocondyle’s edition of 1612.
Binding very slightly rubbed and on leaf somewhat loose. Very good copy.

”64” [=65] ll., 65–114, [3], [1 blank] pp. Cf. Atabey 214 (Chalcocondyle 1662), 871 and 872 (Nicolay 1576, 1586); Goldsmith, BMC STC French C-594 (Chalcocondyle 
1620); Hamilton, Europe and the Arab world 9 (Nicolay 1576) and 23 (Chalcocondyle 1662); Hiler, pp. 656–657 (several Nicolay editions). ☞ More on our website
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The first Dutch circumnavigation of the world
68 N O O RT, Olivier van. Description du penible voyage fait entour de l’univers ou 

globe terrestre, par Sr. Olivier du Nort d’Utrecht, General du Quatre Navires, affa-
voir: de celle dite Mauritius, avec laquelle il est retourné comme Admiral, l’autre de 
Henry fils de Frederic Vice-Admiral, la troisiesme dite La Concorde, avec la qua-
triesme nommé l’Esperance, bien montees d’equipage de guerre & vivres, ayant 248 
hommes en icelles, pour traversant le Destroict de Magellanes, descouvrir les Costes 
de Cica, Chili & Peru, & y trafiquer, & puis passant les Molucques, & circomnavigant 
le globe du monde retourner à la patrie. ...
Amsterdam, Vesve de Cornille Nicolas, 1610. Small 2° (31 × 22.5 cm). With an engraving 
on the title-page showing Noort’s fleet, 23 engravings in the text showing ships, the places 
they visited and their inhabitants, and 2 full-page maps. 19th-century olive green morocco, 
brown decorated paper sides, title in gold on spine. € 12 500 / £  10 500

Second French edition of the account by Olivier van Noort (1568–1611) of the first Dutch circumnavigation of the world. Van Noort, a 
Dutch explorer, was the fourth to sailing around the world (in 1598–1601) after Magellan, Drake and Cavendish. After leaving Rotterdam 
and briefly stopping on the English coast, the ship sailed south, following the African coast to Guinea before crossing the Atlantic to the 
coast of South America. Following the coast of South America, Van Noort rounded Cape Virgenes on 4 November 1599, before entering 
the Strait of Magellan and thereafter the Pacific on 29 February 1600. He proceeded along the coast Of Chile, called at the Ladrones 
Islands (the Marianas) in May 1600 and sailed on through the Philippines in October 1600. He visited to the coast of Borneo, Brunei 
and Ternate and continued through the Sunda Strait between Java and Sumatra. Sailing directly through the Indian ocean and rounding 
the Cape of Good Hope, Van Noort returned to Holland on 26 August 1601.
The present is the second edition of the first French translation, printed in Amsterdam in 1602 by Cornelis Claesz. The account is 
chronologically structured and the several events happening during the journey are mentioned in the margins. The work is also lavishly 
illustrated with engravings showing the people Van Noort met in the places he visited, some coastal views, buildings and the ships. 
Altogether a detailed travel account of a stirring and historically important circumnavigation, confirming the Dutch as a power in global 
exploration even as their golden age began to wane.
Binding only slightly worn around the edges, spine a little discoloured. With a water stain in the right lower corner of some leaves, occa-
sional spots, but overall in good condition. A beautifully illustrated account of the first Dutch circumnavigation of the globe.
[2], 61, [1] pp. Borba de Moraes, p. 617; Howgego N37; JCB II, 610/79; Sabin 55438; Tiele, Volkenkunde 806. ☞ More on our website

Very rare French translation of Pallas’ second expedition 
to South Russia, the Black Sea and the Crimea

69 PA L L A S, Peter Simon. Observations faites dans un voyage entrepris 
dans les gouvernements méridionaux de l’Empire de Russie dans les années 
1793 et 1794.
Paris, Strasbourg, Amand Koening; Leipzig, Godefroi Martini, 1799–1802. 2 text volumes and 1 atlas volume. 4° (text) 
and oblong 2° (atlas: 24 × 40 cm). With 28 engravings in the text and 1 woodcut in each text volumes (23 hand-co-
loured), and 55 engraved plates and maps (43 hand-coloured) in the atlas volume. Text volumes in contemporary and 
uniform gold-tooled mottled calf. Atlas in matching contemporary mottled half calf. € 8500 / £ 7150

Very rare account by Peter Simon Pallas (1741–1811) of his second expedition to Russia in 1793–1794. This time he studied the southern 
provinces of Russia, especially the steppes near the Caspian Sea, the northern Caucasus, the Crimea and the Black Sea. Although Pallas 
published an extensive account in German of his second expedition in 1799–1801, it never gained as much attention as the first expedition 
to Russia and Siberia (1768–1774). The present work is the French translation of this German account.
In this account of his travel to South Russia, the Crimea and the Black Sea, Pallas not only describes his route through the Russian 
Empire, he also – as a geologist and naturalist – gives an excellent physical and topographical description of the landscape. He notes the 
differences in the landscapes he faces along his way, not only differences in nature, but also how these Crimean landscapes have histori-
cally changed over years. He describes their historical geological changes based on fossils and antiquities he finds. He also discusses the 
flora, fauna and climatology of the area. Next to this, he gives a more cultural and anthropological description of South Russia and the 
Crimea. He gives his own remarks on the Crimean peoples, economy and trade.
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With a bookplate on the front paste-downs of all volumes. Annotation on second endpaper of the atlas volume, some of the 55 plates 
with manuscript captions in French, in ink. With a library stamp on the title-page of both text volumes and on the first plate of the atlas 
volume. Bindings of the two volumes very slightly worn, corners of the atlas volume bumped. Some browning and foxing, not affecting 
the text or images. “Avertissement” in vol. 2 erroneously bound in before the “Supplement de la liste des souscripteurs du premier tome”.
XXXII, 438; XVI, 452 pp. ; 55 ll. Catalogue de la section des Russica P59; Howgego P10; Schuh 3613; cf. Abbey Travel 222 (English edition, London 1802–1803); 
WorldCat (3? complete & a few incompl. copies of the 1799–1801 issue); for the author: DSB X, pp. 283–285; Wendland, Peter Simon Pallas (1742–1811): Materialien 
einer Biographie I (1992), pp. 479–481. ☞ More on our website

”Some of the most accurate information on China  
to be found in the first half of the seventeenth century”

70 PA N TO JA , Diego de. Advis ... envoyé de Paquin cité de la Chine, au R.P. Loys de 
Gusman ... Sur le succes de la religion chrestienne au royaume de la Chine. De l’entree 
d’aucuns peres de ladire compagnie en la cour du roy, & de plusieurs choses memorables, 
qu’ils ont veu en ce païs.
Lyon, Pierre Rigaud, 1607. 12°. Contemporary limp sheepskin parchment, remains of 
ties. € 19 000 / £  16 000

First edition in French, of an account of the Jesuit mission in China, written by the Spanish Jesuit 
Diego de Pantoja (1571–1618). Pantoja was sent to Japan in 1596, but ended up in China, where he 
accompanied Matthieu Ricci (1552–1610), establishing the Jesuit mission in Beijing. “In 1602 Pantoja 
wrote an account of the progress of the Chinese mission in a letter from Peking to Luis de Guzman, 
the provincial of Toledo. It was to become one of the most popular and widely read of the Jesuit 
letterbooks: an extract was printed by Guerreiro in 1603, then it was published in full at Seville 
in 1605. Apart from detailing the progress of Ricci’s expedition, it also provides some of the most 
accurate information on China to be found in the first half of the seventeenth century” (Howgego).
With a small blank slip on the title-page covering an owner’s inscription. Title-page with a restoration 
in the outer margin, just touching the woodcut device, an inkstain on the opening flyleaf and the title-page and some minor browning. 
A very good copy.
[8], 145, [1 blank] pp. De Backer & Sommervogel VI, col. 173; Howgego, to 1800, P15. ☞ More on our website

Programme printed on Commodore Perry’s ship in Japan for its black-face minstrel show
71 [PE R RY, Matthew Calbraith]. Ethiopian concert. United States steam frigate Powhatan, Hakodadi, Island of Yesso, 

Empire of Japan, May 29th [1854]. An Ethiopian entertainment will be given by the Japanese Olio Minstrels, on board 
this ship, this evening, weather favorable, to which the Officers invite your attendance.
[On board the Powhatan], Japan Expedition Press, [1854]. 19 × 26 cm as opened flat. A programme and invitation, printed 
letterpress on washi mulberry tissue paper with a lace-like decorative flower pattern in white. € 27 500 / £  23 000

Second copy recorded of the printed programme (serving also as invitation) 
to a minstrel show performed on-board Commodore Perry’s flagship by the 
“Japanese Olio Minstrels”, comprising sailors from the ship’s crew, many per-
forming in black-face, but also with a few African-Americans. Perry made his 
expedition to Japan to deliver the American President Millard Fillmore’s letter 
of friendship to the Emperor of Japan and negotiate the Treaty of Kanagawa. 
As the ship left Hong Kong for Japan in January 1854, it set up an on-board 
printing office with a small press that had been sent from America by the 
State Department. The treaty was signed on 31 March 1854 and after it was 
tested at Hakodate (Hakodadi) Perry invited various Japanese dignitaries to 
attend the minstrel show on-board his ship on 29 May 1854, at 7 pm. The 
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only copy recorded in the literature belonged to the wife of Commodore Perry’s grandson and passed to the Naval Academy Museum 
in Annapolis, Maryland.
The programme lists the pieces performed and gives the names of the crew members for each act. Programmes are known for three shows 
given on the ship, but only two were printed by the ship’s own press. They are extremely rare.
Somewhat foxed but in very good condition, with only a few folds and with the paper stretched apart at a couple points along the edge. 
A remarkable document of a unique American musical genre, as performed for Japanese on Commodore Perry’s ship.
 Morison, Commodore Perry’s Japan Expedition Press and shipboard theatre, 1967, pp. 40–41; Yellin, “Mrs. Belmont, Matthew Perry and the ‘Japanese Minstrels’”, 
in: American Music, 14 (1996), pp. 257–275, at pp. 267–269 (including fig. 6); cf. Lovett, “The Japan Expedition Press”, in: Harvard Library bulletin, 12 (1958), pp. 
242–252, illustrating a similar programme for a concert on 26 May 1854. ☞ More on our website

Rare edition of a very popular Venetian novel, with contemporary colouring
72 P I A Z Z A , Antonio. L’Ebrea, istoria galante scritta da lei medesima.

Venice, Giuseppe Molinari, 1813. 3 parts in 1 volume. 8°. With an engraved frontispiece and three engraved title-pages, 
all coloured by a contemporary hand. Contemporary mottled calf. € 1850 / £ 1550

Rare fifth edition, with hand-coloured frontispiece and title-pages, of a 
popular novel by the Venetian writer and journalist Antonio Pizza (1742–
1825). The novel is “notable for the realistic rendering of its social milieu 
and the swift pace of the narration of its heroine’s calamities” (Mancini). 
Although very popular with readers, the novel’s first volume was heavily 
criticized by literary critics in 1769. In response, Piazza integrated several 
polemical elements in the second and third volume of the novel, specif-
ically aimed at the “Riformatori dello studio di Padova”, the Venetian 
Republic’s board of censors.
With several contemporary owners’ inscriptions crossed out on the flyleaf 
and a contemporary inscription on the back of the frontispiece stating 
“Quante balordagine quante colionerie” (So much nonsense so much 
bullshit). The binding is expertly restored. The white gouache used in 
colouring the images has disintegrated, but the other colours have survived 
in good condition. Slightly thumbed and spotted throughout, nevertheless a good and obviously well-read copy.
[1 blank], [2], [1 blank], III, [1 blank], 84; [1], [1 blank], 76; [1], [1 blank], 90, [1] pp. ICCU (1 copy), Mancini, “Forms of prose fiction in early Italian literature”, in: 
The Cambridge companion to the Italian novel, pp. 35–36. ☞ More on our website

Purdy’s The Colombian navigator, complete in 3 parts, with volume 1 (parts 1–2)  
in the extremely rare 1833 edition, and volume 2 (part 3) in the 1824 editio

73 P UR DY, John. The Colombian navigator; or sailing directory for the Amer-
ican coasts and the West-Indies.
London, printed for H.R. Laurie by J. Rider, 1833 (vol. 1) and 1824 (vol. 2). 3 parts 
in 2 volumes, bound as 3. With 2 plates and numerous coastal profiles in various 
sizes in the text.
With: (2) R.H. L AUR IE. Catalogue of the pilots, charts, and other nautical works, 
printed for, and published by R.H. Laurie, chart-seller and agent, by appointment, 
to the admiralty, &c. &c.
London, printed for R.H. Laurie by Rider and Weed, 1825. 8°. Half buckram. 
 € 2750 / £ 2310
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Very important work on navigating the coasts of North and Central America and the Caribbean, by the English hydrographer John Purdy 
(1773–1843), with vol. 1 (parts 1–2) in the extremely rare 1833 edition. Purdy first published this sailing directory in 1817 in one volume, 
and expanded it into two volumes for the 1823–24 edition. The 1833 edition of volume 1 is not merely a reissue of the 1823 edition with 
new title-pages for the two parts, nor was it a simple reprint: it contains new information added not only to the title-pages and preface, 
but also to the tables of positions and the main text. Both volumes were further revised for the 1839 edition. The present 1833 edition of 
volume 1 has been overlooked by Sabin and the other literature, and WorldCat records only 1 copy of part 1, without part 2. 
The Columbian navigator proved very popular, since it contained essential and very accurate information on navigating the waters and 
coasts, from Nova Scotia to the tip of Florida and beyond to Mexico, Central America and the many islands in the Caribbean. Apart from 
general directions and warnings for navigating these waters, Purdy also includes directions to and descriptions of the harbours, lighthouses 
and other noteworthy sites along the way. These sailing directories are illustrated with coastal profiles, to further help with navigation.
Uniformly bound in 3 parts, with a small label on the front paste-down of each part, 2 loose title labels for vol. 1, parts 1 and 2, inserted 
before their title-pages, and stamps and some pencil marks on the title-pages. Inside front hinge of parts 1 and 3 weak, minor discoloura-
tion of the spines, slightly browned edges, some browning throughout, mostly the first and last pages of the parts, slight foxing in parts 
2 and 3, but overall in good condition. Purdy’s Colombian Navigator with parts 1 and 2 in the extremely rare 1833 edition.
XXVIII, 220; XVI, 192; XVI, 204, 16 pp. Ragatz, A guide for the study of British Caribbean History, p. 21 (vol. 2, 1824 ed.) Sabin 66693 (vol. 2 with the 1823 ed. of vol. 
1; cf. 66692 & 66694); WorldCat (1 copy of vol. 1 (part 1 only); 2 copies of vol. 2). ☞ More on our website

A rare edition of Purdy’s sailing directory for navigating the Brazilian coast
74 P UR DY, John. The Brasilian navigator; or sailing directory for all the coasts of Brasil, etc. from the River Para to 

the Rio de La Plata; ...
London, printed for R.H. Laurie by J. Rider, 1844. 8°. With 8 small images of coastal profiles in the text. Cloth spine 
and brown/grey thick paper boards. € 1950 / £ 1640

The rare second edition of the sailing directory for the Brazilian coast, written 
by the leading English hydrographer John Purdy (1773–1843). Sailing direc-
tories were essential for safely navigating your way, in this case to, from and 
around the coasts of Brazil. Purdy’s directories were especially popular, since 
they were very detailed and accurate. The present work includes: descriptions 
and illustrations of coastal profiles; information on the winds, seasons, tides, 
currents, and treacherous rocks and shoals; the location of islands, ports and 
harbours all along the routes from Europe and North America to Brazil.
The present second edition appeared shortly after Purdy’s death and is also the 
last edition from his own hand, since the other three were edited by Findlay. 
WorldCat records only 8 copies and we have found only one auction record, 
in 1963.
Blue and red annotations, a stamp (“Campbell & Co. Hamburg”) and the large title label on the front board, black stamp of the “Marinens 
Bibliotek” (the library of the Danish royal military academy in Copenhagen) on the spine. With a small bookplate on the front paste-
down: “S A. I.”, two stamps (including one of the “Marinens Bibliotek”) on the title-page, name of the author is underlined in red on 
the title-page, Boards slightly damaged, mostly around the corners, and very slight browning throughout, but overall in good condition. 
An important sailing directory for Brazil.
VI, 191, [1] pp. Sabin 66690; WorldCat (8 copies). ☞ More on our website

Essential information for navigating the coasts of Africa and South America
75 PUR DY, John (Alexander George F INDL AY ed.). The new sailing directory for the Ethiopic or Southern Atlantic 

Ocean; including the coasts of Brasil, etc., ...
London, printed for R.H. Laurie by J. Rider, 1844. 8°. With 32 small images in the text, mostly coastal profiles. Half 
cloth. € 1950 / £ 1640
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Extensive and detailed descriptions of routes across the Southern Atlantic Ocean and along the coasts 
of South America, especially Brazil, Africa and the islands around and in between these coasts. These 
sailing directories were essential for navigating the seas and oceans of the world. The most renowned 
directories were written by the leading English hydrographer John Purdy (1773–1843). His works were 
especially popular, due to the accuracy of the detailed information and they therefore appeared in 
many editions. The present work is the third, revised edition of The new sailing directory of the Ethiopic 
or Southern Atlantic Ocean, edited by the renowned English geographer and hydrographer Alexander 
George Findlay (1812–1875). Findlay was Purdy’s successor and not only corrected and expanded Purdy’s 
directories, but also wrote six large directories himself. His directories are accompanied by illustrations 
and charts and include the Atlantic Ocean, the Indian Ocean and Indian Archipelago, China and Japan, 
and the Pacific Ocean; thus practically spanning the whole world.
Binding is worn, hinges weak. With a small label on the front paste-down (“S B. II a. 1”) and stamps 
of the “Marinens Bibliotek” (the library of the Danish royal military academy in Copenhagen) on the 
first flyleaf and the title-page. Small inscription in brown ink on the title-page. Some annotations in 
pencil in the margins, slight browning and foxing throughout.
XLIV, 472 pp. Sabin 66703. ☞ More on our website

Overland journey through South Africa in search of survivors of the wreck of the Grosvenor
76 R E E N E N, Jacob van (Edward R I O U, ed.). A journal of a journey from the Cape of Good Hope, undertaken in 

1790 and 1791, by Jacob van Reenen, and others of his countrymen, in search of the wreck of the honourable the East 
India Company’s ship the Grosvenor; ...
London, G. Nicol, 1792. 4°. With a folding map (43 × 56 cm). 19th century half blue morocco. € 7500 / £ 6300

Very rare first edition of Jacob van Reenen’s journal of his overland journey (in wagons 
pulled by teams of oxen, with excursions on horseback and on foot) to search for 
survivors of the 1782 wreck of the 3-masted East Indiaman, the Grosvenor, a 729-ton 
ship of the English East India Company stranded off of the coast of the Pondo 
Kingdom on the east coast of South Africa on 4 August 1782 with 150 people on 
board.
Van Reenen’s journal runs from 24 August 1790 to 7 January 1791. Only one 
Grosvenor passenger and a few dozen crew members died in the shipwreck itself, but 
they mistakenly supposed they were little more than two weeks’ walk from the closest 
Dutch settlements of the Cape colony, when in fact they were about 500 kilometers 
away. The story of the remarkable journey nevertheless tells of finding various other 
castaways, most notably a Christian community of supposedly 400 children and grandchildren of three old white sisters (taken as wives 
by a native chief ) who had been castaways at such a young age that they could no longer remember what country they came from. Van 
Reenen offered to take them with him, but they preferred to stay than to leave any of their family behind.
Small tear at the fold of the map, some minor browning, and slight foxing in the first 10 pp. Otherwise in very good condition. A 
remarkable Dutch journal of a 1790/91 journey through South Africa in search of survivors of the 1782 wreck of the ship Grosvenor.
51 pp. Howgego, I, R23; Mendelssohn I, p. 652; South African bibliography, IV, p. 630. ☞ More on our website

A picturesque journey through Switzerland
77 [R E I C H A R D, Heinrich August O.]. Malerische Reise durch einen großen 
Theil der Schweiz vor und nach der Revolution.
Jena, H.W.Ch. Seidler, 1805. 8°. With engraved frontispiece with 4 medallion portraits, 
engraved title-page with the title on a rock in an alpine scene, 54 numbered engraved 
plates (1 folding) and 2 folding leaves with built-up letterpress music. With the 4 costume 
plates hand-coloured. Later 19th-century half cloth. € 1750 / £ 1470
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First edition of an attractively illustrated account of a journey through Switzerland. The work includes 4 costume plates (2 showing 
military uniforms, with flags), a description of Balmat and Paccard’s first ascent of Mont Blanc, as well as many fine views by J.A. Darnstedt, 
including the engraved title-page. One of the alpine views also serves as a 5th costume plate, but in black and white.
Bookplate on front pastedown. In very good condition, with only some slight foxing.
XVI, 414, [2] pp. Longchamp 2425; Wäber I, 53. ☞ More on our website

First edition of J.C. Rijk’s description  
of his hydrographic map of the Scheldt estuary

78 R IJK , Julius Constantijn. Beschrijving behoorende by de hydrographische kaart der zeegat-
en van de monden der Schelde, welke trigonometrisch opgenomen, in plan gebragt en geteek-
end is, op last van zijne excellentie den heere Mr. J.C. van der Hoop, minister voor de marine 
van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden en groot kruis der Orde van den Nederlandschen Leeuw.
Rotterdam, Arbon & Krap, 1825. 8°. Modern half beige cloth, with the original publisher’s 
brown paper front wrapper bound in. € 1500 / £ 1260

First edition of Julius Constantijn Rijk’s description of and commentary on his detailed hydrographic map of the estuary of the river 
Scheldt in what is now Belgian, from 1815 to 1830 part of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands under the first Dutch King, Willem 
I. The map was based on measurements and observations compiled during a hydrographic expedition during the summers of 1823 and 
1824. The present title notes that J.C. van der Hoop (1742–1825), since 1813 minister of naval affairs, commissioned the hydrographic map.
Julius Constantijn Rijk published multiple maps with corresponding descriptions similar to the present one, as well as a more general 
handbook on ship-building (1822) and a description of his governance of the navy in 2 parts (1851 and 1853). He was a member of numerous 
Dutch and international scientific academies, societies and committees and as a naval officer he was awarded several medals of honour, 
such as the Military order of William.
With a small label (with the Marinens Bibliotek shelf-mark?) on the front paste-down: “S A. II a. 2 F.”, original publisher’s wrapper 
(bound in) slightly damaged and with some annotations and a stamp of the Marinens Bibliotek (library of the Royal Danish military 
academy). Overall in good condition.
[4], 38, [2] pp. Worldcat (9 copies); cf. Catalogus der verzameling van kaarten van het ministerie van marine (1872) p. 101; NNWB 4, 1183–1187. ☞ More on our website

Garden architecture with 24 aquatint plates in their first printing  
and subtle publisher’s colouring, including early neo-Egyptian sphinxes

79 R O B E RT S O N, William. Desseins d’architecture, représentans des sièges de jardins, des portes de maisons de 
campagne, des entrées de parcs, des volières, des temples, . . .
London, printed by A. Dulau & Co. and Leonardo Nardini, and sold by Rudolph Ackermann there and J.G. Beygang 
in Leipzig, 1800. Oblong Imperial 4° (28 × 38 cm). With 24 numbered aquatint plates, subtly coloured by hand. Con-
temporary half calf, gold-tooled spine. € 7950 / £ 6675

First edition of a beautiful series of aquatints with plans, elevations and cross-sec-
tions of garden architecture, published simultaneously in both an English and the 
present French edition. Most copies of the English edition are later reissues with the 
plates reprinted from the original copperplates ca. 1816 or ca. 1822, while at least the 
present copy of the French edition has the plates in the original printing, giving the 
best possible images. The beautiful designs, by William Robertson, show benches, 
gates, pavilions, bridges, boat houses, temples, mausoleums, aviaries, arbours, bath 
houses, etc., all intended for gardens and parks and sometimes shown in a setting 
with trees, ponds, etc. They still reflect the neo-classical styles of the time and 
the influence of the 18th-century archaeological excavations at Herculaneum and 
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Pompeii, but they already presage what was to become known in England as the Regency style. The two sphinxes on the bridge in plate 
23 are a very early example of Egyptian revival.
Fine copy with only an occasional minor spot or small stain and nearly untrimmed, with many deckles intact. Binding slightly rubbed 
and spine and corners worn.
[4 incl. 2 blank], 24 pp. plus plates. Berlin Kat. 3430; ESTC T165019 (4 copies); cf. Abbey, Life in England, 63; BAL 2803; not in Springer. ☞ More on our website

Dutch translation of a Russian expedition to northeast Siberia
80 S A RYC H EV, Gavriil Andreevich. Reis in het Noordoostelijke Siberie, en op de IJszee en den Noordoostelijken 

oceaan. Uit de Hooguitsche vertaling van Johann Heinrich Busse overgezet door N. Messchaert.
Amsterdam, Johannes Allart, 1808. 2 volumes. 8°. With large folding map showing the northeastern part of Siberia and 
the northwest coast of the United States (ca. 47 × 78 cm) engraved by C. van Baarsel, 15 plates (10 folding engraved 
plates, 5 full-page hand-coloured aquatint plates), and 1 folding table. Contemporary boards covered with marbled 
paper, uncut, in box. € 5750 / £ 4850

First and only edition of the Dutch translation of this important exploration through the northeast of 
Siberia, the Frozen Ocean and the Northeast Ocean by Gavriil Andreevich Sarychev (1763–1831), illus-
trated with maps, views and hand-coloured plates of native people. It gives an account of a part of the 
Russian North-east Geographical and Astronomical Expedition of 1785–1793, of which Joseph Billings 
was the leader and in which Sarychev played an important part. The second volume contains an account 
of the Russian exploration of Alaska and the Aleutian islands. This Dutch edition was translated from 
the German edition by Nicolaes Messchaert (1744–1833). The German edition was translated by Johann 
Heinrrich Busse (Leipzig, 1805–06) from the original Russian edition of 1802.
The expedition was authorized by Catherine II the Great. Catherine appointed Joseph Billings to lead the 
expedition. Billings had accompanied captain Cook on his third voyage and had entered Russian service 
in 1783. The expedition sailed from Okhotsk in 1787, with Billings piloting the Pallas and Sarychev, the 
second ship, the Glory of Russia. Sarychev carefully mapped the shorelines of the Sea of Okhotsk, the 
Aleutian Islands and the coast of Alaska, where he was responsible for the atlas maps associated with 
the expedition.
Good uncut set.

[2], XXXII, 190; X [= VIII], 334 pp. Arctic Bibliography 37226; Chavanne 3993; Muller, Bibl. Neerlando-Russe 313; NCC (6 copies); not in Landwehr, Coloured 
Plates; Tiele, Bibl. ☞ More on our website

Photograph album showing trotting
81 [P H OTO G R A P H Y – H O R S E S].S C H NA E B E L I, H.. [Binding title:] Album des Trabrenn-Sport.

Berlin, H. Schnaebeli & Co, 1879. Oblong 8° (33 × 26.5 cm) album with 16 original albumen prints (ca. 20.5 × 15 
cm), mounted on paperboard. Original richly decorated cloth. Title on front cover: “Album des Trabrenn-Sport. H. 
Schnaebeli & Co. Hof-Photographen u. Kunstverlag. Berlin Unter den Linden 30”. € 8500 / £ 7150

Fine album of original albumen prints depicting trotting. All horses and jockeys 
are identified in handwriting on the opposite page. 1 Cremien. 2. Lump. schw. H. 
v. Lump a. d. Nelly Parker. Züchter u. Bes. Gestüt Mariahall. 3. Mazeppa. Fahrer 
J. W. Raymer. 4. anon. 5. France’s Alexander. Schwarzer Hengst v. Ben Patschen 
a. d. Jenny Martin. Besitzer Gestüt Mariahall. 6. Lynwood. Schimmel-Hengst v. 
Clinker a. d. Belton Maid. Besitzer. Berliner Trabrenn-Verein. 7. Sunol. Braune 
Stute v. Electioneer a. d. Wazana. Besitzer Rob. Bronner. 8. Djelowaja. Schimmel-
Stute v. Atlasnuyi a. d. Delni. Besitzer und Fahrer Herr G. Barthels. 9. Blue belle. 
Fuchs-Stute v. Blue Bull. Besitzer: Gestüt Mariahall. Trainer u. Fahrer L. Raymer. 
10. Polly. Braune Stute v. Hamdallah a. d. Belle. Besitzer: Herr Ehrich. Trainer u. 
Fahrer Joe Raymer. 11. Tiger. F. H. gez. in Russland 1873 v. Stroining a. d. Saszita. 
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Besitzer: Albas Singer in Wien. 12. Lumpazius. br. H. v. Lump a. d. Addre E. C. Züchter u. Bes. Gestüt Mariahall. 13. Sametz. 14. Maud. 
S. Fuchs-Stute v. Harlod a. d. Miss Russell. 15. Ledenaja. Fahrer J. W. Raymer. 16. Jersey Thorne brauner Hengst v. Thorndale a. d. Martha, 
Besitzer Mr. Wilson. – Most photographs signed in the negative (“H. Schnaebeli”); one dated 1879. Very early example of an album 
illustrating horses, horsemanship and trotting. Extremely scarce: we were unable to trace another copy in any public library according 
to OCLC–Worldcat and KVK; not in JAP or ABPC.
Binding a bit discoloured, otherwise very well preserved. Boards show some browning and foxing; albumen prints in very good condition.
 ☞ More on our website

2 collections of tracts on the Amboyna Massacre (1623)
82 [SK INNE R , John]. A true relation of the unjust, cruell, and barbarous proceedings 

against the English at Amboyna in the East-Indies, by the Netherlandish governour 
and councell there. ... The third impression.
London, printed by George Purslowe for Nathaniel Newberry, 1632. With a wood-
cut frontispiece showing an Englishman being tortured with fire by the Dutch, and 
woodcut initials and headpieces.
With: (2) [VO C]. A remonstrance of the directors of the Netherlands East India 
Company, ... touching the bloudy proceedings against the English merchants, exe-
cuted at Amboyne.
London, printed by John Dawson for the East India Company, 1632. With a general 
title-page and a part-title for part 2. 2 editions (the 2nd in 3 parts) in 1 volume. Small 
4°. 18th-century(?) calf, rebacked in gold-tooled morocco, red edges, marbled endpa-
pers. € 6850 / £ 5750

Two editions, each containing three tracts relating to the disputes between the Dutch and British at Amboyna in the East Indies in the 
early 1620s. In the early 17th century the Dutch East India Company (VOC) established itself in Amboyna (now Ambon), one of the 
Indonesian Maluku Islands, which served as the centre of VOC operations in the Dutch East Indies from 1610 to 1619, when the centre 
was relocated to Batavia. The Dutch permitted the English East India Company to establish a trading post on the island, but the tensions 
grew between the two countries’ merchants and they became rivals in the spice trade. Numerous pamphlets concerning the matter 
appeared between 1624 and 1631 and the issue remained a very sore point in Anglo-Dutch relations in 1632 when the present editions 
appeared. The whole episode became emblematic of the British lack of trust in Dutch, cited whenever trouble arose between the Dutch 
and British through the seventeenth century. Reprinted several times, the pamphlet would play an important role in the outbreak of the 
first Anglo-Dutch War in 1652: Cromwell referred to the incident in his declaration of war.
Ad 2: First edition of a collection of three other pamphlets concerning the Amboyna Massacre, namely a translation of the VOC’s defence 
of its execution of the English at Amboyna, addressed to the Dutch States General.
With an armorial bookplate. Lacking the blank I2 and N4 in ad 1 and the blank E4 in part 1 of ad 2, all as usual. Binding only slightly 
worn around the edges. Slightly browned and with some small spots, otherwise in good condition .
Ad 1: [10], 38; [2], 20; 34 pp. Ad 2: [7], [1 blank], 29, [1 blank]; [2], 38; 47, [1 blank] pp. Ad 1: Cox I, pp. 267–268; ESTC S10092; Knuttel 4205a; Landwehr VOC 
88 (note); STC 7453; USTC 3015995. Ad 2: ESTC S105421; Knuttel, 3552; Landwehr, VOC 91; STC 7450; USTC 3015862. ☞ More on our website

Very rare “myriorama”: an artistic paper toy  
to produce a wide variety of classical Italian landscape views

83 S LU Y T E R , Dirk Jurriaan. Myriorama van gezigten in Italie in 24 afdeelingen.
Amsterdam, Gebroeders van Arum, [ca. 1825]. With 24 numbered aquatint plates by Dirk Jurriaan Sluyter (each ca. 
20 × 7 cm), mounted on paperboard, showing Italian landscapes, architecture and ruins. Loose as issued in publisher’s 
paperboard box (ca. 22 × 15.5 cm), divided into two compartments, with an aquatint title-page mounted on the top of 
the box (on the lid) and its base covered with marbled paper. Letterpress leaf with instructions mounted on the inside 
of the top of the box. € 1850 / £ 1550

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/G84BDE85OGMK.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46143.html
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Very rare “myriorama” (meaning “thousands of views”), an artistic paper toy intended for children, with separate plates all showing 
particular landscape views that can be placed side by side in any order to produce a wide variety (“thousands”) of landscape views. The 
present myriorama shows typical Italian landscapes, people, architecture and ruins. Whatever order one chooses for the different plates, 
it produces a very fine and classical landscape view of Italy.
The present myriorama is very rare: WorldCat lists only one 
example, now preserved at Indiana University. Buijnsters 
lists two examples, one in his and his wife Leontine 
Buijnsters-Smets’s own collection (the Buijnsters-Smets 
collection, now at Tilburg University) and one in the 
Nederlands Openluchtmuseum at Arnhem.
Box a little worn (especially around the edges) and dust-
soiled, but overall in good condition. A very rare complete 
set of the ca. 1825 “myriorama”, showing 24 views of Italy.
[24] loose plates. Buijnsters, Papertoys, p. 366; Gumuchian 3368 
(misdatedca. 1840); Van Veen (auction catalogue) I, 223; WorldCat (1 
copy). ☞ More on our website

Finely executed Royal Naval Academy exercises by a future, including nautical charts, 
fortification plans, astronomical diagrams, topographic views, etc.:

84 S OT H E BY, Charles. [engraved title-page:] A plan of mathematical learning taught in the Royal Academy Ports-
mouth performed by [in pencil: Charles Sotheby] a student there.
[Portsmouth], “177 ” [recté 1795–1798]. 2 volumes. Imperial 4° (37.5 × 27 cm). Manuscript school exercises with a pre-print-
ed engraved title-page with a blank space for the student to add his name, with 4 full-page and 1 larger folding nautical 
charts (some partly in colour), 7 full-page fortification plans (in black ink with 1 to 3 colours), 4 full-page astronomical 
diagrams (2 also with yellow), a full-page compass rose, 23 pen and ink wash views in the text (9 × 15 cm to 12.5 × 22 cm, 
1 also with blue washes), and numerous other diagrams (including maps in the surveying section) and some illustrations 
in the text. Near contemporary (ca. 1803) blind – and gold-tooled half calf, blue sprinkled edges. € 25 000 / £  21 000

Exercises in mathematics, navigation, fortification, surveying, mechanics, etc., at the Royal 
Naval Academy in Portsmouth, finely executed by the future Admiral Charles Sotheby (1782–
1814) when he studied there in the years 1795 to 1798 (probably ages 13 to 15). The large folding 
nautical chart of the North Atlantic shows the North American coast from Newfoundland 
to Cape Cod, the Caribbean and Atlantic islands and the coasts of West Africa and western 
Europe, while the full-page one includes the coasts of Greenland, Iceland, western Europe, 
West Africa, the Atlantic islands and a sand bank off Newfoundland. The other nautical charts 
show Christmas Island (off the coast of Java, though the form differs), Palmerston Island (in 
the South Pacific) and Table Bay (at Cape Town, South Africa) in great detail. The pages have 
been numbered as a whole, with a single series covering both volumes, and mostly also section 
by section with the following number of pages: arithmetic 56, geometry 48, plane trigonometry 
18, the description and use of the terrestrial globe 5, geography 12, chronology 10, navigation 
17 & 29, spherics 28, astronomy 34, latitude 13, longitude [33], days works [= journal keeping] 
[22], marine surveying [31], fortification [29], gunnery [22] and mechanics [19].
Charles Sotheby (1782–1854), entered the Royal Naval Academy at Portsmouth on 5 September 
1795 and studied there until he began his service in the British navy on 31 March 1798, seeing 
duty at the Battle of the Nile in that year. He commanded a ship by 1809 and rose steadily through the ranks until he became Rear-
Admiral in 1848. The academy was restricted to sons of noblemen and gentlemen and was intended to train officers for naval command.
The present exercise book not only shows Sotheby’s high level of skill and knowledge at an early age, it also provides a very clear and 
detailed picture of the training of British naval officers in the 1790s, as Napoleon began making his earliest plans to invade England.
Each volume with the engraved bookplate of Charles Sotheby, with the rampant talbot crest from the Sotheby coat of arms, and also 
with the bookplate of the Dutch cartographic historian Cornelius Koeman (1918–2006). In very good condition, with only a small chip 
in one leaf and a tattered fore-edge in a few others. The bindings are rubbed and the spines worn, with a crack in the front hinge of vol. 
II, but the tooling remains clear. A detailed and fascinating picture of the teenage studies at the Royal Naval Academy in Portsmouth.
engraved title-page + “229” [= 228]; 230–493, [2 blank] pp., with pp. 229 and 493 blank excepting the page numbers. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46199.html
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A new passage to the Pacific and state-sponsored piracy
85 SPIL B E RG E N, Joris van and Jacob Le M A IR E. Speculum Ori-

entalis Occidentalisque Indiae navigationum; quarum una Georgii à 
Spilbergen classis cum potestate Praefecti, altera Jacobi le Maire aus-
piciis imperioque directa, annis 1614, 15, 16, 17, 18. Exhibens novi in 
Mare Australe transitus, …
Leiden, Niclaes van Geelkerck for Jodocus Hondius, 1619. Oblong 
4° (19 × 25 cm). With a large engraving on title-page, and 25 num-
bered engraved plates with maps and views: 2 large folding (a map of 
the world and a map of the East Indian archipelago), 5 double-page 
(mostly bound as fold-outs) and 18 full-page, several with insets. Blind-
tooled pigskin (ca. 1700? but probably the book’s first binding), in a 
panel design with 2 large rolls, rebacked. € 32 500 / £  27 300

Scarce, first Latin edition (in the same year as the first edition in the original Dutch) of one of the bestsellers of illustrated 17th-century 
travel literature, describing one of the most famous early voyages around the world by Joris van Spilbergen, the veteran Dutch East Indies 
naval officer-turned-pirate, undertaken from 1614 to 1618. A short survey of another of the most important early voyages around the world, 
by Schouten and Le Maire in the years 1615 to 1617, is added at the end, with drop-title “Navigationes Australes”. It reports Le Maire’s 
proof that Tierra del Fuego is an island and his discovery of what is still called the Strait of Le Maire, an alternative route to the Pacific.
In 1614 the VOC commissioned Spilbergen to sail to the Moluccas with nearly 700 men. Despite the commercial nature of his expedition, 
Spilbergen’s six vessels were heavily armed, anticipating encounters with silver-laden Spanish vessels. Spilbergen spent two years calling 
at various Spanish and Portuguese ports along both coasts of South America, failing to capture any great amounts of silver or silk from 
Manila, but burning several settlements and emerging triumphant from a naval skirmish just south of Lima.
By contrast, Le Maire’s less mercenary expedition resulted in important discoveries; his exploration of Tierra del Fuego and the Tuamotou 
Archipelago called into doubt the existence of a massive southern continent (until its existance was proved in the 19th century), providing 
a catalyst for Tasman’s discovery of New Zealand and Australia. The two expeditions crossed paths in the Dutch East Indies in 1616.
Spilbergen’s book is also remarkable as an early document of Dutch voyages to the Brazilian coast, especially valuable for its detailed 
account of the stay in the Ilha Grande, from October 1614 to January 1615, and in São Vicente in 1615.
Slight browning throughout, with the title-page and its conjugate cut down and the margins expertly restored, along with the gutter 
margin of, worm holes repaired in 7 plates and 4 leaves of text, slightly affecting the printed image in 3 plates. Binding worn and rebacked, 
with some minor stains.
175 pp. Borba de Moraes, pp. 826–827; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 361; Sabin 89450; STCN (2 complete copies of present issue & 4 of issue without Hondius’s name). 
☞ More on our website

Fine illustrations of daily life of English and Indian people in India
86 [I N D I A]. TAY L E R , William. Sketches illustrating the manners 
and customs of the Indians and Anglo Indians.
London, Thomas McLean, 1842. Large 2° (54,5 × 37,5 cm.). With 6 hand co-
loured lithograph plates and a lithographed title. Contemporary half calf with 
cloth sides, gold tooled title on front cover. € 12 500 / £  10 500

First and only edition of an ethnographic study of native Indian people by William Tayler 
(1808–1892), who was at that time Acting Salt Agent of the Central Division of Cuttack 
for the East India Company. He dedicated his work to “Lady William Bentinck” (born 
Lady Mary Acheson 1809–1850), who was the wife of the Governor-General of India. 
The illustrations were drawn by Tayler himself, who was an amateur artist and drew much 
of the Indian daily life that he encountered. He selected the present 6 drawings to be 
published and had them lithographed by J. Bouvier. The first 3 plates not only show the 
ways of Indian people, but even more so the luxurious life of the English in India. The first 
plate, The Young Civilian’s Toilet shows a young man relaxing while being treated by several 
servants, who are named Anglo-Indians. The room is strewn with objects of leisure. The 
next 2 plates, The Young Ladies Toilet & The Breakfast show equal scenes. The other 3 plates 

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/9A5BUU07KV2H.html
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are more ethnographic in nature, showing native Indians in their everyday life: Women grinding at the mill; the Sunyasees (Sannyasis) 
& The village barber. Tayler later became a controversial figure for his excessively harsh oppression of Indian people when he was the 
commissioner of Patna.
Spine and covers slightly worn, pages a little frayed, some foxing on the text pages. Dedication page broened. Plate 2 detached and 
inserted loosely. Plates in good condition.
[16] pp; [6] plates. Abbey, Travel 465; Bobins I 272; H.K. Kaul, Early Writings on India 454; Prasannajit De Silva, Colonial Self-Fashioning in British India, c. 
1785–1845 (2018), pp. 116–119. ☞ More on our website

Unique source for the early 19th-century Utrecht ceramic tile art industry
87 [T I L E S – M O D E L B O O K]. [Model book of Dutch tile designs].

[Utrecht?, ca. 1810?]. Small square 4° (20 × 19 cm). With 111 pen and wash model drawings for Dutch tiles on the 
rectos of 105 leaves, most in greys but many in brown or a beautiful Delft blue. Several combine more than one colour, 
all in the actual size of tiles. Contemporary half calf, gold-tooled spine. € 35 000 / £  29 400

A manuscript model book of Dutch ceramic tile designs, a unique and 
important primary source for the early Utrecht tile art industry. No 
Utrecht modelbook is known before the printed ones at the end of the 
19th century.
Many designs in the book remained in use from the 17th to the late 19th 
century, so that they can be found in the later printed model books, 
but the styles changed with time and some subjects went in and out of 
fashion. The later 19th-century decorative designs are smoother and more 
mechanical than the more traditional designs in the present model book. 
Especially the picture tiles, which are most time-dependent and are mostly 
not recorded in Pluis, The Dutch tile, show their 17th-century inspiration, 
as well as the fashion of the late 18th century when Dutch tile art industry 
flourished and also worked for export. The landscapes are almost all set in 
an abundance of water with sailing ships, swimming ducks and sporting 
fishermen. The book also includes the traditional fully rigged sailing ships 
and a selection of traditional pictures of professions, children’s games, 
a sea-creature, animals to hunt, a rider, a soldier, etc,. as well as biblical 
scenes set in various decorative borders.
Extra added: 17 loose manuscript model designs (ca. 1825–1850) for tiles 
and a drawing of masons at work on a house, also intended as a tile design.
Some presumably blank leaves have been cut out between leaf 102 and the final blanks, and leaves 103 to 105 are mounted on the stubs. 
In very good condition. Binding rubbed, cracked along the hinges and restored at the foot of the spine. Important and beautiful primary 
source for the history of Dutch tile designs.
[2 blank], 105, [6 blank] ll. Cf. Van Dam, “Vormen uit vuur”, in: Mededel. blad Ned. Ver. van Vrienden van Ceramiek en Glas, (1999), nos. 3–4, pp. 27–31; Pluis, 
Dutch tile: designs and names, 1570–1930, passim; Pluis, Kinderspelen op tegels, p. 281. ☞ More on our website

12 stunning and detailed drawings of Chinese deities,  
in many bright colours plus gold and silver

88 T I N G Q UA . [Twelve Chinese gods].
[Guangzhen (Canton)], Tingqua, [ca. 1870?]. Imperial 4° album (33 × 24.5 cm). 12 drawings in numerous brightly 
coloured gouaches plus gold and silver, on pith paper (30 × 21.5 cm), each drawing mounted by its corners in an al-
bum of mulberry-bark(?) paper and framed with 4 strips of blue silk, and with a loose tissue leaf inserted before each 
drawing and an extra blank album leaf before the first drawing. Contemporary rice-straw(?) pasteboards, with the 
contemporary “Tingqua” label. € 38 000 / £  31 950

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/M2ACVI942UQX.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/22424.html
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Twelve spectacular and extremely detailed Chinese drawings of Chinese 
deities, executed in dozens of brightly coloured gouaches plus gold and silver 
by the Tingqua studio, established in Guangzhen (Canton province) in the 
1830s. Tingqua, also known as Guam Lianchang (ca. 1809–1870 or soon after) 
was the leading artist in the export business that flourished after China’s defeat 
in the First Opium War (1839–1842) opened the country to foreign trade. He 
and his slightly older contemporary Sunqua (active 1830–1870) pioneered the 
genre of pith paintings for the export market. The drawings show considerable 
originality in the rendition of the deities and their attributes, which sometimes 
makes it difficult to identify the deity intended. As usual with pith-paper 
drawings made for export, they show a mix of Chinese and Western influences, 
the faces here clearly following Western art (Tingqua was a protégé of George 
Chinnery), but the present drawings may also show some Tibetan influences.
Since pith-paper drawings were rarely signed, few can be attributed to an 
artist or studio on documentary evidence. The present set is a rare example 
of a group of drawings (clearly made as a set) preserved in its contemporary 
album with the Tingqua studio’s label. The figures are much more detailed 
than those in most pith-paper drawings.
Several drawings show one or more broken corners or other small marginal 
defects, and sometimes an end of one of the blue ribbons has come loose, 
but the drawings themselves are in fine condition. The paper reinforcing the 
spine has torn at the hinges and the lower right corner of the front board is 
abraded, but the album binding is still in very good condition. A remarkable 
series of large, brightly coloured and unusually detailed pith-paper drawings 
of Chinese gods: rare documented drawings of the famous Tingqua studio, with their letterpress label.
[12] ll. Cf. B. Salmen, Chinesische Bilder (2007); Tingqua: paintings from his studio (1976); I. Williams, “Views from the West”, in: Arts of Asia XXXI (2001), pp. 
140–149; I. Williams, “Painters on pith”, in: Arts of Asia XXXIII (2003), pp. 56–66. ☞ More on our website

A utopian civilization discovered in Terra Australis
89 [VA I R A S S E D’A L L A I S, Denis]. Geschichte der Sevaramben aus dem Französischen übersetzt vom Verfasser 

des Siegfried von Lindenberg.
Itzehoe, Johan Gottwerth Müller, 1783. 8°.
(2) MÜL L E R , Johann Gottwerth. Literarische Anmerkungen über die Geschichte der Severamben. Eine Beylage 
zur Uebersetzung dieses Buchs. Göttingen, Johann Christian Dieterich, 1783. 2 works, the first in 2 parts, in 2 volumes. 
8°. With a small illustration on each of the three title-pages. Contemporary half calf. € 3500 / £ 2950

First edition of the second German translation of the important utopian novel Histoire des 
Sevarambes (Paris, 1677) by the Huguenot author Denis Vairasse (or Veiras), set in Terra 
Australis. The framework for the story was provided by the ill-fated voyage of the VOC ship 
De Vergulde Draeck, wrecked off the coast of Western Australia in 1656. The narrator, Captain 
Siden, sails in De Vergulde Draeck to Terra Australis, where the ship runs aground. The castaways 
subsequently discover a utopian civilisation, marked by natural theology and a rationalist social 
system.
The translator and publisher of the present German edition, Johann Gottwerth Müller (1743–
1828), was an author in his own right and an ardent supporter of the European Enlightenment. 
The present copy is bound with Müller’s Literarische Anmerkungen, in which he discusses the 
political, social and religious implications of Vairasse’s utopia.
Bindings show some signs of wear, very slight foxing throughout the 2 vols., very small hole in 
the foot margins of vol. 2 not affecting the text. With an owner’s stamp in the lower outside 
corners of both half-titles.
350, [2 blank]; 302, [2 blank], 31, [1 blank] pp. Griep, Reiseliteratur und Geographica 1427; cf. Davidson, pp. 42–43; 
Fausett, Writing the New World, pp. 113–129. ☞ More on our website
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Reports from Japan by two famous Jesuits (1589 & 1590)
90 VA L I G NA N O, Alessandro and Luís F R Ó I S. Copia di due lettere annue scritte dal Giapone del 1589. & 1590. 

L’una dal P. Viceprovinciale al P. Alessandro Valignano, l’altra dal P. Luigi Frois al P. Generale della Compagnia di 
Giesu. Et dalla Spagnuola nella Italiana lingua tradotte dal P. Gasparo Spitilli della Compagnia medesima. ... Con 
licentia de’ superiori.
Rome, Luigi Zanetti, 1593. Small 8° (15 × 10.5 cm). Limp sheepskin parchment (ca. 1700?). € 12 500 / £  10 500

First edition of an important Jesuit work, publishing for the first time the annual letters of 
1589 and 1590 reporting on the situation in Japan, written by the Jesuit missionaries Alessandro 
Valignano in “Cansuca” (Katsusa in Kyushu) on 7 October 1589 (pp. 3–42), and Luís Fróis in 
Nagasaki on 12 October 1590 (pp. 43–125). They provide valuable information on the Jesuit 
missions in Japan and elsewhere in Asia as well as on the daily life, customs and political situation. 
This includes the establishment and development of Jesuit residences, churches and colleges, 
along with other activities, in Katsusa, Arima, Omura, Nagasaki, Bungo and many other cities 
and regions. Valignano wrote from the newly established Jesuit college at Katsusa, where in the 
following year he brought in a printing press from Macao and set up the first Jesuit printing 
office in Japan, publishing its first efforts in 1591.
The Portuguese Jesuit missionary Luís Fróis (1532?-1597) joined the Jesuits and worked from 
1548 at Goa, where he succeeded Gaspar Berse. His first attempt to reach Japan failed in 1554, 
but he finally succeeded in 1563 and became one of the first Europeans to gain a deep knowledge 
of Japan and its culture.
With quires C and G slightly browned, a small marginal tear in C8 and occasional minor and 
mostly marginal foxing, but otherwise in very good condition. An essential source for Japan in 
the 1580s and especially its relations with Europe and the Jesuits: an eye-witness account by two of the best-informed Europeans on the 
subject of Japan.
125, [3 blank] pp. Cordier, Japonica, col. 116; De Backer & Sommervogel VIII, col. 405, Valignano 5g; cf. Manel Ollé, “Jesuit portrayals of China between 1583–1590”, 
in: Bulletin of Portuguese-Japanese studies XVI (2008), pp. 45–57; J.F. Schutte, Valignano’s mission principles for Japan (1980). ☞ More on our website

 4 rare Dutch travel works, including the first recorded non-Islamic visitor to Mecca
91 VA RT HE M A , Ludivico di (Felix van S A M B I X DE J ON G E, transl.). 

De uytnemende en seer wonderlijcke zee-en-landt-reyse van de heer Ludovvyck 
di Barthema, ... 
Utrecht, Gerald Nieuwenhuysen & Willem Snellaart, 1654. With an engraved 
title-page and 4 engraved plates
With: (2) R O E , Thomas. Journael van de reysen ...
Amsterdam, Jacob Benjamin, 1656. With an engraved title-page, 4 large engrav-
ings in the text, 3 with scenes of the Mughal court life and the other depicting 
a sea battle.
(3) M O C Q UET, Jean. Reysen in Afrique, Asien, Oost – en West Indien, ...
Dordrecht, for Abraham Andriesz. (colophon: printed by Nicolaes de Vries), 
1656.
With an engraving on the title-page, repeated in the text on p. 87, and 9 other 
large engravings in the text.
(4) B L A N C , Vincent le ( Jan Hendrik G L A Z E M A K E R , transl.). De 
vermaarde reizen van de heer Vincent le Blanc van Marsilien ...
Amsterdam, for Jan Hendriksz. Boom & Jan Rieuwertsz., 1654. With an engraved title-page, 7 engraved plates, 2 
extremely finely engraved initials. 4 works in 1 volume. 4°. Contemporary vellum with manuscript title on spine, new 
endpapers. € 8500 / £ 7150

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/9A5DT201U79O.html
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Ad 1: Rare second Dutch translation of a highly important and adventurous narrative, including an account of the first recorded non-Is-
lamic visitor to Mecca. This translation was made by Felix van Sambix the younger based on the German translation of the Italian original 
(the Itinerario) made by Hieronymus Megiser. The present edition includes for the first time several full-page engravings, for example 
one showing a 15th-century battle against camel-riding Arabs and another depicting a Sati ritual.
“Varthema’s Itinerario, ..., had an enormous impact at the time, and in some respects determined the course of European expansion towards 
the Orient” (Howgego), making it one of the most important Middle Eastern and Asian travel stories in history.
Ad 2 (bound before ad 1): First and only edition of the illustrated Dutch translation of Roe’s journal as edited by Samuel Purchas with new illus-
trations made for it, describing his stay at the Mughal court for almost three years (1615–1618), a major contribution to Europe’s knowledge of Asia.
Ad 3: First Dutch edition of an account by Jean Mocquet (1575–1616) of the six voyages he made between 1601 and 1612 to (1) northern 
Africa and the Canary Islands, (2) to the Caribbean and Brazil, (3) to Morocco and other parts of Africa, (4) to eastern Africa and the 
East Indies (made ca. 1609), (5) to Syria and the Holy Land and (6) to Spain.
Ad 4: First Dutch edition and first illustrated edition in any language of Vincent le Blanc’s eye-witness accounts of his world travels 
through Persia (Iran), Arabia, Burma (Myanmar), the East Indies, and in the second part Morocco, Guinea, the African interior, the 
Cape, Constantinople (Istanbul), the Middle East, North and South America and even China. It was first published in French as Les 
voyages fameux (Paris, 1648), here translated into Dutch by Jan Hendrik Glazemaker (1620–1982).
Binding a little stained. Ad 2 with a water stain in the gutter margin and the paper edges a little frayed, lacking the blank leaf Q4. With 
some occasional small spots in ad 1, some water stains in the lower right corner of ad 3 and also in some parts of ad 4, which also shows 
some very slight water stains in the gutter margin. Otherwise in good condition.
126; [8], 56, 56, 24, [2]; [14], 153, [1 blank]; [4], 152, 116 pp. Ad 1: STCN (9 copies); Tiele, Volkenkunde 1128; cf. Howgego, to 1800, V15; Lach I, pp. 164–166. Ad 2: 
Cox I, p. 269; Lach & Van Kley III, pp. 564, 635–644; STCN (5 copies); Slot, The Arabs of the Gulf, p. 417; Tiele, Volkenkunde 927. Ad 3: Borba de Moraes, p. 576; 
Cordier, Indosinica, 884; JCB, M390; Sabin 49791; STCN (5 copies); Tiele, Volkenkunde 757. Ad 4: Borba de Moraes I, p. 460; Sabin 39592; STCN (9 copies); Tiele, 
Volkenkunde 647. ☞ More on our website

“Arabia Petrea” explored: account of an expedition (1865) through the Sinai,  
Petra in Jordan, and surrounding regions, with 48 plates and albumen prints

92 VI S C O N T I, Giammartino Arconati. Diario di un viaggio in Arabia Petrea (1865).
Including: Atlante per servire al Diario di un viaggio in Arabia Petrea.
Torino, Vincenzo Bona, 1872. 2 volumes. Royal 4° (31 × 27 cm). With 2 title-pages printed in red and black, each with 
the author’s wood-engraved decorated GAV-monogram and motto; vol. 1 with 2 folding lithographed maps (1 printed 
in black, brown and blue, with the route coloured by hand in red, of the Sinai Peninsula; the other in black and white, 
of the city of Petra); 40 mounted albumen prints after paintings by Emile Pierre Metzmacher (mainly 11.5 × 16 cm), 
individually mounted with letterpress captions on the mount; and 2 engraved plates; vol. 2 with 6 numbered engraved 
plates of molluscs and insects. The Diario in the original publisher’s maroon cloth with the author’s crowned mono-
gram gold--blocked on the front board and spine. The Atlante in the original publisher’s blue cloth, with the author’s 
crowned monogram and the title gold-blocked on the front board. € 25 000 / £  21 000

Rare first and only edition of an Italian account of an 1865 expedition through 
“Arabia Petra”, meaning the Sinai Peninsula and adjoining parts of what are 
now Israel and Jordan, including the ancient city of Petra, now in Jordan, 
where parts of “Raiders of the lost arc” were filmed (the spectacular ancient 
buildings are carved into the solid rock walls of the cliffs and probably date 
from the 5th century BC to the 2nd century AD. The photographically repro-
duced paintings show the author on camelback, numerous Bedouins, Arabs, 
Egyptians and Ethiopians as well as archaeological sites, monuments and 
topographic views. The plates in the second volume depict molluscs and 
insects, reflecting the author’s own research interests in the field of natural 
history, in addition to archaeology. The typography has been designed to 
suit the antiquarian subject, with Louis Perrin’s Augustaux roman capitals on 
the title-pages, the main text set in what would then have been considered an 
“antique” style (types influenced by pre-1800 models) and sans-serif capitals 
used to represent the ancient Greek and Latin inscriptions. The author quite 
literally put his stamp on the work, with his crowned monogram not only on 
the title-page and binding, but also embossed in the paper, where it serves as 
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a sort of watermark. The book does not indicate the size of the edition but since most of the illustrations are original albumen prints, 
there cannot have been many copies produced. The present copy may be a more deluxe binding than the Blackmer copy, also inscribed 
by the author to a woman, for it was in green cloth with only Visconti’s single initial “V” on the front board.
The volume with the Diario is a presentation copy with the author’s presentation inscription to a woman named Josephine. Bindings 
slightly worn, the blue cloth a little stained. First and last leaves of both volumes browned, some foxing, some fly-leaves with a tear (not 
affecting the plates), the map of Petra stained due to oxidation, with some browning caused by the albumen prints on the facing leaves, 
but overall in good condition.
439; 46, [2 blank] pp. (vol. II, pp. 1–2 blank). Blackmer 1742; Gay, Bibl. de l’Afrique et l’Arabe 3650 bis; Macro, Arabian peninsula 2254 (not noting plates); not in 
Howgego; Ibrahim-Hilmy; Weber. ☞ More on our website

One of the oldest spa towns of Europe: Wiesbaden in Hesse depicted in a suite of views
93 [VO D D I G E L , Jan Simon & Ferdinand Karl K L I M S C H ]. [Album von Wiesbaden].

Wiesbaden, C.W. Kreidel, [1852]. Small oblong 2° (30 × 23 cm). Suite of 10 steel-engraved views, all finely hand-co-
loured and highlighted with gum arabic, tipped onto thick brown leaves with printed decorative borders and captions. 
Contemporary decorated red cloth, gold-tooled spine, new endpapers. € 4800 / £ 4000

Beautifully produced suite of views engraved after the Dutch artist Jan Simon 
Voddiggel (1820–1862) showing Wiesbaden in Hesse, one of the oldest spa 
towns in Europe, celebrated as the “Nice of the North”. It includes several 
views of the old Kurhaus (“spa house”) built by Christian Zais in 1810 in the 
neoclassical style, the nearby cold-water balneological institution of Nerothal, 
the summer palace of the Dukes of Nassau, the “Kochbrunnen” (hot spring 
fountain) in downtown Wiesbaden, the sepulchral chapel of Duchess Elizabeth 
of Nassau, the Ducal hunting palace, and the ruins of Sonnenberg castle. Issued 
with various titles and, as here, without a title-page.
With an inscription in ink on the first free endpaper to Christine Emma Sanford, 
née Percival (1828–1900), “from her affectionate mother” (dated 1 May 1859). 
Christine Percival had married Edward Ayshford Sanford of Combe Florey, 
Somerset, in 1853. Cloth rubbed, spine rebacked, new endpapers. One plate with 
an unobtrusive mark, another with faint stains at corners from adhesive on the back. Otherwise in good condition.
[10] engraved views. ☞ More on our website

First editions of two stunningly illustrated catalogue of the gems and statues  
in the internationally famous “Wunderkammer” of the private collector Jacob de Wilde

94 WI L D E , Jacob and Maria de. Signa antiqua e museo Jacobi de Wilde, veterum poetrarum carminibus illustrata et 
per Mariam Filiam Aeri inscripta.
Amsterdam, for the author, 1700. With engraved title-page, an engraved author’s portrait, 1 attractive engraved folding 
plate with a double-page view of the library during a visit of Peter the Great and 60 engraved plates by Maria de Wilde 
of the statues of the Museum Wildeanum.
With: (2) WI L D E , Jacob de. Gemmae selectae antiquae e museo Jacobi de Wilde, sive L. tabulae diis Deabusque 
Gentilium Ornatae, per possessorem conjecturis, veterumque poetarum carminibus illustratae.
Amsterdam, for the author, 1703. With an engraved allegorical frontispiece, an engraved author’s portrait drawn from 
life by Pieter van den Berge, another added mezzotint portrait of De Wilde signed by Martin Mytens and 50 numbered 
engraved plates (plate size 17 × 13 cm) showing 188 numbered engraved gems, mostly 4 to a plate around a figure from 
classical antiquity, probably all by Adriaan Schoonebeek. 2 works in 1 volume. 4°. Contemporary vellum, manuscript 
title on spine, red sprinkled edges. € 7500 / £ 6300
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Ad 1: First and only edition of an attractive display of the statues of the Museum 
Wildeanum, the private collection of Jacob de Wilde which was once housed on the 
Keizersgracht in Amsterdam, with 60 engraved plates by his daughter Maria. The Dutch 
tax collector Jacob de Wilde (1645–1721) began the collection, containing gems, coins, 
scientific instruments and statues. “This attractive account of a Dutch cabinet of the 
late seventeenth century is as much a eulogy of Maria de Wilde’s gifts as an engraver as 
of her father’s museum” (Grinke). The 60 plates by Maria de Wilde (1682–1729) show 
the ancient Egyptian, Greek and Roman statues in the museum, including Egyptian 
figures of Isis, Horus, etc., some of which are now believed to be Renaissance copies of 
antique originals.
Ad 2: First and only edition, in Latin, of a stunningly illustrated catalogue of engraved 
gems with images from antiquity, from the collection of Jacob de Wilde (1615–1696), 
solicitor to the Admiralty in Amsterdam and amateur numismatist, antiquarian and 
collector. The STCN states that some copies have four additional preliminary leaves 
with poems, dated 1706 and 1707, which are present in our copy.
The Egyptian or pseudo-Egyptian imagery is especially interesting at this date. De 
Wilde’s celebrated collections drew admiration from hundreds of visitors, including 
(twice) Czar Peter the Great. He had already published catalogues of his coins and medals (1692) and bronzes (1700). His collections 
were dispersed by auction in 1740.
With the armorial bookplate of George Weare Tracy on the front paste-down. Binding somewhat soiled, some occasional spots, some 
marginal waterstaining at the end of the book (not affecting the plates, but overall two rare first editions in very good condition.
Ad 1: [8] ll. plus 62 plates. Ad 2: [16], 177, [7] pp. plus plates. Ad 1: Grinke 61; Murray I, p. 38 & III, p. 272; STCN 842380264 (11 copies); Tavernier, Russia and the 
Low Countries: an international bibliography 3178. Ad 2: Hollstein XXVI, Schoonebeek 72; Sinkansas, Gemology 7205 (“a rare work”); STCN 224273248 (8 copies); 
Thieme-Becker 30, p. 256; De wereld binnen handbereik 201 & 202 ( for De Wilde also 203–211 and text volume pp. 278–280 & passim); not in Balsiger. ☞ More on 
our website

Highlight of architectural history: extremely rare and important plate collection  
by the master architect Frank Lloyd Wright

95 WR I G HT, Frank Lloyd. Ausgeführte Bauten und Entwürfe 
von Frank Lloyd Wright.
Berlin, Ernst Wasmuth, [1910]. 1 text volume and 2 portfolios 
with lithographed plates. 1° (plates, ca. 64 × 40 cm) and 2° (text 
volume, ca. 41 × 32 cm). Text volume with the title printed in 
gold. With a total of 100 lithographed plates in 2 portfolios: 72 
plates numbered I–LXIV, printed on grey or white paper and 
mostly printed in brown, some in grey, grey & white or brown 
& white, one in gold (plate I), one in colour (plate LXIV) and 
one plate folding (plate LX), and 28 overlays, printed in brown 
on tissue paper. Each plate embossed with Wright’s blind stamp. 
Kept loose, as issued, in the original two portfolios (64 × 41.5 
cm), both dark blue half cloth with the original publisher’s 
printed grey wrappers over boards with all white ties present. 
Both portfolios and text leaves are kept in a larger, later beige 
half cloth portfolio (ca. 65 × 43 cm) with brown paper sides, 
three protective flaps and white ties. € 85 000 / £  71 400

Extremely rare first edition, of the complete collection of plates prepared 
from drawings made by master architect Frank Lloyd Wright (1867–
1959) at his Oak Park Studio, illustrating seventy buildings and projects 
completed between 1893 and 1909. It is the first major publication by 
one of the greatest innovators of modern architecture. The work boosted 
Wright’s fame in European architectural circles and influenced key figures 
in contemporary architecture including Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Peter 
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Behrens and Le Corbusier. The plates show perspective views, plans, sections and interior and exterior details. Plate LVI, with an interior 
view of the living room of the Coonley House, is one of the most important and desirable of the series. Other works represented are the 
Frederic Robie House, Susan Lawrence Dana House, Ward Willets House, Darwin Martin House, Avery Coonley House, the Larkin 
Building, and Unity Temple, showing the variety of his buildings.
Although each plate is embossed with Wright’s blind stamp, Sweeney notes that Wright completed the work alongside assistants and 
collaborators, including Marion Mahony Griffin and Wright’s son, Lloyd. The work was printed by Ernest Wasmuth, a massive under-
taking. The original plans and presentation drawings had to be lithographed on large stones. The text volume, written by Wright, was 
printed both in German and in English, containing an essay on his architectural style and a list of the plates. The text part starts with 
the introduction by Wright, translated into German by Wasmuth, and is dated ‘’Florenz, Italien, 15. Mai 1910’’ and is followed by an 
annotated list of plates (pp. 21–30). An English version of the introduction was printed in Chicago by Ralph Fletcher Seymour being 
dated “Florence, Italy, June 1910”.
The edition is scarce due to a fire at Wright’s home and studio, Taliesin, in August 1914. The fire destroyed the bulk of the American copies 
of this portfolio, in addition to much of Wright’s other work. So many of the copies intended for the American market were destroyed, 
with the result that the work was far better known in Europe than in the United States.
The later portfolio worn: a little stained, edges a little worn, head and outer protective flap half loose, bottom protective flap loose but 
present, linen ties somewhat frayed. Two ties of the second plates portfolio are torn and frayed. Text volume, some plates and the wrappers 
of both portfolios somewhat foxed, some plates with occasional marginal tears (never affecting the image), overlays a little toned. Overall 
a complete set with the plates, booklet and the two original publisher’s portfolios still in good condition, being Wright’s extremely rare 
magnum opus that secured his status in Europe: one of the most influential architectural publications of the century.
30, [1], [1 blank] pp.; plus 100 lithographed plates. Kruft 210; Robert L. Sweeney, Frank Lloyd Wright: an annotated bibliography, 1978, 87; Thieme-Becker XXXVI, 
279. ☞ More on our website

Harlequin with a black head: 34 prints in 2 series, coloured by a contemporary hand
96 X AVE RY, Gerard Joseph. Het nieuw geopend Italiaans tóneel, vertonende de wonderlijke ziekte bezwangerheid 

en baring van Arlequin: benevens de opvoeding van des zelfs jongen zoon.
With: (2) X AVE RY, Gerard Joseph. Het Italjaansch tooneel voortreffelijk in 16 verbeeldingen uytgevoert ..., verrijkt 
met Nederduytsche en Fransche vaarzen door Florentius H. J. van Halen.
Amsterdam, Petrus Schenk II, [1728?] & [1735?]. Royal 4° (30.5 × 26 cm). With 2 engraved title-prints, each followed 
by 16 numbered prints (pictorial images ca. 15 × 19 cm; plate size ca. 23.5 × 21 cm), with verses engraved in the feet of 
the plates. With all 34 engravings coloured by a contemporary hand and varnished, probably for the publisher. Con-
temporary vellum. € 25 000 / £  21 000
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Rare complete set of the first and only editions (excepting an abridged English 
edition of part 1, ca. 1760) of the only two Arelquin (Harlequin) print series by 
the Antwerp painter in The Hague, Gerard Joseph Xavery (1700–1747), one of the 
earliest original native Dutch examples the so-called Italian Commedia dell’arte, 
with texts in verse by Florentius H. J. van Halen (active ca. 1720–1739). We have 
located only 5 other copies with both parts and in 2 of those part 2 appears to be 
incomplete or defective.
Both parts probably take inspiration from French sources in the Italian style, 
such as Gherardi, Le théâtre Italien (Paris, 1694) and the various theatrical per-
formances known as “Théâtre de la foire”, performed at annual fairs in France, 
but they are not simply translations and at least part 1 seems to form a complete 
original story. The most important character in both series is Harlequin, here 
depicted with his entire head black rather than just a mask around his eyes, which 
might have led an 18th-century reader to think of a Moor and a modern reader to 
think of a 19th-century black-face minstrel.
In the first series Harlequin vomits, the doctor checks his pulse, examines his 
urine, gives him an enema and discovers he is pregnant! Harlequin then lays 6 eggs, 
brooding them in a nest, and babies hatch out. He raises the one that survives, 
cleaning his bottom, breast-feeding him and teaching him to walk and read, but 
Harlequin is lazy and impatient, beats the child and ignores the admonitions of the doctor, Piro (Pierrot) and Kolombine (Columbina). 
Scharmouchi (Scaramouche) also makes a brief appearance. The second series centres on foolish love, with women succumbing to the 
amorous advances of men who eventually abuse them, spend their money, get drunk or visit whores. The characters once again include 
Harlequin, Pierrot and Columbina but show a wider variety than the first series.
With the first title-page slightly dirty, stains in the foot of 3 leaves and a few small marginal defects, but still in good condition, with large 
margins and with the colours fresh and bright. The binding is somewhat wrinkled and spotted, with some tiny tears at the fore-edge, 
but also still good.
[1], 16; [1], 16 engraved ll. R.L. Erenstein, “De invloed van de Commedia dell’arte in Nederland tot 1800”, Scenarium V (1981), pp. 91–106, at p. 103; Hollstein XXV, 
Schenck 1949–1982; KVK & WorldCat (7 & 6 copies, incl. at least 1 incompl. copy of part 2); STCN (1 & 2 copies). ☞ More on our website

Early edition of the 1588 Korean translation  
of a classic Confucian schoolbook

97 Z HU X I (C HU H S I ). [In Korean:] Sohak eonhae [In Chinese:] Xia-
oxue jizhu [= Elementary learning].
[Korea], [1744?]. 2° (32.5 × 21.5 cm). With the pages printed in pairs (each 
page 17 × 10 characters) from 2-page woodblocks, each in a frame of thick 
rules, with thin rules between the columns, the title and leaf number be-
tween the pages on the fore-edge fold, with 2 decorations (4 leaves in white 
on black above the title and below the leaf number). Printed on Asian 
(probably paper mulberry bark) paper, with clear chainlines (about 20 
mm apart) and laidlines (about 2.1 mm apart), with the text in a mixture 
of hanja (Chinese characters) and hangul (the Korean alphabet). Contem-
porary Korean spineless wrappers with an embossed diaper pattern (made 
from interwoven diagonal triple lines) on the inside (mostly covered by the 
paste-down), side-stitched and oversewn through 5 holes, with manuscript 
title on the front wrapper and the spine edge. € 25 000 / £  21 000

A very rare early edition of the second Korean translation of volume 5 of a classic Chinese Confucian schoolbook that proved extremely 
popular and influential in China, Japan and Korea. It was written by Zhu Xi (1130–1200) in the Song dynasty (southern Song period) 
and finished in 1187. He was assisted by his disciple Liu Tzu-cheng. It was translated into Korean twice, first as Beonyeok sohak (published 
1518), then as Sohak eonhae (published 1588). The present edition contains this second translation, by Yi San-hae and about thirty other 
scholars who chose a different redaction of the Chinese text (known as the Xiaoxue Jishuo) and followed the Chinese more literally than 
the earlier translators.
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The present volume 5 covers (to give it its Chinese name) “Jia yan” (fair words), meaning writing, rhetoric and other matters concerning 
the expression of thought. Zhu Xi was an uncompromising figure with strong views on proper education, so the book demands much 
from the reader. Nevertheless Korean children as young as eight years old (and women, who often could read Korean but not Chinese) 
were expected to read it. “There are very good reasons why the Xiaoxue has been so highly esteemed. ... The statesmen strongly believed 
that the translation ... and the dissemination ... were crucial for the restoration of lost Confucian ethics” (Kim, p. 5). The postscript to 
the 1588 translation notes that the book is as essential to life as grain, water and fire.
Since a woodblock could be used for decades or even centuries, it is not easy to date the present book, but Kim illustrates the opening page 
of vol. 2 and the Staatsbibliothek Berlin has put scans of vol. 6 on the Internet, both described as the 1744 edition. They closely resemble 
the present vol. 5, including the decorations on the fore-edge fold (4 leaves in white on black). WorldCat records only 4 volumes from 
18th-century editions (at the Library of Congress, the Staatsbibliothek Berlin and the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, possibly all from the 
1744 edition) and none from earlier editions: only the Library of Congress has the present volume 5.
Korean books are all rare in commerce in the West, and their number is continually dwindling. Korean law strictly forbids the export of 
antiquarian books across the board, so the Korean books in the West generally all came out of Korea by the 1950’s at the latest, and over 
time, the vast majority of these have been purchased by institutional buyers.
With a round Asian owner’s stamp in black ink on the last page and 2 round sun-burst stamps on the facing paste-down, and manuscript 
notes on both those pages.
The wrappers are worn and darkened with a few small chips and a network of superficial cracks. These cosmetic blemishes nowhere 
obscure the text and (unusually in this genre) the book shows no worm damage: given the book’s rarity it remains highly desirable. Rare 
early Korean edition of a classic Confucian schoolbook.
66 double ll. WorldCat (1 copy of the present vol. 5, 1 copy of vol. 3, 2 copies of vol. 6, at least some from the 1744 ed.); cf. Wook-Doug Kim, “Two Korean translations of 
the Xiaoxue”, in: Translations in Korea: theory and practice, pp. 1–38 (with an ill. of the opening of vol. 2 from the 1744 edition). ☞ More on our website

Extremely rare 1788 Russian edition of Zimmermann’s account of Cook’s third voyage
98 Z I M M E R M A N N, Heinrich. Posliednee puteshestvie okolo svieta Kapitana Kuka s obstoiatel’stvami o ego zhizni 

i smerti …
St Petersburg, P.B. [= Peter Bogdanovich], 1788. 8°. Contemporary sprinkled calf. € 28 500 / £  23 950

Extremely rare second Russian edition, revised and augmented, of Heinrich Zimmermann’s 
valuable account of Cook’s third and final voyage, with a description of Cook’s death at 
Kealakekua Bay, Hawaii. Zimmermann’s account is followed by articles on Tahiti, a life of 
James Cook, and an essay on America in general, abridged from the Akademicheskiia izvi-
estiia for 1781 and not included in the first Russian edition of 1786. Though Cook famously 
discovered Hawaii during his third voyage, Russian interest centred on his explorations of 
the American Northwest coast, where Russian fur traders had tried to establish permanent 
posts since the 1770’s. Indeed, the first permanent Russian settlement was established only 
four years prior to the present publication.
Zimmermann’s account was first published in Germany in 1781; it was the earliest account of 
Cook’s final voyage to appear on the continent. It has an “ingenuousness and charm which 
differentiates it from the other accounts. His appreciation of Cook’s character deserves to 
rank with that of Samwell” (Holmes).
Foot of title-page with owner’s entry (in Russian), back of title-page with stamp of the 
Russian book collector V.A. Krylov, last page and flyleaf with owner’s stamps. Inner front 
hinge cracked, some smudges, binding chafed, spine damaged at head and foot, some 
wormholes. Overall a very good copy of an extremely rare Russian edition of Zimmerman’s 
account.
[4], 211, [1 blank] pp. Beddie 1570; Forbes 154; Howes 11435; Strathern, Navigations 631 (vii); cf. Holmes 40 
( first German ed.). ☞ More on our website
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